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SUMMARY

This study asks the questions; how did prints function 
in fifteenth century Northern European society and how were 
different types of prints made. The research and conclusions 
are presented as a series of separate investigations. The 
first part of the thesis deals with the function of woodcut 
prints in secular and religious settings. Unusual examples 
of the use of woodcut prints as decoration and as daily uten
sils are given in Chapter One. The discussion in Chapter Two 
is concerned with the relationship between woodcut prints and 
"the cult of saints", a form of Christian worship popular in 
late medieval Europe. The imagery and use of woodcut prints 
of this period is closely integrated with various aspects 
resulting from devotion to these cults.

The second part of the thesis discusses types of prints 
made in fifteenth century Northern Europe. These vary from 
the. most common forms, woodcut prints and engravings, to the 
more rare form.s, metalcuts, flock-prints, and embroidery- 
prints. These are discussed in Chapter Three. A more ex
panded discussion continues in the following three chapters 
on prints known as sealprints, pasteprints, and sealpaste
prints. Chapter Four looks at the three known sealprints. 
These are discussed according to their iconography, a descrip
tion of the print surfaces and materials, and likely methods 
of production based on their resemblance to other works of 
art and known methods practised in the fifteenth century.

Pasteprints, as a subject of study, present specific 
problems which do not occur in other types of prints. Many 
of these can be answered with the results from scientific



analyses. To date, very few analyses have been completed 
and, therefore, the study of pasteprints, which should be 
based to a large extent on these analyses, is still in its 
early stages of investigation and organization. A few of 
the problems discussed in Chapter Five, with regard to paste
prints, pertain to; how the matrices of these prints were 
made; why there are layered materials on the print surfaces; 
and, why does there appear to be more than one "type" of 
pasteprint. In accordance with the art historical approach 
followed in the rest of the thesis, information has been 
acquired by comparing similar types of objects made in the 
fifteenth century and methods of production practised during 
that period in Northern Europe. A catalogue, the first of 
its kind, having both physical descriptions of the prints, 
scientific analyses (when available), and colour photographs, 
follows Chapter Five. The last chapter. Chapter Six, dis
cusses the three prints known as sealpasteprints and attempts 
to relate each of them to a fifteenth century production 
method and use.

Two appendices are provided at the end of the thesis.
The first discusses, at some length, the technology of paper- 
making and its history, the production of paper, and the ap
preciation of paper with regard to prints. The second appen
dix describes an experiment in making paper reliefs from a 
fifteenth century clay mould discussed in Chapter Four.

As a contribution to previous research and knowledge, 
the thesis has a dual purpose. The first is to discuss the 
socio-historical importance of prints made in fifteenth cen
tury Northern Europe and the second is to cover previously 
ignored aspects of printmaking during this period. The mater
ial presented in it is intended to provide both an updated



approach to the subjects and encourage further interest 
and study of fifteenth century prints and printmaking 
techniques.
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ABBREVIATIONS

S. (number) is an abbreviation for the Schreiber number of 
a specific print. These numbers appear in the catalogues 
written by W.L. Schreiber, Manuel de L*Amateur de la Gravure 
sûr Bois et sur Métal au XVe siecle. (Berlin, 1893), and 
Handbuch der Holz- und Metallschnitte des XV. Jahrhunderts, 
(Leipzig, 1 9 2 6) .
Schreiber numbers in brackets ([ ]) refer to prints intended 
for publication in volume IX of the Handbuch which was never 
published.

* L. (number) is an abbreviation for the Lehrs number of a 
specific print. These numbers are found in a catalogue pre
pared by Max Lehrs, Geschichte und kritische Katalog des 
deutschen. niederlândischen. und franzdsischen Kupferstichs 
in XV. Jahrhundert, (Vienna, I9IO).

* The EinblattdrÜcke des XV. Jahrhunderts, P. Heitz, ed., 
(Strasbourg, 1899-19^2) is 100 volumes compiling all of the 
fifteenth century woodcut prints in both public and private 
collections in Europe and the United States. Each volume is 
numbered separately and has its own author and title. There
fore, reference to individual volumes in the text will appear 
in the following order: P. Heitz, ed., Einblattdrücke des XV. 
Jahrhunderts. Volume, Title, Author, Date, and Plate Number.
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INTRODUCTION

Single-sheet woodcut prints made during the fifteenth 
century in Northern Europe have been examined and described 
according to art historical characteristics which determine 
styles, dates, and localizations. These studies have pro
vided a basis for further research. Rarely have single
sheet woodcut prints been discussed in the context of reli
gious customs of the fifteenth century. In fact, one cannot 
fully appreciate the iconography of these prints unless one 
is aware of the religion of the period. This study ties 
together the imagery of woodcut prints with the fifteenth 
century religious system known as "the cult of saints".
This form of religion was the combination of Christian dogma 
and liturgy with predominant aspects of traditional folklore 
which, more often than not, involved superstitious attitudes 
and a populace that was willing to believe in the more magi
cal side of religion.

In the following study, it will appear quite obvious 
that emphasis has not been primarily placed on the standard 
art historical terms of reference. This allows the reader 
to assimilate and understand the socio-historical value of 
the prints within the context of their production and use. 
They should not be detached from the fifteenth century but 
viewed as a vital part of contemporary life. Art is, after 
all, the reflection of human behavior and it is the princi
pal concern of this scholar to illustrate fifteenth century 
beliefs and customs with the use of fifteenth century wood- 
cut prints.

Woodcut prints in the fifteenth century did, of course,
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have their secular functions and uses. During the fifteenth 
century, woodcut prints showing religious images were pasted 
in the lids of boxes and some prints may even have functioned 
as an early form of wallpaper. The functions of prints as 
fine art objects and in the production of printed books de
fine separate categories of investigation. This study makes 
note of these functions but is chiefly concerned with explor
ing lesser known uses of woodcut prints, and emphasizing the 
decorative uses and roles the'y played in everyday medieval 
life, such as toys and calendars.

There were several techniques in the fifteenth century 
employed for making images on paper and utilizing paper as 
a medium. It is necessary to have a basic understanding of 
the two most common printmaking techniques, woodcut and en
graving, in order to appreciate the more unusual methods used 
briefly in the last part of the century (metalcuts, flock- 
prints, embroidery-prints, sealprints, pasteprints, and seal- 
pasteprints). Understanding the methods of printmaking also 
helps to explain specific visual and sometimes physical char
acteristics found in individual prints.

Certain rare prints from the fifteenth century, seal
prints, pasteprints, and sealpasteprints, have, as yet, been 
inadequately explained with regard to their production and 
use. These questions were raised by art historians who com
mented on these prints in the early part of this century but 
they were never satisfactorily answered. In order to provide 
a reasonable and likely method of production in each instance, 
I have had to acquaint myself with a variety of production 
methods outside the immediate realm of printmaking. The 
technological comparisons I have suggested derive from my 
Investigations into other fifteenth century art media. In
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some instances, historical documentation, in the form of 
'recipe' hooks or manuscripts, is available which brings 
us even closer to the actual processes used in the fifteenth 
century and provides an approximation as to how we think the 
prints were made.

There are three prints known as "sealprints". One, in 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, was classified as a "print" 
because it appears to be an image on paper. But it was not 
made by any traditional printing method, that is, inking a 
matrix and pressing it onto a flat support such as paper, 
resulting in a two-dimensional design made from ink. This 
sealprint was made using paper as a casting material in a 
form of papier mâché. Papier mâché was a very popular mater
ial that was used to make large numbers of religious souvenir 
objects. It was also used to make small household furnishings 
such as small boxes. This period of papier mâché production 
(specifically the fifteenth century) is an area in which 
little art historical research has been undertaken.

Another sealprint, in The New York Public Library, was 
made using a similar process to that which was used to make 
the Metropolitan print. However, this print was made from 
layers of paper and not paper pulp as in the previous instance. 
It is a larger print and has a devotional inscription along 
the top edge, indicating that it was used as a kind of Andachts- 
bilder for prayer and meditation.

The third sealprint is in the Hunterian Art Gallery, 
Glasgow. My study shows that this print has virtually nothing 
to do with the previous two sealprints in terms of production 
and use. My proposal is that this embossed design in paper 
was a working "proof" made by a craftsman who was designing 
a matrix for bookbinding decoration known as "blind-stamped"



decoration. An unusual aspect of the print is what appears 
to be "over-drawing" on the surface in sepia ink. The rea
son for this is not known, but it may have been the result 
of a previous owner trying to re-capture the original de
sign in the colourless paper relief.

The next category of rare prints, known as "pasteprints", 
was studied by several historians in the early part of this 
century. These early authors did not have the technical 
processes available today to chemically analyze these prints. 
This is extremely important as the "paste" on the print sur
faces is actually composed of individual layers of materials. 
This observation was made in 19^2 when three pasteprints were 
analyzed using what were then the most up-to-date methods 
of analysis. These reports were submitted for a contempor
ary interpretation to The National Gallery Scientific Depart
ment in London. It was suggested that the conclusions drawn 
at that time could very likely be altered today in light of 
the much greater knowledge of chemicals and materials used 
in the production of early artworks. Therefore, it is vital 
to have chemical analyses made on these prints and only the 
current techniques should be trusted with regard to any con
clusions as to the composition of the paste.

Further questions raised with regard to pasteprints are, 
what method of production was used and what were they origi
nally intended to look like? The method of production appears, 
to me, to have been taken from both two-dimensional printmaking 
techniques and from the production of low-relief designs in
tended to imitate textiles on the backs of altarpieces and 
on panels. Both methods utilize a matrix which is impressed 
in order to make the design. The latter method, however, 
.presses the matrix into a thin sheet of a wax-based mixture,



similar in essence to that found on the surfaces of paste
prints. Both the textile imitation and the pasteprint were 
finished in a similar decorative manner, using gilding and 
coloured pigments. This approach towards the research of 
pasteprints provides a more plausible and, thus, useful 
contribution to the overall study because it is based on 
known fifteenth century procedures and relates the prints 
to similar types of objects made in that period.

We know that the imitation textile sheets were intended 
to reproduce the 'look' of popular fifteenth century brocades. 
It has been suggested, and I agree, that pasteprints, in 
their original form, were meant to look like expensive gold- 
work. I have proposed that the pasteprints intended to be 
sold to wealthy clientele are those which were made from real 
gold with hand-painted details on the surface. A second type 
of pasteprint, which covered a much broader section of the 
market, was made to look like the expensive versions, using 
substitute gold materials and printed effects to replace the 
hand-painted ones thus saving time in production. It should 
be kept in mind that, there is more than one type of paste
print, which is obvious when they are compared visually to 
one another. Therefore, this proposal may only pertain to 
a certain group of pasteprints.

The last group of rare prints dealt with in this thesis, 
the sealpasteprints, were thought to have been made using a 
combination of the proceeding two techniques. In fact, they 
too are very distinct in their production methods. The Metro
politan sealpasteprint is made from a rough mixture of what 
may be a vegetable fibre and paper pulp. It was probably 
cast in a wood or stone matrix and then painted in a dark 
brown varnish-like substance. It may well have been intended



to imitate a low-relief plaque in bronze. Another seal
pasteprint, in Washington, D.C., is more similar in appear
ance to pasteprints except that it has a much thicker layer 
of paste on the paper surface. It would seem that this seal
pasteprint is probably much closer, in terms of production 
method, to that of pasteprints. The last sealpasteprint was, 
prior to World War 11, in the Danzig State Library. It is a 
unique combination of low-relief lettering which forms the 
border around a printed, two-dimensional image.

The production of images and objects made from, or with, 
paper was dependent upon the increased availability of paper 
in fifteenth century Europe. For this reason, an appendix 
has been included in the thesis which examines; the histori
cal development of papermaking technology; its introduction 
into Europe; early papermaking in Fabriano and Nürnberg; 
making paper; and, looking at paper with regard to early 
prints. A second appendix describes the technique used to 
make a relief in paper from the "Markle Plaque", a fifteenth 
century clay matrix discussed in Chapter Four.

When I first began my research, prompted by the presence 
of the Hunterian sealprint, I was unaware of the labyrinthine 
path ahead of me, especially as it led into the related cate
gories of pasteprints and sealpasteprints. As a result of 
the complexities I encountered, requiring much more time than 
that prescribed by a Ph.D.,.1 have had to limit my investiga
tions and draw the most reasonable conclusions possible. 
Despite any limitations, the material contained in this study 
is the most recent and complete work to have been produced in 
many years. 1 feel certain that it provides a great deal of 
conclusive research and many ideas which I hope will encourage 
further study in the near future.



PART I. FUNCTION



CHAPTER ONE
WOODCUT PRINTS : DECORATIVE AND SOCIAL FUNCTIONS 

IN THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

After the introduction of cast type, in the 14^0's, a 
distinct separation of function arose in the uses of wood- 
cut prints and engravings. The woodcut print tended to be 
used along with printed text,'thus making it a "partner" of 
the written word, increasing the text’s precision by giving 
a definitive image of what otherwise might have been a var
iant interpretation of language. While the engraving was 
accepted as a fine art object in its ovm right, unaccompan
ied by the printed text, it was accepted for its intrinsic 
beauty and appreciated according to the technical handling 
of the medium by the artist. However, woodcut prints made 
by Albrecht Dürer, in the later part of the century, helped 
to break down this distinction in use, and by 1500, indivi
dual artists were known for their work both in woodcut prints 
and engravings.

The appreciation of woodcut prints as fine art objects 
and their use in the production of printed books define two 
separate categories of study. I do not intend to dwell on 
these areas but, instead, to point out a few of the more unu
sual and perhaps lesser known decorative and social uses of 
woodcut prints in fifteenth century Northern Europe. The 
first examples of decorative woodcut prints were chosen ei
ther because of their unusual function or because, from their 
appearance, they suggest a particularly interesting use. The 
second group of woodcut prints provide an insight into the 
life and customs of late medieval society in Northern Europe.



Woodcut prints as decoration.

One group of woodcut prints, used in a religious and 
at the same time decorative manner, are those which have 
been found adhered beneath the lids of small, portable 
boxes, or cofferets, made between 1480 and 1520 in Paris.
At least thirty examples can be found in both European and 
American collections. Some of these boxes were used to col
lect alms and were either cirbulated within the congrega
tion during the Mass, or else held by a clergy member out
side the church door as a receptacle for offerings made by 
the congregation.(1) It was thought that, upon viewing the 
religious image portrayed on the open lid, laymen would be 
reminded of their devotion and responsibility, and make an 
offering to the church. Another use for the cofferets was. 
as containers for important letters and documents. The con
struction of the cofferets made them ideal small strong
boxes. The box itself was made of wood and covered with 
leather. Large decorative plates of iron and often bands 
of iron encircled the box structure (Fig. 1). Some of the 
cofferets have side loops made of iron, through which lea
ther straps were laced, so that the case could be worn next 
to the chest or carried under the arm, a useful position 
when travelling on horseback. Because of their sturdiness, 
these small cofferets were used to hold costly manuscripts 
and early printed books. They could either be stored or 
carried safely when travelling. The Spencer Cofferet, shown 
open in Figure 2, probably held a manuscript. It has a 
woodcut print showing The Almighty Enthroned pasted under
neath the lid (Fig. 3)• This type of cofferet is shown in 
a painting by the Master of the "Annunciation" from Aix,
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The Prophet Jeremiah (Figs. 4 and 5)*
The subject matter of the woodcut prints found in these 

cofferets may yield additional information with regard to 
their use. Cofferets with pilgrim saints, such as, St.
Roch and St. Christopher (the latter traditionally re
garded as the protector of travellers), were used as dis
patch boxes. Cofferets used to collect alms portray images 
of holy monks, such as, St. Francis and St. Anthony. While 
cofferets intended to hold manuscripts and books contain 
scenes from the Life of the Virgin and The Passion (Figs. 6 
and 7)*(2) Some of these boxes may even have served as por
table altars. Small hidden compartments, found in some ex
amples, may have contained an altar stone so that the cof
feret, when opened, could be used as a portable altarpiece.(3) 
In addition to the practical uses of the prints, one should 
keep in mind that, in the fifteenth century, these holy im
ages were considered a form of divine protection for both 
the contents and the owners.

The number of examples showing the use of woodcut prints 
as wall or ceiling decoration in the fifteenth century is 
small. This may be due, in part, to the vulnerability of 
paper to climatic effects and ageing; indeed, any print that 
might have been used may very likely been painted over, or 
else had new prints laid down on top of it.

Woodcut prints used as ceiling decoration were found in 
Switzerland and dated from about 1510-20 (Figs. 8 and 9)*(4) 
These prints, showing Gothic ornamental designs, were used 
as border patterns between sections of carved wooden ceiling 
decoration. Old paint almost totally obscures the pattern 
on the print surfaces; however, they were assigned to the 
style of Urs Graf. This is the earliest known use of wood-
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cut prints as ceiling decoration.
The use of woodcut prints to cover larger areas with

in rooms occurred later in the sixteenth century. An exam
ple from 1560 shows the use of printed patterns imitating 
intarsia (inlaid woodwork), again, applied to the ceiling 
of a room now in the Schweizerisches Landesmuseum, Zürich 
(Fig. 1 0). Max Lehrs suggested that printed fabric patterns 
on paper were inexpensive substitutes for tapestries in the 
sixteenth century.(5) It is not inconceivable that wood- 
cut prints were used in this manner in the late fifteenth 
century.

There is only one single-sheet woodcut print reproduced 
in the Heitz volumes which, because of its pattern and size, 
indicates a use as wallpaper decoration (Fig. 11),(6 ) It 
was found inside the cover of a manuscript stamped from the 
abbey of St. Bernard in Tysogora, in the last quarter of the 
sixteenth century.(7) The print shows the Face of Christ in 
the centre of an abstract decorative pattern and measures 
2 9 ,8 X 2 1 ,3  cm. The woodcut was printed in a reddish ink 
on paper and, because the patterns are similar to designs 
woven in material, it was suggested that the print was a 
very early example of printing on paper (possibly fourteenth 
century), made during the period of "transition" from print
ing on fabric to printing on paper.(8) An example of early 
fifteenth century printing on fabric is a lectern cloth 
showing the Marriage at Cana, ca. 1400 (Fig. 12).

One might think, initially, that this woodcut print 
served as decorative paper on the inside of a manuscript, 
or bookbinding, as it was found in the St. Bernard manu
script; however, when two sheets of the print are placed 
next to each other, they form a continuous pattern (Fig. I3).
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The pattern is also continuous when two sheets are placed 
one above the other; thus suggesting that the print could 
have been used to cover a large surface area, such as, a 
wall. The use of woodcut prints as ceiling decoration in 
the sixteenth century, gives further credence to the sug
gestion that this print, also, was used in some form of 
interior decoration, perhaps as early as the mid-fifteenth 
century.

The only other large decorative print of this type is 
in The National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. (Fig. l4). 
This woodcut print depicts The White Eagle and Crown of 
Poland. It was made in Poland, around l450; hov/ever, it 
is thought to have been intended for printing on fabric and 
not on paper.(9) The design does not form a continuous 
pattern in any arrangement, as in the former example, al
though the closely trimmed edge at the top of the sheet sug
gests that part of the original design is missing. We can
not be certain, therefore, that the print was not intended 
to form a continuous pattern in its original state.

Woodcut prints were also used as decorated wrappers is
sued by publishers.(10) They enclosed unbound volumes which 
made the loose sheets of paper both easier to handle and 
more attractive to the buyer. The earliest wrappers were 
issued in 1482. They were intended as a purchasing incen
tive and were not meant to serve as part of the bookbinding.
A Decorated Wrapper made in Augsburg at the end of the fif
teenth century is a rare example of these prints, which were 
not normally saved (Fig. 15). The preservation of this print 
is due to the actions of a librarian at the Kloster Neuberg 
who, in the sixteenth century, bound the wrapper in with the 
volume.(11) The Augsburg wrapper suggests another use for



the woodcut print, The White Eagle and Crown of Poland.
The central design, bordered by "angular, interlacing 
straps", has a similar 'cut-off' look to it, such as, that 
seen in the Polish print. It is possible that a border de
sign, such as that shown on the wrapper, may have originally 
framed the woodcut print.

Another similar use for woodcut prints was as decora
tive covers for books. An example of this is a print pro
duced in Ferrara at the end of the fifteenth century depic
ting St. George Killing the Dragon surrounded by classical 
and floral motifs (Fig. l6). Decorative woodcut covers were 
a cheap means of providing permanent covers for books. They 
were apparently not "publishers' bindings" but were supplied 
by binderies in a number of designs.(12)

Woodcut prints and late medieval society.

Fifteenth century social customs and traditions are 
expressed visually in woodcut prints from the period. One 
very common theme originates out of the custom of friends 
visiting on New Year's Day. They were expected to recite a 
greeting written in prose, which was often sharp and satiri
cal in essence.(1 3) With the development of printed images 
and text, more printed New Year's Greetings were made af
ter the second half of the fifteenth century. The most com
mon motif shows the Christ Child seated on a brocade cushion 
(Fig. 1 7). The Child wears jewellry (two bracelets and a 
necklace) and is surrounded by flowers, animals, and gifts. 
This bountiful, rich scene is reflected in two banderole in
scriptions, "vil god iar" and "vn e lage lebin", wishing a 
"good year" and "a long life". The Child is often shown



holding either an orb, or a bird, usually the cuckoo, a 
symbol of good luck.(l4)

Calendars with printed images of certain planets, ani
mals, and religious figures are associated with medicinal 
folklore of the fifteenth century. According to popular 
belief, these images 'ruled' over parts of the body and in
fluenced their function. Printed calendars recorded the 
most favourable periods for blood-letting and portrayed the 
relevant parts of the body. These medicinal calendars were 
sold by apothecaries and barbers.(15) An Astrological Blood
letting Calendar from Strasbourg, ca. 1498, with typographi
cal text and illustrations is shown in Figure 18. The il
lustrations represent a combination of religious and secu
lar themes, thought to have some mystical relation to one 
another.(l6) The "Nativity" and the "Massacre of the Inno
cents" are shown on the left, while on the right, a man is 
depicted surrounded by astrological symbols with lines drawn 
to their corresponding points on the body. Between the lines, 
the words, "gut", "bos", and "mittel" ("good", "bad", and 
"middle") refer to the effect achieved by blood-letting at 
those parts of the body. The other inscriptions, in German 
and Latin, give additional advice for blood-letting.

Another social custom in medieval Germany was to give 
a newly-wed couple a list of the furnishings and objects they 
would require in their new home.(17) These were portrayed 
in single-sheet woodcut prints showing twenty-four squares 
depicting all types of household goods surrounding the young 
couple and a rhyme describing the things needed for a good 
home. Other secular imagery dealt with death and disease. 
Warnings about death and the legendary, "Three Dead and 
Three Living", depicted the moralistic theme that death was
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not selective and was the inevitable end for all. Social 
satires and proverbs whose meaning, no doubt fully appre
ciated in the fifteenth century, now alludes us, are depic
ted in woodcut prints. An example of this is the print.
The Sleeping Tinker and Monkeys, a copy of an Italian en
graving from the mid-fifteenth century (Fig. 19)• The mis
chievous monkeys have taken advantage of the merchant while 
he sleeps by scattering the various trinkets about on the 
hillside. The -inference is that the tinker is lazy because 
he continues to sleep, in spite of the commotion caused by 
the group of monkeys.

Another scene, most likely a local proverb, is shown in 
Figure 20. The title of this woodcut print is simply, Man 
Riding a Lobster, and it was made in late fifteenth century 
Swabia.(18) The lobster represents the astrological sign 
of Cancer, as shown in the Strasbourg Calendar (the second 
symbol down on the right) (Fig. 18). The symbol of Cancer 
covers the zodiac period of approximately mid-June to mid- 
July, a time when the earth begins to travel away from the 
sun and the days begin to grow shorter. In the print, the 
man seems to be riding the lobster out of the church court
yard where we see several skulls piled on top of one another 
in a window. It was a common procedure, in the Middle Ages, 
to dig up skeletons and stack the bones in the church, so 
that the graves could be re-used.

Perhaps the procession of churchmen, shown coming along 
the path at the top right, is a funeral and the workman in 
the church courtyard is clearing a grave for the new body. 
The man riding the lobster is saying (to himself), "Mich 
driegent dann myn sinn - ich ryt do ich har bin" ("If my 
senses are not deceiving me, I am riding where I have come



from”). Could he be the deceased whose bones are being 
dug up and because of this, he comes back to where he has 
come from (life?), riding a lobster the symbol of movement 
away from a certain point?(19) If this interpretation is 
correct, then one wonders why the man is shown in such a 
healthy state and not as a skeleton himself.

Along with representing satire, proverbs, and images 
of medieval folklore and beliefs, one South German woodcut 
print, dating from around l44b-50, stands out from the rest, 
in that it was used as a toy (Pig. 21). The Two Monkeys On 
Horseback print can only be found in three examples, two of 
which were copied from one original version.(20) The mon
keys have interchangeable parts for their waists so that the 
piece of paper attached between the two figures can be moved, 
making the monkeys either horizontal or vertical to the 
horse's back.

Religious imagery has always held a greater importance 
and fascination in the mind of the individual believer and, 
because of this, it is fair to assume that fifteenth century 
woodcut prints used as decoration and as objects of daily 
use, such as, calendars and toys, were not as highly cherished 
as those portraying religious images or having a specific 
religious use. It is probably for this reason that there 
remains a large group of woodcut prints made in fifteenth 
century Northern Europe depicting religious subject matter.
But it is an historical fact that this imagery and these 
prints were produced in association with a very popular reli
gious devotion of the period which was dedicated to promoting 
a large assembly of Christian saints. The following chapter 
is designed to introduce the development and devotion to 
what is known as, "the cult of saints", and discuss the



relationship between these cults and their practises and 
specific woodcut prints made in the fifteenth century.
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CHAPTER TWO 

WOODCUT PRINTS AND "THE CULT OF SAINTS".

Fifteenth century woodcut prints, on the whole, por
tray religious subject matter. A certain number of these 
prints, made in Northern Europe, portray only images of 
saints and subject matter originating from what is known 
as, "the cult o'f saints". Cults devoted to Christ and the . 
Virgin had a large following in the fifteenth century, but 
numerous other cults existed, promoting the veneration of 
those saints who had been continuously encorporated into 
Christian literature since the earliest period of the reli
gion. These cults encouraged the belief, which originated 
in the early stages of Christianity, that a saint, when 
worshipped and adored, would act as an intercessor with 
God on the behalf of the layman. The saint was represented 
in physical form by a relic, the bodily remains of the 
saint. The relic was used to establish and consecrate an 
altar which, in turn, became a shrine and place of pilgri
mage and adoration, often considered a site of mysterious, 
unexplained incidents.

Prints functioned as visual documents which helped to 
promote the legend and "religious sacra", such as, shrines, 
relics, miracles, and pilgrimages, affiliated with the saint. 
The prints were cherished by the laity as devotional pictures, 
known as Andachtsbilder, and were considered holy, sacred 
objects in their own right. This is indicated by printed 
devotional inscriptions and, in some cases, handwritten 
supplications which occur on the same sheet as the holy 
image. The treatment of a print, for instance, cutting out



the Wound made in Christ's side from a printed image of 
either Christ or the Holy Heart, is further indication as 
to what extremes were taken to make the images seem more 
realistic. Also, the mysterious powers attributed to holy 
relics, such as the Holy Lance, supported the belief that 
the Wound was miraculously made in the paper by this relic.

In the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, small 
images in the form of hand-drawn and painted compositions 
on parchment, were used for devotional purposes (Pigs. 22 
and 2 3). Images of the saints were made in the same man
ner, using time-consuming methods and parchment as the sur
face material (Pig. 24). Scholars agree, that the availa
bility of paper in Europe by the late fourteenth and early 
fifteenth centuries had a profound influence on the use of 
printing and its popularity as a method of production at 
that time.(l) Printing from woodblocks and a substantial 
paper supply provided the method and material to produce 
large numbers of relatively inexpensive images. Promoters 
of ’saintly cults in Northern Europe utilized this combina
tion of method and material, substituting the printing medi
um and paper for time-consuming methods and costly parch
ment. As a result of this situation, there are a large 
number of woodcut prints on paper depicting saints, their 
legends, relics, and shrines, and the religious beliefs and 
customs associated with "the cult of saints".

The following discussion is concerned with the customs 
that developed around "the cult of saints", which determined 
so much of the imagery of woodcut prints and many of their 
uses in fifteenth century Northern Europe.
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"The cult of saints".

"The cult of saints" in medieval Northern Europe dis
played customs and traditions similar to those of earlier 
pre-Christian religions. Christian shrines were often 
built in centres of previously pagan worship.(2) It has 
been suggested that Greek polytheism was a source of many 
of these traditions found in "the cult of saints".(3) The 
centre of devotion to a Greek*hero was his tomb. This was 
sometimes sheltered by a temple, which often contained more 
than one tomb. When the bodily remains, or relics, of the 
hero were not available, a cenotaph was erected in his mem
ory. The relics of Greek heroes were thought to afford 
protection to the city in which they were housed.(4) Trans
lations, the miraculous appearance of relics on a site, were 
generally preceded by heavenly predictions foretold by ora
cles. Oracles were also consulted to give details concern
ing the hero's relics, his name and legend, so that honours 
might be paid to them. Objects that belonged to heroes or 
were associated with them were displayed in the temples for 
veneration.(5) Duplication of heroes' remains resulted in 
more than one tomb of a specific hero.(6) Thus, the venera
tion of heroes in Greek polytheism consisted of: relics, 
tombs, displayed objects associated with the hero, trans
lations, apparitions, and the duplication of relics, all of 
which manifested in the exact, or similar, form in later 
Christian cults.

The earliest Christian saints were martyrs. The life 
of a martyr was associated with the Life of Christ: His devo 
tion, suffering, and sacrifice for His faith. Martyrs were 
those members of the faithful who most closely followed His
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example and were honoured and venerated through what is 
known as, "the cult of martyrs", for having done so. The 
early Christian religious ceremonies honouring martyrs re
sembled both Jewish and Greek predecessors. At the time of 
Christ, the Jews had already established practises that in
cluded the veneration of dead prophets, patriarchs, and 
martyrs.(7) As a part of this veneration, they built monu
ments over the ground in which the bones of the dead were 
buried. The Christians also built shrines over the relics 
or bones of their revered martyrs and they used flowers and 
perfumes during the funeral ceremonies, just as their pagan 
predecessors had done.(8) But the Christian "cult of mar
tyrs" honoured not the birthday of the martyr but the death- 
day, or dies natalis, the birthday in heaven of the martyr, 
and during these ceremonies the whole community took part 
and not just the immediate family, as in the pagan ceremon
ies .

In the early stages of "the cult of martyrs", which 
later became known as "the cult of saints", Augustine made 
the distinction between devotion to these cults and adora
tion of God:

"We build temples to our martyrs not like temples for 
the gods, but as tombs of mortal men, whose spirits 
live with God. We do not build altars on which to 
offer sacrifices to martyrs, but we offer sacrifice 
to God alone, who is both ours and theirs".. .(9)

Devotion to the martyrs increased in the fourth cen
tury. New allowances were made as to who could be honoured 
and venerated. Confessors and virgins were included with 
martyrs, so that the monastic, chaste way of life became re
garded somewhat as a substitute for martyrdom. Those who
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led such a pious life were considered worthy of honour 
after their death; thus, the ranks of venerated cult fig
ures grew.(10) The relics of these figures were believed 
to have inherent miraculous powers, or virtues, and were 
capable through translations of appearing at a previously 
unknown site. Personal objects and clothing of the holy 
figures were considered worthy representations of the saint 
and the saint's powers to intercede with God and effect 
miraculous cures. Miracles and apparitions attested to the 
powers of a saint's shrine and the saint was invoked for 
protection from disease and by groups or individuals who, 
in one way or another, associated themselves with the saint's 
life or attributes. Offerings, known as ex vetoes, were made 
at the saint's shrine, either to effect cures or as a sym
bol of devotion and veneration,

Saint-worship and hero-worship express similar tradi
tions, whether they were consciously adopted or, "the natural 
outcome of an identical state of mind under similar circum
stances".(11) Both encouraged the veneration of the tomb 
(the site of the holy relics), offerings of food or expen
sive materials made at the tomb, feast days organized to cele
brate the revered figure, and the belief in the miraculous 
powers of the figure's relics. But the Christian form of 
worship, in its original concept, emphasized the act of 
devotion through the saint to God and not devotion to the 
saint alone.

The topography of medieval Northern Europe was suited 
to the development of this type of religious devotion. All 
forms of medieval life, including religion, tended to be 
localized because of economic and political constraints im
posed by rural feudalism.(12) Large numbers of cults were
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established promoting, among other things, the develop
ment of individual artistic styles and a diverse icono
graphy, Déterrants had a positive effect on the growth of 
"the cult of saints" in Northern Europe. Pilgrims were di
verted from visiting Rome during the period 1309-1376, when 
the papacy was located in Avignon, and more indulgences were 
granted to northern shrines.(13) The occupation of the Holy 
Lands and domination of Mediterranean sea routes by the Sara
cens was yet a further impetus to the establishment of shrines 
in the North.(1^) "Wars could stop the flow of pilgrims, but 
they also could create new shrines, if the saint was either 
warlike or a patron of warriors."(15) Plagues had a similar 
effect, that is, disrupting the pilgrim traffic yet inspir
ing increased devotion among the survivors.(l6) Church cus
toms contributed to the popularization of the cults and their 
shrines. In the late fourteenth century, the number of obli
gatory Church holidays ranged from 120 to 150 within the 
course of one year.(17) Jubilees were another form of cele
bration which brought together large groups of pilgrims and 
visitors to commemorate festival dates.(18) During these oc
casions, towns were swollen with tradesmen and craftsmen 
making use of the economic climate provided.

Imagery for woodcut prints made in fifteenth century 
Northern Europe was supplied, in part, from the legends of 
saints associated with cults, the other part originating from 
Biblical themes. These legends tell of the saint's life, mar
tyrdom, translation, and of the miracles performed by the 
saint or which occured at the saint's shrine. Further imag
ery documented collections of relics and pilgrimage scenes 
at the saint's shrine.
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Legends of the saints, their lives, martyrdoms, trans
lations , and miracles.

Legends of the saints and their shrines were promoted 
by written and oral means in conjunction with printed images. 
It was necessary to have written iteneraries and guidebooks 
for pilgrims.(1 9) These served a dual purpose: they popu-• 
larized the existence of a cult's shrine and usually con
tained maps giving the location of the shrine, along with 
others that lay along the route or in the nearby vicinity. 
Among the written works produced at the scriptorium of 
Conques, for the cult of St. Foy during the eleventh cen
tury, a large corpus of literature included: a Liber miracu- 
lorum (a book of miracles attributed to the saint probably 
during her lifetime and at her shrine), the liturgy of the 
saint, her martyrdom and translation, and the vernacular 
Chanson de sainte Foy (a Provençal poem which included a nar
rative of St. Foy's passion, translation, and first mira
cle. (20) Often the vernacular versions of a collection of 
miracles did not originate from the shrine literature but 
were the result of personalized translations from the origi
nal in Latin.(21)

Written legends were passed on by word of mouth among 
visiting pilgrims. Saints' lives constituted religious 
folktales recited orally to a group of people along the line 
of a chanson de geste and provided a common form of enter
tainment at pilgrimage sites.(22) Miracle and mystery plays 
were staged for the public. These developed out of litur
gical plays originally performed at the church door. The 
plays were also performed on wheeled platforms by guilds and 
confréries which travelled from town to town, often enacting
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the religious subject matter in a bawdy, secular manner.(2 3) 
Medieval Europe had a selection of wandering "conveyors" 

of song and legend. "Goliards" were men who had trained in 
a monastery and frequently still wore the tonsured hairstyle, 
which assured them of the public's reverent attention. They 
were ordained priests and generally spoke Latin, but they 
either did not want, or else were not allowed, to remain in 
monastic life. Perhaps for this reason, they became para- 
dists of formal religion specializing in clever, mock dispu
tations and satire and verse based on animistic-type gods.(24) 
Another type, the "jongleur", is first seen in the eleventh 
century and originated in the minstrel class of entertainers 
attached to a court. As they grew more independent, the 
"jongleurs" became professional interpreters of songs which 
they adapted according to the taste of their audience and their 
own sense of humour.(2 5)

One manner of popularizing a saint's legend, without 
risking the personal interpretation of an intermediate "con
veyor" or translator, would be to replicate scenes from the 
legend in an exactly repeatable form, a printed image. If 
produced in large enough numbers, these printed images could 
reach virtually as much of the population as legends promoted 
verbally and with their original meaning intact. Religious 
organizers in the fifteenth century used prints in this man
ner to popularize their cults.(2 6)

St. Sebastian was one of the more popular saints in the 
fifteenth century. Together with St. Roch, he was the most 
common saint implored for protection from the plaque, thought 
to be "inflicted by arrows". He was also the occupational 
patron saint of archers, upholsterers, quiltmakers, iron 
merchants, and soldiers. The arrows that pierced the saint's
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arrows. Soldiers related to the saint’s image because of 
his own profession as that of a Roman soldier.(27) In 
Figure 25, the saint is shown being shot with arrows by 
Diocletian's soldiers, while the Emperor himself looks on 
emotionless. The print is South German and dates from about 
l440-60. The powerfully expressive imagery is combined with 
an antiphon of devout prayer and veneration, which reads;

tr

"Commemoration of blessed Sebastian, Martyr (Antiphon),
I beseech you blessed Sebastian, for great is your 
faith, to intercede for us with the Lord Jesus Christ 
that we may be delivered from pestilence or epidemic.
(Versicle) Pray for us blessed Sebastian.
(Responsory) That we may be made worthy of the promises 
of Christ.
(Prayer) Almighty everlasting God, through the merits 
of blessed Sebastian your most glorious martyr, revoke 
that widespread pestilence, deadly to men. Grant your 
supplicants who carry this prayer about with them, or 
have it installed in their homes, or have it in the mem
ory of their hearts, and who will have gathered devoutly 

. on the day of your feast that they will have refuge from 
the widespread, reknown pestilence. Through their con
fidence in your merits and prayers, deliver us from this 
plague and disease, and from all evil to come as well 
as from all dangers to the body and spirit, and from 
sudden unexpected death and all enemies visible and in
visible every day, hour and moment through Christ the 
Lord."(28)

Saintly cults prompted personal attachment between the 
devotee and the cult figure. This "intimate" relationship 
could be strengthened by having an image of the saint to 
keep near or in the home. Through his devotion, the layman 
could hope to receive the benevolent protection of the saint. 
Woodcut prints of saints are known to have been hung on walls, 
doors, chests, and cupboards.(29) In Figures 26 and 27, a 
woodcut print showing St. Elizabeth of Hungary is seen
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attached to the wall behind a woman in a painting by 
Petrus Christus, ca. 1455- She was from a Genoese merchant 
family in Bruges and the image probably represents her pa
tron saint.(3 0)

Another woodcut print documenting a scene from a saint's 
life is shown in Figure 28. This print was made by the wood
cutter "Casper" who worked in the Regensburg area around l46o. 
Seven known prints have the signature "Casper" and three 
more were probably made by the same artist,(31) The print 
depicts St. Florian as a valiant knight in armour putting 
out a fire within the city walls and, presumably, rescuing 
the maiden shown waiting patiently at the tower window. The 
cult of St. Florian did not evolve until the fourteenth cen
tury. It was then that he became known as a protector against 
fire. According to legend, in his youth St. Florian had saved 
a burning house through prayer alone. In fact, Florian was 
a soldier in the Roman Army and was in Austria during the 
third century. He was martyred by Diocletian by being drowned 
in the River Emms.(32)

Numerous woodcut prints produced at Brigittine convents 
and monasteries throughout Germany and the Netherlands in the 
fifteenth century (especially between 1480-90), provide a 
good example of the use of printing by a religious group to 
promote and popularize its saint.(33) St. Bridget, a Swedish 
princess, founded the Brigittine Order for men and women in 
1 3 5 0 1 but she is perhaps best known for her book of Revelations, 
a series of visions which the saint experienced and recorded.
She died in 1373 and was canonized in I3 9 1.

The conventional depiction of St. Bridget shows her 
wearing the habit of her Order (Fig. 29). A walking staff 
with a pilgrim hat (with badges) and a wallet suspended from
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shield and the letters "SPQR", allude to the saint's pil
grimages to the Holy Lands and Rome. An additional shield 
showing the Rampant Lion and a Crown refer to her Swedish 
noble ancestry. A second representation of the saint in a 
woodcut print shows her seated, writing her book of Revela
tions (Fig. 3 0). In the upper left corner is an apparition 
of the Virgin and Child and next to this, the inscription,
"o brigita bit got fir uns" ("Oh Bridget, pray to God for 
us"). "Bit got fir uns", and slightly modified versions, is 
frequently found in combination with images of saints. It 
infers a personal attachment to the image of the saint and 
explains the devotional nature of the print. The print dates 
from around 1475-80 and has a signature, "michil", shown 
just below the saint to the left. Two more woodcut prints 
with similar compositions and dating a few years later are 
shown in Figures 3I and 32.

A woodcut print dating from 1480-1500 portrays St. Brid
get with her symbolic attributes and apparitions of God hold
ing Christ and the Virgin and Child (Fig. 33)• Surrounding 
this composition are monks and nuns from the Brigittine Order. 
A similar composition is shown in Figure 3^* The first print 
was made for the festival of the consecration of the Brigit
tine abbey at Maihingen, which was protected by the Houses 
of Gettingen whose arms are shown in the lower right corner 
below the saint. It was printed from three separate wood
blocks. The images are placed within separate spaces, created 
by ornamental latice work, in the format of a triptych altar- 
piece. Woodcut prints in this format (triptych) are known 
to have decorated the wings and panels of small, portable 
altarpieces.(3 4) A.M. Hind suggested that this print might
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have been used as an altarpiece.(35) These small altar- 
pieces were carried when travelling and used as personal 
devotional objects by monks and nuns.(3 6)

An example of a Portable Altarniece made from hinged 
wooden boards decorated with woodcut prints is shown in 
Figure 35* This early sixteenth century altarpiece, made 
by Melchior hotter in Leipzig, has the liturgy of Holy Com
munion printed on the centre sheet and scenes from the Pas
sion and Life of the Virgin on the two adjoining panels.
Shown below the altarpiece (in the photograph) is the ori
ginal uncoloured printed sheet.(37) A second small altar- 
piece is in The National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C..(38) 
Another type of portable altarpiece, although not decorated 
with printed images, does display a decoration technique in 
leather similar to that of the metalcut print style (Fig. 3 6). 
The decoration in gold on leather is on the inside of a sim
ple, low, rectangular case divided into three sections. The 
scenes portrayed are those of the Crucifixion with Mary and 
John, in the centre, and Two Saints and a Donor on the ad
joining panels. The work is from France and was made in the 
early sixteenth century.(39)

As a consequence of widespread superstition and belief 
in the powers attributed to shrine locations, people believed 
that miracles commonly occurred on these sites. A cult was 
sometimes established as the result of a miracle, such as, 
the translation of a relic or holy object. In the woodcut 
print. Transportation of the Virgin's House to Loreto, the 
tiny house is shown being lifted off of its foundations by 
two angels (Fig. 37)• God looks on over the scene, which is 
described by the two inscriptions as being located in the 
Holy Lands between Nazareth and Jerusalem. The legend tells
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a town in northeastern Italy, on December 10, 1294. Wide
spread knowledge of this legend led to the popularity of 
the site as a place of pilgrimage. This woodcut could pos
sibly have been produced for the bicentennial anniversary 
of the miracle as indicated by the small "CC" in the lower 
left corner. The typeset inscription attests to the mira
cle ;

"By the angels of paradise this church was transported 
without its foundations, which are still in Nazareth, 
to this place. It took a long time, but this was of 
no importance to the Christians of the vicinity who 
gave no heed to people deprived of good sense."(40)

This print was assigned to the Savoy region of France, and 
if this stylistic analysis is correct, it would indicate 
that the legend of the shrine was being popularized by 
French promoters through printed images miles away from 
Loreto. An Italian woodcut print. The Madonna of Loreto, 
was also intended to promote the shrine. The name of the 
site and saint are printed at the top of the sheet, with a 
devotional prayer along the bottom border (Fig. 3 8).

Miracle imagery did not always portray a holy object 
but could represent the narrative of an unexplained incident 
at a shrine. It was claimed that in 1384, during the Mass, 
a knight by the name of Oswald Milser "out of pride and ar
rogance" demanded a larger Host than the other communicants, 
at which time he fell through the floor where he stood. The 
centennary of this event took place in 1484 and is depicted 
in the woodcut print The Miracle at Seefeld (Fig. 3 9).(4l) 
The original date of the miracle is given in the central 
part of the composition. The arms of Austria are shown in
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the upper right.(42)

St. Gregory is credited with having codified liturgi
cal chants (Gregorian chants) and responses which, accord
ing to stories in the Golden Legend, had mysterious effects. 
The Mass of St. Greogry often depicted these "effects" and 
was a popular theme in both paintings and prints made dur
ing the fifteenth century (Fig. 40). An early woodcut 
print (1430-40), possibly South German or Austrian in ori
gin, shows Christ as the Man of Sorrows (Fig. 41), He is 
shown rising from a tomb with symbols of the Passion sur
rounding Him. He points mournfully at the Wound in His side 
and holds the cat-o'-ninetails used during the Flagellation. 
Similar thematic elements, symbols from the Passion and 
Christ rising from the tomb, are shown in two woodcut prints 
depicting the Mass of St. Gregory, made in the Swabian region 
around 1470 (Figs. 42 and 43). In both prints, St. Gregory 
is shown reading the Mass liturgy and, while he is kneeling 
before the altar, the image of Christ and symbols of the Pas
sion miraculously appear behind the altar. In a later version 
(Fig. 44), the imagery is in less detail, showing simply the 
figure of Christ rising from behind the altar where St. Gre
gory and his followers kneel in prayer. The inscription be
low this scene reads;

"0 Lord Jesus Christ, son of one God, who hanging on 
the cross for sinners said 'Father forgive them for 
they know not what they do'. It is manifestly for 
this benefit that I have offered."(43)

The Mass was the major source and prime mover of devotion to 
the Passion. In addition to representing the miracles which
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direct relation to the symbolism referred to in the Mass.

The relic.

A cult was established not only around the legend of 
its patron saint but often, more importantly, around the 
relic of that saint which was used to consecrate the shrine.
A relic was believed to be a part of the saint's body, having 
the mysterious virtues, or miraculous powers, of the saint.
The re-duplication of relics led to notions that holy relics 
had the power of self-reproduction and that this power was 
equal for each relic, no matter how many were re-duplicated.(44) 
The amount of virtue was also equal for each relic regard
less of its size.

There was little difficulty in obtaining a relic in 
the Middle Ages. The catacombs in Rome proved an abundant 
source for corporeal relics, having been the burial site of 
earlier Christian martyrs. Along with Rome, Venice was the 
arrival point for corporeal and non-corporeal relics brought 
from the Holy Lands.(45) Relics could be bought from Sara
cens in the Holy Lands but the outright sale of a relic was 
naturally prohibited among Christians. Transactions were 
easily disguised in the form of gifts from individuals and 
donations made by wealthy patrons of a church or shrine. An 
instance noted in the writings of Friar Felix Fabri, a fif
teenth century German pilgrim who visited Jerusalem, tells 
of, "a basin full of folded papers with relics in each of 
them", which were distributed among visiting pilgrims at a 
Fransiscan cloister in Jerusalem.(46) Pilgrims brought back 
relics, which they obtained themselves, although warned not
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to disturb the holy sites they visited. "In spite of pre
cautions taken to safeguard the holy objects, precious and 
venerated fragments of the Holy Places of Christian worship 
did go homeward in the luggage of the pilgrims."(4?)

The demand for relics in the Middle Ages promoted a 
wide distribution of them and various means of acquisition 
such as, gifts, donations, warfare, and, not infrequently 
by theft. One unique way of obtaining a relic was to "ob
tain" a potential saint while he or she was still living.
St. Romauld (d.l027) was almost assasinated by pious pea
sants who wanted his body to remain with them and work mira
cles on their behalf; likewise, St. Francis was welcomed 
back by the people of Assisi thinking that his death in 
their town would mean relics for them and miracles in the 
future.(48) In some instances, such extreme measures were 
not necessary. A relic might be discovered and its appear
ance attributed to a miraculous translation, such as, the 
discovery of the "Virgin's House" in Loreto.

Relics were a source of value to their medieval owners, 
treasured not only spiritually but as a source of income. 
Bishop Nivelon de Cherisy of Soissons (l^th century) planned 
to pay for a cathedral and town bridge with the money accumu
lated from offerings made by pilgrims who came to view the 
relics enshrined at Soissons.(49) Venetian bankers consi
dered the "Crown of Thorns" valuable enough to secure a 
loan for Baldwin II. St. Louis of France later obtained 
the relic from them.(50) Consequently, the value of a relic 
could be so great that the discovery of a 'fake' relic, as 
in the case of a relic of Santa Reparata in Florence, which 
vfas proven to be a piece of wood covered in plaster, might 
result in a considerable financial loss, whether from the
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purchase of the relic or in the future revenue planned 
from displaying it.

During times of financial need, usually when for one 
reason or another the numbers of pilgrims, or income, had 
fallen off, an ecclesiastic member would take a relic 'on 
tour' throughout the countryside. Donations would be col
lected from exhibiting the relic. In France, "quests" as 
they were known, originated shortly after the eleventh cen
tury and continued until the mid-sixteenth century, being 
especially common in the fifteenth century,(51) Pope Ur
ban V (1 3 6 3) warned that questors, if employed, were known 
to cheat!(5 2) Chaucer's character from The Canterbury Tales 
provides a marvelous personification of a questor;

.."As to his trade, from Berwick down to Ware 
There was no pardoner of equal grace,
For in his trunk he had a pillow-case 
Which he asserted was Our Lady's veil.
He said he had a gobbet of the sail
Saint Peter had the time when he made bold
To walk the waves, till Jesu Christ took hold.

. He had a cross of metal set with stones 
And, in a glass, a rubble of pigs' bones.
And with these relics, any time he found 
Some poor up-country parson to astound 
In one short day, in money down, he drew 
More than the parson in a month or two,
And by his flatteries and prevarication
Made monkeys of the priest and congregation"..(53)

The Pardoner has been termed a "religious conman", the type 
which the Pope must have been warning against. These men 
were known to sell indulgences and relics "by the bagful", 
pocketing the profits for themselves.

One of the most famous collectors of the fourteenth 
century, the Duke de Berry, owned an amazing array of reli
gious and secular curiosities, some of which are mentioned 
in the following passage:
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.."one of Charlemagne's teeth, a piece of Elijah's man
tle, Christ's cup from the Last Supper, drops of the 
Virgin’s milk, enough of her hairs and teeth to dis
tribute as gifts, soil from various biblical sites, 
a narwahl's teeth, porcupine’s quills, the molar tooth 
of a giant, and enough gold-fringed vestments to robe 
all the canons of three cathedrals at one time."(54)

The duke had agents who kept him informed of any curi
osities that were discovered. When he was told that a gi
ant's bones had been dug up near Lyon in 1378, he immediately 
authorized purchase of the find.(55) His taste for the un
usual, if not somewhat bazarre, is not only an indication 
of one individual's imagination but the imagination of the 
medieval populace who believed that such findings and ob
jects were authentic. According to legend. Pope Lucius III 
(1181-1185) when searching for a relic to give to Casimir II 
of Poland, walked into his sacristy where he kept an ample 
supply of relics and "asked the relics" which one wanted 
to go to Poland. In response to his inquiry, the hand of 
St. Florian raised; thus, St. Florian became one of the 
patron saints of Cracow.(5 6 )

In 1 1 5 5, a large collection of bones were discovered at 
Cologne. They were identified as those of St. Ursula and 
her companions who were martyred in Cologne by the Huns in 
the fourth century.(57) The discovery led to an increased 
popularity of the saint's legend and cult, and some of the 
relics were sent out to various countries. The bones which 
were kept in Cologne are presumably those which are found 
today in the Goldene Kammer at St. Ursula's in Cologne.
They have been used in a startling decorative manner above 
various reliquaries along one side of the room (Fig. 45).

Relics were used as instruments of diplomacy between
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kings and towns, given or awarded as an insurance of al
legiance. The legends associated with relics were used as 
"tokens of dynastic prestige" increasing the fame of noble 
families and, in the long run, the relic could also increase 
the fame and fortune of the town in which it was held.(5 8) 
Relics and their reliquaries were also important as an ex
ample of civic prestige. The notoriety of a relic influ
enced the magnificence of the structure in which it was 
housed; consequently, the magnificence of the reliquary ad
ded further glorification to the legend of its saint. A 
splendidly decorated reliquary would have attracted pil
grims who provided a large part of the shrine’s revenue 
(Fig. 46). The range of reliquary structures extended from 
large architectural forms, such as that which housed the 
collection of Nürnberg relics (Fig. 47), to smaller objects, 
which represented the part of the saint's body, i.e., hand, 
foot, or arm, where the relic came from (Fig. 48). Sometimes 
the container was a partial figure of the saint (Pig. 49)• 
Figurai reliquaries, such as the latter, were painted to re
present life-like portraits. They were displayed in chapels, 
along the walls of a church or shrine, and were placed on the 
altar during the Mass.

Cities took a distinct pride in the relic or collection 
of relics which they held. There was a "Miraculous Host" in 
Orvieto, "Drops of Christ's Blood" in Bruges, and "Christ's 
Swaddling Clothes" among the Four Great Relics contained in 
a silver shrine in a cathedral at Aachen.(59) A woodcut 
print made in Nürnberg, around 1470-80, illustrates the 
holy relics held in that city (Fig. 50). Their most famous 
relic from the Holy Lance, is shown prominently positioned 
in the centre of the sheet with various small reliquaries
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and holy garments surrounding it. Official recognition of 
the authenticity of this relic was given by Pope Martin V 
in 1424, when he declared that Nürnberg did, indeed, possess 
a fragment of the lance that pierced Christ's side during 
the Crucifixion.(6 0) Several small woodcut prints showing 
an, Angel Holding a Cloth with the Image of the Holy Heart, 
are regarded as having been made in Nürnberg around 1480-90 
(Figs. 51 and 52). The first image, printed on parchment, 
has the Wound in the right side of the Heart cut out. This 
refers to the Wound made in Christ's side during the Cruci
fixion and carries an indirect reference to the Holy Lance 
(the Nürnberg relic) used to inflict the 'real' wound.

Another example of this unusual treatment of a printed 
image, is found in an engraving, referred to as an Indulgence 
Image (Fig. 53)« It was made in Brussels, ca. 1 5 0 5, by the 
Master "S". A small section has been cut out at the point 
where the Lance pierces Christ's side. He is shown as the 
"Man of Sorrows" with symbols of the Passion and the figures 
of St. Bernhard of Clairvaux and an anonymous bishop. The 
border inscription on the print reads:

"Know that whomever says a Paternoster and Ave Maria 
before this Heart of Christ that was pierced by the 
Holy Lance, will recieve 80 days indulgence(oO)

In both instances, it is difficult to say what the original 
intention was for cutting the printed images. In the case 
of the engraving, it may have made the image seem more real
istic, especially because there is a reference to the Heart 
of Christ "pierced by the Holy Lance" in the indulgence. In 
the woodcut print, the cut out may have been attributed to 
having been made by the mysterious powers of the Holy Lance 
relic.(6 2) Given the belief in the miraculous effects
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attributed to holy relics and the desire to see these 
abilities in practise, the latter explanation does not 
seem so unlikely. The discussion of superstitious beliefs 
and practises associated with religion, in fifteenth cen
tury Northern Europe, is continued in the next section.

The powers of consecrated objects.

The magical powers of the saint were believed to re
side near the saint's shrine. Because of this belief, pil
grims seeking cures would sleep at a shrine for up to a 
month at a time in the hope that, during this period, they 
would have a vision and be cured. This custom, known as 
"incubation", dates back to earlier pre-Christian pagan 
religions.(6 3) Relics and objects associated with the saint 
were also believed to have curative powers if touched to the 
diseased part of the body. One report claimed that a man 
had been restored to good health by drinking the water in 
which some fragments of the rags from St. Cuthbert's gar
ments had been soaked.(64) Again, the Pardoner from The Can
terbury Tales describes a selection of relics which he car
ries with him and claims to have curative powers;

.."Then I bring all my long glass bottles out 
Cram-full of bones and ragged bits of clout. 
Relics they are, at least for such are known. 
Then, cased in metal, I've a shoulder-bone, 
Belonging to a sheep, a holy Jew's.
"Good men,"I say,"take heed, for here is news, 
Take but this bone and dip it in a well;
If cow or calf, if sheep or ox should swell 
From eating snakes or that a snake has stung. 
Take water from that well and wash ixs tongue, 
And it will then recover. Furthermore,
Where there is pox or scab or other sore,
All animals that water at that well
Are cured at once. Take note of what I tell,
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If the good man - the owner of the stock - 
Goes once a week, before the crow of cock, 
Fasting, and takes a draught of water too. 
Why then, according to that holy Jew,
He'll find his cattle multiply and sell.
And it's a cure for jealousy as well"..(6 5)

Jean Gerson (I363“l429)» an early fifteenth century 
theologian and reformer in the Church, condemned this type 
of popular superstition which included practises, such as, 
"eating an apple on which words had first been written as 
a cure for fever".(6 6) It is not inconceivable that printed 
words and images were used in similar customs as those men
tioned above. In his book. Prints and People ; A Social His
tory, A. Hyatt Mayor suggested that lithograph prints from 
the nineteenth century depicting Christ Crucified, were 
given to sick men and animals as a cure, perhaps by drink
ing the water in which the prints were soaked, as in the 
relics of St. Cuthbert (Pig. 54).(6 7)

As a consequence of popular superstition and belief in 
the powers inherent in shrines, even items that were not re
lics or objects associated with the saint were used as talis
mans and amulets. These 'secondary objects', such as, pieces 
of jewellery, rings, and small bells, were carried by a pil
grim or purchased at the site and would be touched to the 
saint's shrine or reliquary. In this way, the object was 
consecrated and imbued with the powers of the saint.(6 8)
The pilgrim could then take some of the saint's powers away 
with him. As in the service of the Eucharist, when the wafer 
and wine are 'transformed' into the Body and Blood of Christ, 
the act of consecration was necessary in this instance to 
formalize the change that had occurred in the object. Doctors 
and apothecaries in fourteenth century Bologna, dealt in a
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variety of curative herbs and materials which included 
church wafers.(6 9 ) Consecrated wafers, when placed on 
cabbage leaves, were thought to keep off chewing insects.(?0) 
Pieces of cloth, known as "brandea", were consecrated by be
ing laid upon a saint's tomb, in order to 'absorb' some of 
the powers of the saint.(7I) They were then distributed 
as non-corporeal relics, having equal powers to those of 
original relics (bodily remains).

Marianus Socinus of Siena (l401-67), a professor of 
canon law at Padua and Siena, quoted Aquinas, saying that 
it was, "permissible to wear a verse from the Gospel around 
the neck against fever".(72) In some instances, wearing a 
saint's name was thought to either cure or ward off disease. 
In the Merchant of Prato, Francesco Datini's wife was given 
this type of 'prescription* against the "mother's complaint".

(Saint) "Elizabeth suffered from the mother's complaint 
in her youth; and she always prayed to God to keep it 
in her body, in retribution for her sins. And she al- 

' ways kept it in her body; until; the angel Gabriel; an
nounced to her; the birth of St. John the Baptist; and 
then, she was freed of the said complaint; and then she 
prayed God that whoever should wear her name with re
verence upon her person, should be freed from every ill; 
And so mayest Thou deign to free this Thy servant."(73)

The woodcut print. Hand of God, exemplifies the use of 
a printed image in customs such as those mentioned above 
(Fig. 55)• The border inscription surrounding the image of 
Christ's Hand raised in benediction reads:

"Whatever has been, or will be, placed next to this, 
shall be blessed by the right hand of the omnipotent Father."(74)
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This impression is unique and its use, as indicated by the 
inscription, leads one to speculate on the numbers of printed 
images that were used in this way and were destroyed in the 
course of performing their protective or curative roles.

A mixture of devotion and superstition led to the be
lief that the 'secondary object' itself could obtain or ef
fect miraculous cures. Fifteenth century reformers in the 
Church stressed that, the importance of religious objects 
lay in their representation and not in the physical object 
itself. Scholarly authors warned against superstitious be
liefs and observations, such as; writing the name of God on 
the wall when thunder was heard, in order to protect the 
house from lightning; the use of consecrated objects for 
medicinal, veterinary, or agricultural purposes; and carry
ing written words as amulets. They argued that any effect 
derived from such practises was the work of demons.(7 5)
These warnings and reminders, however, serve to show just 
how prevalent superstition, mixed with religious devotion, 
was in the fifteenth century. The printed image found a 
place and function alongside that of the relic, shrine, cura
tive waters and inscriptions, and ex votoes. It too, was 
caught up in the whirlpool of conflated religious doctrine 
and superstitious belief in fifteenth century Northern Eur
ope. (7 6)

The pilgrimage scene.

Making a long and often perilous journey to a holy site 
was intended to signify the piety and devotion of the layman. 
Pilgrimage sites evolved around: the places where saints lived 
and died; where visions or apparitions of the saint, or those
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close to the saint had occurred; where manifestations of 
"divine power", or translations, had been discovered; and 
where relics of a saint were held. The pilgrimage was seen 
as a penance, and the pilgrim could hope to benefit spiri
tually, and sometimes physically, from being exposed to 
powerful "religious sacra" in the form of: holy images, cura
tive waters, holy objects and relics, and the shrine itself. 
Woodcut prints from the fifteenth century portray pilgrims 
visiting shrines and in devotion before the saint.

According to records, droves of pilgrims visited the 
shrine of St. Elizabeth at Marburg; a saint whose charitable 
acts won her canonization in 1235. Those afflicted with di
sease, smeared themselves with earth from the saint's grave, 
while others were laid on top of the tomb, hopeful of re
ceiving a cure by the closest possible contact with the saint 
Some of the pilgrims implored the saint, others threatened 
her; some people made vows, while others presented money or 
wax offerings.(77) The coloured woodcut print. Pilgrimage 
Scene at Nonnenweiler, portrays similar devotional acts at 
the tomb of St. Wendelin (Fig. 56). The inscription above 
the scene reads: "heilige herr s. lendlin zu Nuneweir im 
breisgau, b.g.f.u." ("Holy St. Wendelin at Nonnenweiler in 
Breisgau, pray to God for us", abbreviated, "b.g.f.u.").
The name of the saint is written, again, on the tomb. The 
inscription is explicit in describing the location of the 
shrine, the saint, and the devotional nature of the scene 
(in the phrase, "pray to God for us").

The pilgrims' are shown in devotional gestures enacted 
according to their reasons for visiting the shrine. The wo
man at the lower end of thé tomb bathes her swollen knee in 
the curative waters, while at the opposite end of the tomb,
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another woman drinks the waters from a shallow pool. Three 
of the four figures kneeling close to the tomb are in pray
er, while the fourth, the woman kneeling at the corner of 
the tomb, holds up an offering, or possibly a piece of 
earth dug out from the hillside on the far right. To the 
right of this group, is an unidentified male figure with a 
nimbus shown beheaded with his arms and legs outstretched.
A group of witnesses to the incident stand assembled to the 
right. One woman gestures with her right hand to her eyes 
and her left hand towards the figure, possibly experiencing 
a vision of the figure's martyrdom.(7 8) Such events formed 
part of the legend that evolved around the shrine. Often a 
person, known as a miraculé, lived on the site of the shrine 
witnessing miracles that occurred at the shrine and telling 
of them to visiting pilgrims. In the background of the print 
is a landscape scene of forest and mountains. The abbey of 
Nonnenweiler at Breisgau is probably the building shown on 
the horizon. The two stags are emblematic of the abbey.(79) 
The figure leaning against the shed is probably a farmer, or 
sheperd, as St. Wendelin was the patron saint of these occu
pations .

Ex votoes were objects left at the shrine as offerings. 
They are seen in the woodcut print of St. Wolfgang, made in 
Regensburg around l46o, hanging from a pole suspended to the 
upper right of the saint (Fig. 57)• By definition, an ex voto 
is an "offering made in pursuance of a vow".(8 0 ) These ob
jects were often made in the form of that part of the body 
which was afflicted with disease or, as in the case of a 
sick animal or child, a replica of the whole body was made. 
They were offered to the saint in the belief that the saint 
would transmit the disease from the real form to its represen
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tation, and in this way, alleviate the sufferer of disease. 
They frequently adorned the area of the shrine, suspended 
from the ceiling or along poles running across the width of 
the room. The most common material used for making ex voto 
objects was wax because it is best suited to making small 
cast models and was considered a costly sacrifice on the 
part of the devotee. A selection of ex votoes are seen in 
a painting by Hans Mair von Landshut (Fig. 58). This paint
ing, made in 1483, is from the Kloster Neustift in Freising 
and portrays a group of pilgrims seeking help or cures from 
the hermit monks, Anianus and Marinus, who lived at the Klos
ter Neustift. The small replicas of human figures, hands, 
and feet are shown hanging from a pole in the upper right 
corner of the painting. Besides wax objects, other items, 
such as small articles of clothing, were left in the shrine 
as general tokens of devotion, veneration, and sacrifice. 
Later in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, small 
paintings were made which depicted either a miraculous cure, 
a rescue in which the saint had interceded, or a devout per
son in the presence of a saint. These, too, were left in 
the saint's shrine as ex votoes (Figs, 59 and 6 0 ).

One composition that frequently appears in woodcut 
prints made during the fifteenth century in Northern Europe, 
is that of a saint with usually two or more lay figures. The 
figures are depicted either kneeling with offerings, or in 
prayer, or else imploring the saint to cure their disease.
The woodcut print, St. Anthony the Hermit, made in the Swa
bian region of Germany around 1440-50, provides an excellent 
example of this specific composition (Pig. 6l). The sugges
tion has been made that the figure shown in the print is not 
intended to represent the living saint but a sculpture of the
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saint.(81) This is unlikely, however, as the overpowering, 
motionless presence of the figure and its immense size, 
probably derive from an intention, on the part of the ar
tist, to represent the stoical, protective nature of the 
saint.

St. Anthony was a hermit and founder of monasticism 
and wears the cap and cloak of a monk's habit. In his left 
hand he holds a staff, signifying his great age (died at the 
age of 1 0 5), with the tau cross mounted at the top of it, 
the "T" being the first letter in the Greek word Theos mean
ing "God". The "T" is also shown on the saint's shoulder.
Two small bells are suspended from the cross, common sym
bols of hermits who used them to frighten and repulse de
mons. (82) He also dispelled temptations with the sign of 
the cross. The pig symbolizes the demon of sensuality and 
gluttony; therefore, it is placed below the saint to repre
sent his triumph over sin and sensual pleasures. According 
to legend, after having had a vision of the flames of hell, 
the saint no longer had desires of the flesh and because of 
his resistance to the flames, or temptations, he was invoked 
as a patron saint for protection against fire.(8 3) He was 
also invoked for cures of the disease known as, "St. Anthony's 
Fire". This disease may have been either ergot poisoning, 
which causes parts of the body to turn red with a burning 
sensation, or erysipelas, a local inflammation which causes 
the skin to turn deep red in colour. Affected hands were of
ten shown ending in flame-like tendrils, swollen, and painted 
red (Fig. 62). The two pilgrims in the lower half of the 
first print, hold up reddened (painted red in the original) 
limbs imploring the saint’s help for a cure. Lard was used 
as a treatment for symptoms of the disease, and may be a
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further explanation for the pig in the iconography of this 
print.(84)

Above the saint, suspended from a pole with "Sanctus 
Anthonius" written on it, are ex votoes in the shapes of 
hands and feet. One hand has a Greek cross tied to it, a 
symbol of Christ's Church. In addition to the two diseased 
pilgrims, various medieval personalities are shown in the 
scene. To the right, a woman in a pilgrim hat kneels with 
her hands in prayer and a knight, next to her, having, re
moved his helmet in reverence for the sacred shrine, offers 
a rooster in his right hand. The cock was a symbol of the 
Passion, but, in this instance, it may refer to the disease, 
ergot poisoning, as it appears in its physical form.(8 5)
Of the three men shown on the left side of the composition, 
the one standing at the lower edge of the saint is obvious
ly a pilgrim, wearing a broad brimmed hat with badges. The 
two men shown above him both hold out small objects, one, 
perhaps, the representation of a sick child and the other a 
small cross, in this instance, consecrated by touching it to 
the holy figure.

The theme of the saint with pilgrims is again shown in 
a woodcut print composition which occurs in three versions. 
The title is, St.. Valentine at Rufach, and all three versions 
were made between l480 and 1 5 0 0. St. Valentine is identified 
with both a priest and a bishop from Rome in the third cen
tury, as well as a bishop of Augsburg when it was the capi
tal of the Roman province of Rhaetia.(86) The remains of 
the latter were transferred to Passau in the eighth century. 
It has been suggested that his name was related to the Ger
man verb, fallen (to fall), and because of this, he was in
voked as the patron saint against epilepsy, "the falling
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sickness".(87) He was also the patron saint of lovers.
The reason for this stems from a belief, at least as old 
as Chaucer, that birds were suppose to pair on February 1^, 
the Roman martyrology date for the two Roman Valentines.(88) 
The St. Valentine shown in these three woodcut prints may 
have the conflated meanings of both the German verb rela
tionship and the Roman martyrs, as both an epileptic couple 
and a young healthy couple are shown in the scenes.

The recurrent composition is that of the saint standing 
to the left, dressed as a bishop, with his right hand raised 
in the gesture of blessing. To his right, a healthy couple 
(young lovers?) kneel to recieve his blessing, while those 
afflicted with epilepsy (?) appear prostrate before the saint 
Directly beneath the saint, the wild pig, which may s^mibol- 
ize the demon of gluttony and sensuality, refers to the 
holiness of the saint and his triumph over worldly sins.
The inscription's general meaning is, "St. Valentine pray 
to God for us". It runs across the top of each print in 
three slightly altered versions. In two of the prints, the 
words "zu Rufach" are shown above the kneeling couple. This 
refers to the location of one of the saint's shrines in the 
Alsace region between Colmar and Mülhausen.(89) Ex voto ar
ticles are seen hanging from a pole below the main inscrip
tion.

In the first example, dated l480, a coat of arms from 
the priory at Rufach is shown in the lower left section of 
the composition (Fig. 6 3). The kneeling man holds an offer
ing and a Greek cross and the woman holds a rooster. A small 
animal stands next to the man. The next version, copied free
hand, depicts the saint without the Rufach arms and dates 
from around 1480-1500 (Fig. 64). The "ei" in "valentein"
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scription, forcing him to place the last word directly be
neath the border at the top right.(90) The rest of the com
position, on the whole, has been maintained in the order of 
the first example with slight variations in the figures’ 
dress and hairstyles. But it is interesting to observe the 
abstraction of the small animal figure standing next to the 
kneeling man. In this version, the form has no specific 
identity.

The last version is an early sixteenth century print 
(Fig. 6 5). The woodcut style depicts a much more natural
istic representation of the figures and, due to a greater 
technical ability, finer details are achieved in describing 
the scene. The inscription has altered somewhat to, "heili- 
gerhers. (herzliche?) valetin zu rufach bit. G. f. u." ("Dear 
St. Valentine at Rufach, pray to God for us"). The ex voto 
items remain in the same order along the pole and are des
cribed in almost the exact manner as in the first version.
The couple to the right kneel arm in arm, with their hands 
clasped in front of them (the man holds only the cross in 
this version; however, the diseased couple below writhe and 
twist much more realistically than in the previous two ver
sions. There is no considerable change in the composition 
from the first to the third version, except that the images 
are portrayed in a more detailed manner in the last print, 
the result of a better handling of the medium by the artist. 
These prints demonstrate the repeated use of the medium, 
specifically the same composition, over a twenty year span 
for popularizing a specific saint and shrine location.

A final example of a woodcut print showing a saint with 
adoring lay figures, is St. Sebastian at Lüningen (Fig. 66).
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sheet refers to a specific shrine site, "S. Sebastian bit 
got fur uns zu lunigen" ("St. Sebastian pray to God for us 
in Ldningen") . Lüningen was a pilgrimage town in Germany 
where pilgrims sought help for, among other ailments, swol
len tonsils.(9 1) A pole runs beneath the inscription with 
ex voto objects hanging from it. In front, to either side 
of the saint, kneels a man and a young woman both holding 
objects to be offered, or consecrated, at the shrine. What 
appears to be a swollen lump on the man's neck may explain 
his reason for imploring the saint's curative powers. The 
young woman may simply represent a devout pilgrim showing 
reverence in the saint's 'presence'. Both figures are shown 
in diminished size compared to that of the saint, correspon
ding to the hierarchy of depicting holy figures with lay 
figures in the Middle Ages.

Today, woodcut prints should be considered useful his
torical documents recording the devotional practises that 
were common at shrine sites. To the medieval observer, 
these prints were a source of valuable information on both 
a personal and social level. They could find out the name 
of a saint and the location of the saint's shrine, or else 
consult the prints for images of saints and their affiliated 
diseases. The treatment of printed religious images, both 
as devotional objects and as objects capable of curing di
sease and preventing disaster, further compounded the com
plex role of the print, which must be considered a vital 
protagonist in the religious traditions and beliefs of fif
teenth century Northern Europe.



The pilgrimage and related industry of souvenirs.

All levels of fifteenth century society made pilgri
mages; the peasants, the bourgeois merchants, and the no
bility. Shrines amassed valuable collections from the lat
ter and the presence of wealthy pilgrims encouraged the 
availability of money-changing and banking facilities in 
the shrine town; besides, the production of luxury goods 
intended to serve the needs of upper class tastes.(92) The 
general economic prosperity of a shrine town was closely 
connected to the numbers of pilgrims, from all levels, who 
visited its shrine. As the flow of pilgrim traffic increased, 
between the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries, many innova
tions in travel and accomodation resulted. Better roads, or 
trade routes, were created between towns and, in southern 
Prance, protection for travellers was provided in the form 
of semi-military establishments called, sauvëtês.(93) Inns, 
for the wealthy, were kept under strict regulations and stan
dards and, for the less fortunate pilgrim, accomodation was 
available in hospitals founded and run by confraternities 
of the shrine's saint. They supplied a ration of bread and 
wine, sleeping quarters, and care for the sick. An addition
al result from the variety of pilgrims that visited shrines 
in the fifteenth century, was the development of a souvenir 
industry which provided small devotional objects in a range 
of materials suited to the individual buying power of the 
pilgrim.

One of the most common objects was the pilgrim-badge.
In some instances, a pilgrimage was imposed by local author
ities as criminal punishment.(94) This was especially common 
in the Low Countries during the fifteenth century. At the
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objects that could only be obtained at a certain shrine,(95) 
In both cases, pilgrim-badges were obtained at the shrine 
and used as testimonial objects to prove that the pilgrim
age had been made. In addition to this, pilgrim-badges were 
believed capable of protective powers which would insure a 
safe journey home for the wearer. The image of St. Chris
topher, the patron saint of travellers, is known to have 
been worn as a pilgrim-badge for this purpose.(9 6)

The pilgrim-badge was small and usually had ring appen
dages on it so that it could be sewn onto a scrip (the purse 
or wallet carried by pilgrims) or hat (Fig. 6 7). During the 
twelfth century, the term "sportellae" was used indicating 
that the badges were commonly affixed to a scrip, or "spor- 
ta",(97) One also finds scrips with images embroidered and 
painted on, although the Church frowned upon such "substi
tutes". (98) The earliest badges were made of cast metals, 
such as, tin and lead, a relatively cheap and fast method 
of production. Some of the stone and copper moulds used in 
this method of production have been discovered, along with 
a number of badges, in the Seine and Thames rivers. Mer
chants and craftsmen with their shops on bridges often lost 
their goods when the bridge burnt down and deposited every
thing into the muddy river bed.

The earliest prototypes of pilgrim-badges are found in 
the live palm leaves brought back from the Holy Lands and in 
the scallop shells collected on the shores of Galicia near 
the shrine of Santiago de Compostela. The shell later be
came the iconographie symbol of St. James' shrine at Compos
tela. Pilgrims are shown wearing the traditional pilgrim 
garb and the "Scallop Shell" badges in Figure 68. Both the
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palms and the shells were, along with being holy and con
sidered capable of miraculous powers, objects which testi
fied to a completed pilgrimage. A passage from La Vie de 
St. Thomas Beckett, describes types of images and objects 
carried by pilgrims of his day;

.."and they bring phials as a sign of their journey. 
But from Jerusalem a cross is brought, 
and from Rocamadour, Mary cast in lead, 
from Saint James, the scallop shaped in lead"..(99)

Two Holy Water flasks (phials), from the shrine of St. 
Thomas at Canterbury, a Shell cast in metal, and an image 
of the Virgin and Child, all pilgrim-badges from the thir
teenth to fourteenth centuries, are shown in Figures 69 to 72 

A modern version of a Holy Water flask made from plastic, 
comes from the famous site at Lourdes celebrated for its 
miraculous cures (Fig. 73)•

Originally, the shops located near a shrine catered to 
the.basic needs of the travelling pilgrims. They supplied 
items, such as, belts, shoes, and medicinal herbs, along 
with the traditional pilgrim costume; the wide brimmed hat, 
walking staff, and scrip or wallet. A twelfth century pil
grim's guide to Compostela describes the shops in the court
yard behind the cathedral as follows:

.."Behind the fountain, as we have said, is the stone- 
paved courtyard, where they sell the pilgrims scal
lops that are the badge of St. James; also wine gourds, 
shoes, scrips of hart's hide, purses, straps, belts, 
all sorts of medicinal herbs and other drugs and sev
eral other things are sold there as well"..(100)

As social classes developed and trade with pilgrims in
creased throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.
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its products. Disputes between the priests and the local 
craftsmen who were making these objects arose and solutions 
were sought to settle arguments about what images would be 
made, who would make them, and out of what materials.
These were recorded in local town archives. By looking into 
these conflicts, one can follow the iconography which was 
used and, more importantly, the introduction of new work
ing materials that evolved as a result of satisfying the 
interests of both parties.

A n  example of one attempted settlement is found in a 
manuscript at the Hotel-Dieu du Puy.(lOl) In the early fif
teenth century, a rector of the hospital at Le Puy, Jean 
Le jeune, tried to settle the question over badge sales and 
production. Assuming that he possessed a monopoly over the 
whole souvenir market, he allowed silversmiths and merchants 
to sell and make specific types of badges which did not con
flict with those made and sold by the hospital. He allowed 
them trade in silver badges depicting the Madonna and in 
scripts bearing paper badges of St. Catherine. They were 
not to sell scrips bearing badges with the Madonna's image. 
The merchants claimed that they could not sell enough of the 
silver badges, "a luxury item", in order to make up lost pro
fits from less expensive materials.(102) They continued to 
make and sell scrips bearing the Madonna's image rather than 
that of St. Catherine (on paper?), perhaps because this was 
a more popular image, and sold them on the outskirts of the 
town.(1 0 3) The choice of subject matter may have resulted 
simply from the economic feasibility of what subjects sold 
better than others. Many successful shrines produced more 
than one type of badge, frequently having one image on the
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front and another on the back. Inscriptions were sometimes 
added, specifying the shrine which made the badge and iden
tifying where the badge was obtained or, instead of words, 
a symbol was substituted.(104)

There appears to have been an active search for new 
materials used to make pilgrim-badges, if not so much to 
satisfy an existing market (offering a selection of prices), 
but to also satisfy the economic interests of both the cler
gy and town craftsmen producing souvenir trinkets. Besides 
tin and lead (the metals used in the early production of 
badges) new materials, such as, gold, silver, bronze, cop
per alloys, and silvered leather, known as pellis argentee, 
were being used at the height of souvenir production in the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. A second contemporary 
source provides evidence of badges made of parchment and 
paper,.,. "effigiem seu ymaginem beate Marie in corio deu 
papiro".(1 0 5) In fact, it would be reasonable to suspect 
that printing was used to make the small images on paper or 
parchment*, however, examples of small printed pilgrim-badges, 
or prints that may have been used as pilgrim-badges, are very 
rare.

Examples of painted badges on parchment were found in 
the abbey at Wienhausen (Fig. 74). This group of eight iden
tical motifs was painted on one piece of parchment, presum
ably to be cut out at a later stage in the production into 
small, rectangular shapes (about 4,5 x 3,8 cm). Two other 
painted examples from Wienhausen actually have small holes 
around their edges, indicating that they were worn as pil
grim-badges or amulets.(1 0 6) A pilgrim-badge painted on 
leather from around 1500, depicting an Angel Holding the Sud
ani um is shown in Figure 75* This was also found at the
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Wienhausen abbey. The image of the Holy Face is similar 
to the eight images painted on the single sheet of parch
ment. These examples display a conventionalized image; that 
is, the Holy Face is shown as a frontal portrait, coloured 
almost opaque so that the head is shown in silhouette (out
lined) with the hair hanging to either side of the face end
ing in points. The beard is also pointed, sometimes ending 
in two points. This particular stylized image is the sub
ject of two paintings by the Master of St. Veronica, active 
in the first quarter of the fifteenth century (Figs. ?6 and 
77) ■

The Holy Face motif, as a pilgrim-badge in a small, rec
tangular format, is found repeatedly in several paintings
and woodcut prints from the late fourteenth to the early 
sixteenth centuries. The motif, as a pilgrim-badge, is 
shown in all of the woodcut prints (previously cited) re
presenting St. Bridget (Figs. 29 to 34). In each composition, 
the saint's hat is shown with a small image of the Holy Face 
on it. Its use in this context may refer to the saint's 
devotion to the Passion. The "cult of the Holy Face" was 
a subsidiary devotion originating out of the "cult of the 
Passion".(107)

The first painting, in which the Holy Face badge appears,
is a panel painting from Cologne, St. Elizabeth Giving Shel
ter to Pilgrims by an anonymous master and dated around I38O- 
90 (Figs. 78 and 79)* The pilgrim being led by the saint 
wears a Holy Face badge between two other badges. A second 
example is shown in a detail from a panel painting now in 
the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg (Fig, 80). The 
theme of the painting is Christ at the House of Emmaus, made 
in Cologne around l460 by an anonymous master. A pilgrim in
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Scallop, the Holy Face, and the Three Miraculous Hosts. The 
next painting is a fragment from an altarpiece painted by 
the Master of the St. Bartholomew Altarpiece in Cologne, 
ca. l4yO (Fig. 81). Only the head of a pilgrim, possibly 
that of St. James, is shown in this detail and on his hat 
are the badges of the Holy Face, the Scallop, and the Staff, 
identifying him as a pilgrim. The Holy Face badge appears 
on the hat held-by St. Alexius, standing next to St. Agnes, 
in a detail from an altarpiece in Cologne (Fig. 82). The 
badge is prominently displayed by the positioning of the hat 
in the saint's, hands. A smaller badge, probably made of me
tal, is shown next to the Holy Face badge. The next paint
ing, St. Lawrence Shows the Treasures of the Church, is from 
the Circle of the Master of the St. Ursula Legend, dated ca. 
1510 (Figs. 83 and 84). The pilgrim figure standing to the 
far right of the scene wears several pilgrim-badges on his 
hat, two of which are the Crossed-Keys of Rome and the Holy 
Face. The last example of a pilgrim wearing the Holy Face 
pilgrim-badge is found in a detail from a painting by Quen- 
ten Massys in the Alte Pinakothek, Mdnich, dated 1519 (Fig.
8 5). The pilgrim's hat has the badges of the Crossed-Keys 
of Rome and the Holy Face on it. In each case cited above, 
the Holy Face badge is depicted in a square, or rectangular, 
format and the badge itself must have been fairly small in 
relation to the other badges shown and the likely size of the 
hats.

An image of the Holy Face with the Crossed-Keys and Pa
pal Tiara, drawn and painted on parchment, is shown in Figure 
86. The size of this badge is 3t5 x 2,5 cm and it is attached 
to an engraving (previously cited) attributed to the Master "S"
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made in Brussels around 1505' The printed scene shows 
Christ as the "Man of Sorrows" with symbols of the Pas
sion. The Holy Face motif, in this instance, along with 
being a pilgrim-badge attached to the engraving, may also 
refer to the Passion. The Crossed-Keys (of Rome) and the 
Papal Tiara most likely symbolize the papal recognition of 
the indulgence which borders the engraving.(108) A printed 
image of the Holy Face is shown in a metalcut on parchment.

Tr

It was made in Germany, around 1470-80, and measures 5 x 
4,2 cm (Fig. 8 7). The composition is simple, showing only 
the Face and a nimbus around the head. A decorative border 
encircles the image. It is not unlikely that this printed 
image was intended to be used as a pilgrim-badge, along the 
same line as those badges of the Holy Face shown in the pain
tings cited above.

It was suggested that the Master E.S. invented the com
position which combines the images of St. Peter and St, Paul 
with the Papal Tiara, the Crossed Keys of Rome, and the im
age of the Holy Face on the Sudarium (traditionally held by 
St. Veronica).(1 0 9) He made several engravings for the cele
bration of the monastery at Einsiedeln in 1466, one of which 
was an engraving of the above theme shown in Figure 88. This 
engraving is 15 x 10,8 cm, and thus not likely to have been 
used as a pilgrim-badge. The Papal Tiara and Crossed-Keys 
of Rome, again, represent papal recognition of the proceed
ings at Einsiedeln. The Master E.S. appears to have com
bined a popular devotional image, that of the Holy Face, with 
the papal symbols and made one further cross-reference to the 
Sudarium. This famous relic, held in Rome since the eighth 
century, is shown held between the two saints, Peter and Paul. 
In this instance, the master's inventiveness has produced a
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somewhat complex iconography.
Several woodcut prints were made following the Master 

E.S. composition, such as those shown in Figures 89 and 90.
A third ex:ample fits the requirements for being a pilgrim- 
badge (Fig. 91)' The print, The Sudarium Held by Sts. Pe
ter and Paul, is 5 x 3,8 cm and shows the familiar motifs: 
the Holy Face, Papal Tiara, and Crossed-Keys of Rome. It 
is the only other small print, along with the metalcut, 
which depicts the Holy Face in a small enough format to sug
gest that it was used as a pilgrim-badge. It does seem re
levant, here, to include a woodcut print which, though not 
an image of the Holy Face, does have the characteristics of 
being a pilgrim-badge. The print represents St. Roch, a 
pilgrim saint, and has an inscription encircling the compo
sition (Fig. 9 2). The print itself looks like a cast, metal 
badge and its size, 4,5 x 4,5 cm, would not have hindered its 
use as a pilgrim-badge.

Wearing these small images as pilgrim-badges on hats 
and articles of clothing must have resulted in a relatively 
short 'lifetime' for each print. It may be for this reason 
that so few examples can be found and those which are likely 
to have been used as pilgrim-badges are painted or printed 
on parchment, a more durable material than paper.



In conclusion, along with written and oral methods of 
promotion, printed images were used as a means of populari
zing a saintly cult and its shrine. Prints could be distri
buted on a large scale with their original meaning 'intact'. 
Some highly organized groups, such as, the Brigittine con
vents and monasteries, produced large numbers of prints de
picting a specific saint. Other prints representing various 
saints came from such diverse origins as Lüningen and Rufach. 
Shrine sites were also represented, if not by the saint, 
then by miracles that occurred there. The overemphasis on 
the "powers" of religious objects and images led to their 
use as vehicles of superstition mixed with religious devotion. 
Pilgrims visited shrines in order to expose themselves to 
efficacious, holy objects displayed there and attempted to 
take with them the "powers" of the saint, which they so de
voutly believed in. The pilgrimage was an important religious 
event that grew in popularity during the fourteenth and fif
teenth centuries among all social levels. The pilgrims re
quired and wanted visual evidence of their pilgrimage and 
objects for this purpose were supplied by the clergy and lay 
craftsmen working in shrine towns. The increasing market 
led to a variety of materials used to make souvenir trinkets. 
Among these items were painted and possibly printed pilgrim- 
badges on parchment and paper. Some of the functions cited 
In this discussion may have,a bearing on the scarcity of 
fifteenth century woodcut prints. The prints were used in 
the religious acts of daily medieval life, some of which may 
have meant their inevitable destruction.
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CHAPTER THREE 
FIFTEENTH CENTURY PRINTMAKING METHODS:

COMMON AND RARE.

An explanation of the common forms of printmaking in 
the fifteenth century, woodcut and engraving, is necessary 
for a basic understanding of the materials and prodecures 
used and followed in making the objects which we, as his
torians of fifteenth century prints, are concerned with.
The visual and sometimes physical characteristics of printed 
images depends almost entirely on what type of method was 
employed in making them, A knowledge of woodcut printmak
ing and engraving also enhances the contrast recognized when 
comparing these more common forms of printing with examples 
made from the more rare techniques: metalcuts, flock-prints, 
embroidery-prints, sealprints, pasteprints, and sealpaste- 
prints. The fifteenth century was an extremely interesting 
and productive period, especially in the experimentation 
with different printmaking methods and, in some cases, the 
manner in which a printed image was decorated.

We will first look at the methods employed in the pro
duction of woodcut prints and. engravings. The woodcut print- 
making method is thought to have originated in the making of 
printed designs on fabric, which also used a matrix cut from 
a wood-block. Throughout most of the fifteenth century, the 
entire production of a woodcut print was carried out by one 
craftsman. However, in the latter part of the century the 
production diversified, employing the skills of three crafts
men; the designer, cutter, and printer. The design was cut 
into a wood-block, which was a lengthwise section cut from
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the tree trunk. The lines and area around the design were 
cut away from the surface using small knives and gouges 
(Fig. 93)• The remaining relief lines in the wood-block 
were inked with a stuffed leather "ball". These lines cre
ated the printed image and, for this reason, woodcut prints 
are known as, "relief prints". The earliest method of prin
ting an image from a wood-block matrix was to place the sheet 
of paper over the inked block and rub,the paper by hand.
This usually resulted in a shiny surface left on the verso 
of the impression. It also printed a design that was un
even in the dispersal of ink in each line. This printing 
method is known as, "friction printing". A printing-press 
was used for making prints after the second half of the fif
teenth century, and prints made from a press display a greater 
continuity of tone and line quality.

The number of woodcut prints that could be made from a 
single wood-block matrix was virtually limitless, especially 
when printed by friction. The block did not wear down in 
any appreciable amount; in fact, the end of production from 
one block usually came when the block became cracked, or 
broke into pieces altogether. Because of the relatively in
expensive material (wood), simple method of carving the image, 
and potential numbers of woodcut prints that could be made 
from one block, this printmaking method, for most of the 
fifteenth century, remained the form used for large numbers 
of popular religious images. They could be sold, either 
plain or coloured, at an affordable price to the general 
fifteenth century laity.

Engravings pose a different set of criteria with regard 
to materials and working techniques. The engraving method of 
printmaking originated in the workshops of goldsmiths and
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silversmiths. These craftsmen were accustomed to making 
incised designs of a delicate and detailed nature on me
tal surfaces. Because the method began with craftsmen who 
made detailed compositions on small surfaces (in terms of 
working area), the printmaking technique also reflects this 
use of fine lines, limited surface area, and a more descrip
tive composition. The line quality was one inherent to work
ing on metal, as opposed to those created from a coarser ma
terial, such as wood.

Artists probably began keeping records of their designs 
and patterns by making printed impressions of them on paper.
In Italy, the Florentine goldsmiths and silversmiths quite 
frequently worked in a jeweller's medium known as, "niello". 
This method of decorating a silver, or gilt, surface began 
first, by making an incised design on the metal surface. This 
was then covered in a powdered mixture of: sulphur, silver, 
lead (or copper), and this mixture was known as, "nigellum". 
When the metal was heated, the powder liquified and filled 
in the incised areas, along with some of the raised areas of 
the surface. It was then burnished down so that the origin
al design showed up in black on silver, or gold. The Floren
tine craftsmen made impressions while working in niello, and 
by doing so, found that they could record various compositions 
and patterns on paper for future reference. These printed 
'records' represent one of the most important features of 
printmaking, that is, to duplicate exact copies; henceforth, 
prints replaced earlier, less precise methods of documenting 
designs, in the form of hand-drawn illustrations in sketch
books and manuscripts.

In making an engraving, the design is first cut into a 
metal plate. Most of the fifteenth century plates were fairly



small, due in part, to the working methods of jewellers 
and also to the cost of metal. The metal most commonly 
used was copper. It is soft enough to engrave by hand but 
because of this, it also loses its original shape in the 
course of printing. The type of tool used was a "burin", 
or "graver", an instrument made from a bar of metal with a 
V-shaped cross-section and a sharpened end (Pig. 9^). The 
handle, made from wood, rests in the centre of the hand 
with the fingers placed on tlie metal shaft. As it moves 
along the metal surface, it gouges out metal, creating V- 
shaped furrows. The displaced metal pushed up along the 
edge of the incised line is known as the "burr" and was usu
ally scraped off in an engraved design; as a result, the 
clarity and sharpness of the printed line was increased.

Another method of working in metal is known as, "dry- 
point". In this technique, a thin bar of metal with a taper
ing point, held in the hand like a pencil, is used to make 
the incised lines. The burr was not removed and the printed 
line displays a blurred or "shadowed" edge to it (Pig, 95)•
The burr, however, wears down quickly through repeated print
ing. This working technique suggests a cognitive relation
ship with that of silver-point. Making a silver-point draw
ing on prepared paper was a requisite in the training of fif
teenth century artists. It necessitated a great amount of 
skill and accuracy. The short, sharp (even sketchy) strokes 
seen in early engravings which were made by using dry-point, 
suggest that the silver-point training influenced the manner 
in which dry-point was done in the earliest attempts at mak
ing printed images from metal plates.

Engraved metal plates are inked by filling in the incised 
lines and removing the ink residue from the plate surface,
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wiping it with muslin and then with the flat side of the 
hand. The plate is then covered with a sheet of dampened 
paper and placed on the press-bed, cushioned by layers of 
felt and blankets. It is then passed between two rollers 
which forces the paper into the inked lines. Because of this 
printing method, engravings are known as, "intaglio prints".
The pressure used in making an engraved print also leaves 
a mark around the print composition. This mark is the re
sult of the plate edges having been pressed into the damp 
paper. If the plate mark is still visible on an engraving, 
it is considered by connoisseurs, to be a valuable character
istic of the print.

The number of good impressions which can be taken from 
one plate is limited to the changes that occur in the design 
on the plate through printing. A mechanical press used to 
print engravings, flattens the plate by minute degrees every 
time an impression is made. An indication of a late impres
sion is the dissappearance of the finer lines in the design 
which, because they were not originally deeply incised into 
the metal, are the first to wear down (Fig. 96). An early 
impression is generally known for its striking, richly coloured, 
opaque lines which have a velvety surface quality. If dry- 
point has been combined with engraving, then an early impres
sion will also, display a subtle shading around those lines 
which still have the burr intact on the plate surface.

Engravings are similar in appearance when compared to 
pen and ink drawings and this, along with their production 
in limited numbers, resulted in a higher value placed on 
their ownership. Even today, an engraved print or one made 
from a similar use of materials, such as, an etching, is con
sidered a more expensive print than that made by a method in
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which large numbers of prints can be produced, such as, 
woodcut printmaking, lithography, and serigraphy.

In addition to the more common methods of printmaking 
employed during the fifteenth century (woodcut prints and 
engravings), some methods are specific to the second half 
of that century and have not been used since. One of these 
was used to make prints known as "metalcuts" or "dotted 
prints". Metalcut prints are characterized by having almost 
the entire design created by small motifs and dots made from 
punches and finely hatched lines made by gravers (Pig. 97)• 
Patterns of these motifs are found throughout the print com
position. The technique originated in jewellers’ workshops.
The decorative aspect of these designs could be explained 
by the interests of these craftsmen who would have been in
clined towards producing highly ornamented compositions. The 
designing tools made incised areas in the metal plate. How
ever, it was the relief surface area which was inked and printed 
in the same manner as woodcut printmaking. The main lines of 
the image are created in white. In some metalcut prints, 
small printed circles which appear near the edges of the com
positions, suggest that the metal plates were nailed down 
on wood-blocks before being placed in the printing press.
They could also indicate that the metal plate was fastened 
onto a sturdy surface, such as a wood-block, while the design 
was being made.(l)

Two other printmaking methods, originating in and speci
fic to the second half of the fifteenth century, were intended 
to make prints that replicated designs in textiles and richly 
embroidered fabrics. The first group of prints are known as, 
"flock-prints". A sheet of paper was covered in a golden 
brown paste and impressed with a fabric texture probably made
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by a roller.(2) The design was then printed in a "sticky 
brown-red ink" and powdered wool was sprinkled over this, 
adhering to the paste and creating a surface which looked 
like velvet.(3) The broad lines of these designs suggest 
the use of a wood-block matrix. An example of a flock-print 
in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, The Crucifixion, shows a 
brownish coloured paste with the composition created in red 
wool (Fig. 9 8).(4) In one case, the flock-print of St. George, 
it was suggested that the wool alone created the image on 
the golden brown paste without the intermediary printed ink 
design (Figs. 99 and 100).(5) It is possible that the wool 
powder was sprinkled through a stencil onto the wet textured 
paste background, thus, alleviating the need for a second 
layer of adhesive. A 'recipe' in a manuscript from the abbey 
of St. Katherine in Nürnberg describes a method for printing 
with wool which necessitated making a sticky varnish founda
tion and a fine wool powder.(6) This printing was done on 
linen originally, however, no flock-prints on cloth now 
exist.

The second group of prints known as "embroidery-" or 
"tinsel-prints", are examples of an applied decoration on 
printed images. They testify to the experimental nature of 
fifteenth century printmakers who attempted to vary the appear
ance and treatment of ordinary printed images. The term em
broidery-print is derived from the richly encrusted decora
tion found on these prints, which made them look like embroi
dered materials on fabric. A paste (perhaps gum) was applied 
to certain sections of the design and various substances, 
such as, quartz crystals, small pieces of thin metal, and 
sometimes a combination of both, were adhered to this paste 
foundation. An especially beautiful example of an embroidery-
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print is, The Annunciation, which has a combination of both 
crystals and small particles of metal (brass?), seen on the 
robes of the angel, Gabriel (Fig. 101). A woodcut print of 
The Christ Child with a Cross has small pieces of gold out
lining the nimbus behind the Child's head (Fig. 102).

Three additional categories of rare fifteenth century 
printmaking techniques are: sealprints, pasteprints, and 
sealpasteprints. A brief introduction to these types of 
prints can be summarized as follows. Sealprints are embos
sed, low-relief images made in paper. Their size, format, 
and the notion that they are images made from the pressure 
of one incised form upon a surface, led print historians to 
place them in the general sphere of fifteenth century prints 
The special heading, "sealprint", was suggested by their ap
pearance as embossed, colourless reliefs similar to those 
made by seals in wax, or paper. Pasteprints derive their 
name from the use of a "paste" substance on the print sur
face. A matrix was pressed into this "paste", resulting in 
a low-relief design. Sealpasteprints were given this name 
as, in appearance, they seem to have been made from the com
bined methods of both sealprints and pasteprints.

These three categories of rare printmaking techniques 
are discussed in greater detail in the following three chap
ters. There, questions are raised with regard to their pro
duction methods and uses in relation to other contemporary 
art media.
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FOOTNOTES
CHAPTER THREE

1. A.M. Hind, ^  Introduction to a History of Wood- 
cut , Vol. li (New Yorkl Ï9 6 3), p.20,

2. T.O. Mabbott, "Pasteprints and Sealprints," Metro
politan Museum Studies, 1932, p.66.

3 . Ibid.
4. Another example, in the Universitdtsbibliothek, 

Würzburg, shows an image of St. Barbara, also in the same 
brownish coloured paste and red wool.

5 . Mabbott, op. cit., p.6 6 .
6. Mabbott, op. cit., pp.64-65* A translation of the 

Nürnberg 'recipes':
"How to print with wool. If you wish to print with wool 

take clip (wool) from a cloth shearer's and boil it in woad 
ashes of whatever color desired. Take for each pound of wool 
three pounds of woad ashes and crush it thoroughly; put it 
into a pot and pour water over it, just enough to cover it; 
let it settle, and strain the water off through a cloth.
Pour it into another pot, and put it on the fire again, and 
let it boil, and put in the wool and boil it hard, and 
keep stirring and when it becomes knotty, test it between 
your fingers, and if you can cut it with your nails it has
enough; take it off, strain it, and pour cold water over it.
Rinse and wring it well, put it in the sun or a warm room,
and let it dry; pound it in a mortar and sift it through a
pepper-sieve, and print with what falls through."

. "A foundation for printing with red or brown wool. If 
you want to prepare a foundation for printing with red or 
brown wool, take one third of a pound of minium, and one 
ninth of a pound of burnt ocher, and two and a half ounces 
of mastic and of good strong varnish, which must be very 
strong, a bit less than a pint. Rub the ocher and minium 
together, dry, on a stone and put it into a glazed pot; 
take the two and a half ounces of mastic and put it into 
another glazed pot and put a spoon full or two of varnish 
on it and put it on the fire and let it dissolve, and then 
pour it into the mixture, and add the varnish and stir it
well so that it becomes pappy. Then spread it on the form,
not too thin, and put it on ironed starched linen, and rub
it well into it. Then put it on a table and sift the wool
upon it through the sieve mentioned before, so that it covers 
the foundation, and press it into it with your hands; then 
shake it and the superfluous wool will fall off. In this 
way it turns out well like velvet."
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CHAPTER POUR 
THREE SEALPRINTS FROM THE*FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

The term "sealprint" is a literal translation of the 
German word, Siegeldruck, given to three low-relief impres
sions in paper, which were thought to have been made in 
Germany during the fifteenth century. Two are now in New 
York collections, the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the 
New York Public Library, and the third is in the Hunterian 
Art Gallery in Glasgow, Scotland. In the early part of 
this century, the sealprints, because they are images in 
paper, were studied by art historians who specialized in 
fifteenth century prints. However, these studies never 
satisfactorily answered questions as to how the sealprints 
were made and for what purpose. They remained puzzling ob
jects perhaps in part because of the term "print". Their 
subsequent incorporation with the print medium and its his
tory led historians to believe that their production and 
use could be explained through the methods employed in mak
ing a two-dimensional inked image.

Research completed for this study has shown that the 
three so-called "sealprints" were made by three different 
methods of production and suited very specific, individual 
purposes. The Metropolitan sealprint, "The Patron Saints 
of Regensburg", was made from paper pulp using a method for 
making papier mâché described in an early sixteenth century 
manuscript. It was either formed in a carved stone matrix 
or, as I will propose, in a clay matrix cast from a metal 
pilgrim-badge. The sealprint may, in fact, be a paper pil- 
grim-badge, as it represents the shrines of three saints



which were located in a church at the abbey of St. Emmeram 
in Regensburg, hence the title. Its production method com
pares with that used to make devotional plaques and decora
tive appliques out of a wide range of materials, including 
papier mâché. Carved matrices in stone and duplicates made 
in clay served as the moulds for this type of low-relief 
decoration.

The New York Public Library sealprint, the "Virgin 
Crowned by the Trinity", was made by pressing layers of 
paper (not paper pulp) into a matrix. It was suggested 
that perhaps the matrix was made from either wood or metal; 
however, there are specific surface characteristics in the 
sealprint that would suggest the use of a stone matrix for 
the relief. If this was the case, then a similar production 
method to that used to make the Metropolitan sealprint would 
have been used to make the matrix for this sealprint. The 
image was used as a devotional plaque, as indicated by an 
inscription impressed along the top edge of the composition.

The Hunterian sealprint, "Female Saint (St, Barbara?)", 
is a relief made in a single layer of paper. The very fine 
raised lines observed in the sealprint would indicate the 
use of a metal matrix. The sealprint may have been made 
by a panel-stamp. Panel-stamps were generally made from 
metal alloys and were used for embossing designs on leather 
bookbindings during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 
This type of decoration, known as "blind-stamped", was made 
with the use of a mechanical press. There is some evidence 
to suggest that "proof impressions" were made in paper during 
the course of work on a completed design. This sealprint 
may have served as one of those impressions.

The methods of production and uses for the sealprints
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can be substantiated through a series of discussions 
dealing with; first, the iconography of each sealprint; 
second, providing a thorough physical description of each 
sealprint; and third, by comparing objects of a similar 
nature, both in appearance and use. In this way, a more 
plausible, realistic explanation of the methods of produc
tion and uses for the sealprints can be attained, lending 
a more complete understanding of these "puzzling objects".
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The Patron Saints of Regensburg 
8,2863%
84:73 mm (Sheet: 90:78 mm)
Regensburg, ca. 1500
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

The Metropolitan sealprint is attached to the blank 
verso of a page from a fifteenth century Netherlandish 
block-book of the Apocalypse (Fig. 103).(1)' This page was 
one of a group of block-book leaves found with woodcut 
prints pasted on their verso sides.(2) It is a portion 
(12 leaves) of the second edition of the block-book, ori
ginally consisting of 48 pages and was found in a sixteenth 
century binding.(3) The block-book leaves were bound in 
with old paper which formed frames to the leaves and sever
al pages were left blank for additional matter, presumably 
to be added by hand. "The Block-book leaves (before inlay
ing in present volume) had served as an album or scrap-book 
from an early period, as may be judged by the additional 
pieces pasted on the backs."(4) The block-book leaves were 
first found in London, in the mid-nineteenth century, by a 
book antiquarian. They then came into the collection of'
C. Fairfax Murray and, in 1917, two of the leaves were pur
chased by Pierpont Morgan for the Morgan Library in New York. 
They are now held in the Metropolitan Museum of Art Print 
Room.

The composition depicts the images of three saints with 
their corresponding attributes. They are standing within an 
elaborately designed architectural framework of Gothic arches 
terminating in "ornamental crosses".(5) Dr. T.O. Mabbott 
suggested that the structure represented a shrine and, as 
will be shown later, there may be a good reason for suspecting
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this.(6) The saints are standing on a floor covered in a 
diamond pattern, possibly a tiled pavement, and below this 
the names of the saints are written along the lower edge of 
the composition. The inscription reads: "S(anctus) + dioni-
si(us) + S(anctus) + emeram(us) + S(anctus) + holfga(n)g".(7)

All three saints are depicted wearing the robe and mitre 
of a bishop and each carries a crozier. Each of the figures 
is shown with a simple, unadorned, circular nimbus. St. Denis 
holds a severed' head in his right hand and faces slightly in
ward towards the central figure of St. Emmeram. He is shown 
holding a ladder with eight rungs in his right hand and is 
positioned in a direct, frontal pose. St. Wolfgang leans to 
his left and holds the model of a church, or shrine, in his 
right hand, while resting an ax on his left shoulder. The 
model is shown with two round towers with pointed spires end
ing in crosses. Two windows can be seen in the main struc
ture to the left and one in each steeple.

St. Wolfgang, the patron saint of Regensburg, was de
picted in a woodcut print, as we have already seen, by the 
Regensburg printmaker "Casper" (Fig. 57)• In that composi
tion, he holds the model of a church (not similar to that 
seen in the sealprint) and an ax, and is also dressed as a 
bishop. The ex vetoes. displayed in the woodcut print, indi
cated a shrine site where pilgrims would make offerings. St. 
Wolfgang was a popular cult figure in Southern Germany during 
the late Middle Ages.(8) He was an enthusiastic reformer of 
the monastic system in Bavaria and a loyal supporter of the 
Emperors, Otto II and Otto III. The church model refers, 
no doubt, to his activities in church reform. He was buried 
in the church at St. Emmeram and canonized by Leo IX in 1052.

St. Denis is known as the first bishop of Paris. He was
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beheaded, according to legend, on Montmartre (mountain of 
martyrs) in Paris and carried his head to a village north
east of Paris where his cult began. (9) He became known as 
the patron saint of France and certain Benedictine abbeys 
kept the translation feast of St. Denis (21-22 April). A 
shrine devoted to him was located in the abbey church at 
St. Emmeram.

According to an account by Bishop Arbeo of Freising 
(d.7 7 2), St. Emmeram was originally the bishop of Poitiers 
(although his name appears on no list) before coming to Ba
varia. (10) He was detained by Duke Theodo at Regensburg 
and was eventually murdered by members of the duke’s house
hold. He was bound to a ladder and mutilated, and hence the 
symbolism of the ladder in the sealprint composition. He 
became the patron saint of St. Emmeram, a Benedictine ab
bey, where he was buried and honoured as a martyr.

In the sealprint, the figures have been carefully or
ganized within the composition using a naturalistic propor
tioning in the bodies and a convincing treatment of the 
folds of material in the robes. These stylistic features 
would indicate a knowledge of Renaissance figurai represen
tation. The print has been dated at about l460 in compari
son with the woodcut prints found pasted on the group of 
block-book leaves. It was thought that the sealprint was 
contemporary with these prints.(11) This is not conclu
sive evidence, though, and it must be taken into account 
that the fragment of a sixteenth century etching was also 
found in the group of block-book leaves.(12) According to 
a stylistic analysis, the sealprint would more likely be 
dated around I50O, or possibly later. This will become 
perhaps more obvious in the discussion of the sealprint's
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relationship to contemporary pilgrim-badges, which also 
indicate a post-1500 production date.

Additional visual "clues" in the sealprint composition 
provide further information as to the representations inten
ded and the meaning of this specific group of figures and 
symbols. On the left of the scene is the Crossed-Keys em
blem and, at the lower right corner, a Key and Palm Branch. 
Traditionally, a silver key on a red field and a red palm 
branch on a silver field represented the abbey of St. Em
meram in Regensburg.(13) This emblem is shown in a minia
ture from a Missale written in l4o6 at the abbey of St. Em
meram (Fig. 104). This scene has obvious compositional simi
larities with that of the sealprint. The three saints are 
shown seated beneath a simple, wooden framework each hold
ing their personal attributes. The emblem of the Key and 
Palm Branch is placed beneath the figure of St. Emmeram in 
the centre of the page.

Both emblems are again seen in a fifteenth century en
graving by the Master of St. Denis (Fig. 105).(l4) Two 
small figures, placed within the elaborate architectural 
canopy above the three saints, hold shields depicting the 
Crossed-Keys and the Key and Palm Branch. The representa
tion of Sts. Wolfgang, Emmeram, and Denis, and the character
istic shrine-like setting, are very similar to the sealprint 
composition.

It has been suggested, and generally accepted, that the 
Crossed-Keys, in this instance, represent the city of Regens
burg. (15) But there may be either a totally different mean
ing for this emblem, or else one that was intended to be 
combined with the "Regensburg arms" meaning. In a pilgrim- 
badge, made in Magdeburg around 1450, the Crossed-Keys emblem



is shown beneath the figure of Pope Boniface IX (Fig. 106). 
Also, as it has been pointed out in Chapter Two, the en
gravings made for the 1466 festival at Einsiedeln had the 
Crossed-Keys and Papal Tiara symbols. The combined repre
sentation of these two symbols represented a papal bull which 
v?as issued to the abbey granting full indulgence to pilgrims 
visiting Einsiedeln during the festival period.(l6)

'The keys themselves are symbols of the power of the 
Church and the Church Fathers mention them particu
larly as referring to the power of the Church to 
grant remission of sins."(l?)

This quote would indicate that the Keys alone refer to 
official Church recognition. The keys of St. Peter defined 
his role as the administrator of Church authority. Thus, if 
the Church in Rome authorized a religious event, or site, 
such as, a pilgrimage or specific shrine, the presence of 
St. Peter's Keys would visually represent this authorization. 
The ."power of the keys" also played a role of authority and 
official power of the Church in the complex system of issu
ing indulgences. The exercise of the "power of the keys" 
meant that the debt of punishment was definitely remitted.(18) 
It does not seem plausible that the Crossed-Keys symbol in 
the Magdeburg badge represents the arms of Regensburg. How
ever, it is likely that in both cases, the sealprint and 
the pilgrim-badge, the Crossed-Keys emblem refers to the 
Church recognition of the shrine sites represented by both 
objects.

Why would Church authority be required, with regard to 
a religious event or site, at the abbey of St. Emmeram? The 
croziers, mitres, and robes, along with the bodily relics
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o f Sts. Emmeram and Wolfgang, were held in the abbey 
church.(1 9) Pilgrimages to the tomb of St. Emmeram began 
as early as 6 8 5 , and the shrine was well established as a 
major - pilgrimage site in Southern Germany by 768.(20) The 
cult of St. Wolfgang and pilgrimages to his tomb at St. Em
meram 's began before the official consecration of the tomb 
by Pope Leo IX on October 7, 1052.(21) Miracles had occurred 
there before this and it was already a scene for devotional 
offerings made by visiting pilgrims. But after the pope's 
recognition of the shrine, the cult took on a greater reli
gious fervour, and worship to St. Wolfgang soon overshadowed 
the older cult of St. Emmeram. In the mid-fourteenth cen
tury, a metal latice was erected over the shrine area of 
St. Wolfgang's tomb, not as protection for the tomb from 
visiting pilgrims, but as a framework on which to hang num
erous ex voto objects left by the faithful in the shrine 
area.(22)

In the church crypt, where St. Wolfgang's tomb was lo
cated, were the bodily relics of St. Denis. These were giv
en to the church by Kaiser Arnulf, a high abbot from Regens
burg. (2 3) The choir above the crypt dedicated to St. Wolf
gang was, in turn, dedicated to St. Denis in the eleventh 
century, and his popularity as a cult figure grew from that 
time. Monuments to all three saints (Denis, Emmeram, and 
Wolfgang) were to be found in the church at St. Emmeram.(24) 
In about l44o, Abbot Wolfhard Strauss from St. Emmeram's 
(1423"1 4 54) gave the church an expensive reliquary which 
had along one side of it, the busts of Sts. Emmeram, Wolf
gang, and Denis.(2 5) Regensburg was famous, not only for 
pilgrimages to the abbey of St. Emmeram, but also pilgrimages 
to the "Schdnen Maria", a devotional image of the Virgin held
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in the Alte Kapelle in Regensburg and also to the Nieder- 
münster which held the tomb and relics of St. Erhard.(26)

There is certainly enough information in the sealprint 
composition and supporting historical evidence to suggest 
that this object documents the shrines of Sts. Denis, Em
meram , and Wolfgang in the church at St. Emmeram. The ab
bey emblem confirms this, along with the Crossed-Keys em
blem, which may very likely represent official Church recog
nition of the shrines as a pilgrimage site. The Gothic 
framework surrounding the figures in the sealprint compo
sition may even represent one of these shrines in the church. 
The highly organized composition, with its naturalistically 
proportioned figures, the cohesive positioning of them with
in the architectural format, and the specific emblems are in
dications that the sealprint was a deliberate piece of reli
gious art, made by a skillful craftsman who intended to con
vey a complex meaning, derived from both fact and symbolism.

Description of the sealprint surface.

In considering how the sealprint was made, we must first 
look closely at the surface of the paper, noticing the type 
of paper used, whether it is coloured or not, and also take 
into account both the front and back sides of the print.

The paper surface, in general, is smooth and does not 
show the usual paper characteristics of "laid" and "chain" 
lines. There is also no visible watermark. A normal sheet 
of paper would also have fine hair-like impressions across 
the surface from being pressed between layers of felt when 
it was made (See: Appendix A). There is no sign of layered 
sheets of paper, as in the New York Public Library sealprint,



in fact, only one rather thick layer can he seen. The seal
print is torn at each corner and there are no layers of pa
per visible at these points. In one section, on the lower 
right corner, one can see the paper fibres which, under lOx 
magnification, appear to be long, white, and "silky", with 
a slight sheen to each strand. One can also see fine hairs 
protruding across the surface. The appearance of these 
"long, silky fibres" raises the question as to what type of 
raw material was used to make the relief. The paper surface 
does not indicate the use of a normal sheet of paper and the 
exact material cannot be determined without chemical analysis.

The sealprint verso cannot actually be examined, as the 
print is still laid down on the block-book page. But one 
can see the depression of the sealprint verso from looking 
at the front of the block-book page. This is especially ap
parent in the area along the inscription between the two 
shields; in other words, if the page was not attached, one 
would see a concave surface on the verso of the sealprint.

The sealprint surface is colourless overall, except for 
a very small amount of light green pigment in some areas.
This may have occurred from the coloured page of the follow
ing block-book leaf pressing against the sealprint surface. 
Also, there are some small deposits of black pigment (splashes 
of ink?) sprinkled across the sealprint surface, which can
not be explained. Some in the top right section are blurred.

Method of production and workshop origin.

From the description of the paper surface and given the 
impressed verso of the sealprint, it is likely that the re
lief was made from some type of pulp, perhaps paper, pressed
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into a matrix. A method of production using paper pulp 
pressed into a metal matrix is described in the so-called 
"Recipe Book" from the abbey of St. Katherine in Nürnberg, 
dated 1510:

"To make reliefs with paper; You can make reliefs from 
paper, as if cut from wood or wax or any material.
Take two to three sheets of paper, depending on how 
much you need to make, and cut them into small pieces, 
place this into a clean pot and cover with cold water. 
Sit the pot on the fire and leave it for two hours.
When it has cooked down,' put it in a mortar and grind 
the mixture until it is smooth. Then take a matrix 
made from copper, or lead, and put a thin layer into 
it, pressing it into the form. When the relief is as 
thick as you want, take a warm cloth and press it onto 
the back of the relief. This takes out some of the 
dampness. Take four or five other pieces of cloth and 
lie them on the form with a last layer of felt and place 
the whole thing under a press for a quarter of an hour. 
After this, take it out from under the press and sit it 
on top of a warmed stone for a v/hile. Then knock the 
form gently and the relief should fall out. In this 
manner, one can obtain a good, sharp image."(2 7)

Small papier mâché motifs in the shape of rosettes are 
knovm to have been made as early as the thirteenth century 
in Gent.(28) A similar method of papier mâché production 
was used as a cheap substitute for fired clay and this tech
nique was conveyed to the North from Italy in the fourteenth 
century.(29) By the fifteenth century, the availability of 
paper popularized this medium, which was used to produce in
expensive devotional images in large numbers (See*. Appendix A) 
They were then sold to pilgrims. A large store of papier mâ
ché plaques and reliefs was discovered underneath the choir 
in the abbey church at Wienhausen (northeast of Hannover).(3 0) 
The following three examples are taken from the Wienhausen 
collection.

The first depicts Christ as the Man of Sorrows with the 
Virgin and St. John (Pig. 107). It was made at Wienhausen



and dates from the mid-fifteenth century.(3I) The plaque 
is round (11 cm in diameter), made from papier mâché, and 
has been painted in brown, red, green, and black. There is 
a hole in the centre of the plaque at the top with a string • 
looped through it for hanging. A second round papier mâché 
plaque made at Wienhausen portrays Christ as the Man of Sor
rows with Symbols of the Passion (Fig. I0 8). It, too, is 
painted in the same colours as those listed above. A third 
example depicts- The Resurrection (Fig. I0 9) . The central 
round composition is made from papier mache (12 cm in dia
meter) and has attached to it cut out borders in paper mea
suring 1 6 ,V X 1 6 ,5 cm. The composition is coloured in red 
and blue paint on a white, ground. It was probably made in 
LÜneburg and dates from the first quarter of the fifteenth 
century, making it the oldest known example of a papier ma
che relief image.(33)-

The nuns from the abbey at Wienhausen had apparently 
been occupied in producing numerous objects and images to 
be sold to visiting pilgrims. Cost and portability, no 
doubt, made these objects popular with the travelling pil
grims. They collected them at shrine sites and took them 
home to be hung on the wall as devotional images, or else 
kept them as religious talismans and amulets (See; Chapter 
Two).(3 4) The use of papier mâché offered a substitution 
for, not only clay works, but time-consuming hand-carved de
coration in wood and metal.

The Metropolitan sealprint has similar physical char
acteristics seen in the paper relief The Resurrection; that 
is, both of these images have relatively fine lines rendered 
in papier mâché. It is very likely that the Wienhausen re
lief was made from a clay matrix. This suggestion is sup



ported in the following section, which discusses stone and 
clay matrices and their use in making low-relief decoration.

The sealprint is probably made of the same paper pulp 
mixture described in the Nürnberg manuscript, or one very 
similar; however, it need not have been formed strictly in 
a metal matrix, as cited in that 'recipe'. Looking once a- 
gain at the surface of the sealprint, one sees incised flaws 
in the grill work and columns surrounding the figures. These 
flaws, which look like dents in the surface, would not have 
been made after the sealprint's production but are more than 
likely characteristics of the matrix used to form the relief, 
Let us suppose that the matrix was made from clay and that 
an object was used to cast the clay form, Any surface char
acteristics in that original object would have been replica
ted in the clay mould, and these characteristics would ap
pear in the relief image taken from the clay mould, which du
plicated the surface of the original object.

I should like to suggest, that the matrix was a clay 
cast made from a metal pilgrim-badge. This is supported by 
two specific elements in the sealprint design, the two rings 
placed between the outer pointed spires, which do not have 
any decorative function in the grill work pattern; however, 
they do resemble the rings found on the edges of metal pil
grim-badges. These were used to sew the badge onto a scrip, 
or hat, and the badges were worn as amulets by pilgrims for 
protection on their journeys. Because of this observation, 
the sealprint must be a pilgrim-badge depicting the three 
saints whose relics were located in the abbey of St. Emmeram

Comparisons with known metal pilgrim-badges strengthens 
the main core of this argument; that is, that the sealprint 
had its origin in a workshop producing pilgrim-badges for
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the abbey of St. Emmeram. Looking once again at the pil
grim-badge from Magdeburg (ca. 1450), one sees a similar 
depiction of three holy figures (Fig. 1 0 6). St. Maurice,
St. Peter, and Pope Boniface IX are each shown holding their 
personal attributes and standing beneath arches which form 
a church-like, or shrine, structure topped with Greek cros
ses. The Face of God, or Christ, is shown above the cen
tral figure of St. Peter and below the three are heraldic 
shields, one of which, as noted, depicts the Crossed-Keys. 
Four squared-off appendages stand out-to each side of the 
badge, with two smaller rounded loops at either corner sup
porting small crosses.

Another pilgrim-badge made for the abbey of St. Emmer
am dates from around I500 (Fig. 110). This badge was made 
from a matrix similar to that shown in Figure 111. The 
three saints; Denis, Emmeram, and Wolfgang, are again re
presented within a church-like architectural frame. The 
Crossed-Keys emblem is shown on the two corner shields, with 
the Key and Palm Branch, representing the abbey, depicted on 
the central shield. The saints' names are impressed in the 
borders of the badge and the loops to either side are, in 
this case, especially prominent. Both the sealprint and 
the two metal pilgrim-badges display, what might be consider
ed, a conventionalized grouping of compositional elements; 
each object portrays three holy figures within an architec
tural scheme with the symbolic emblems displayed on shields 
(all three having the Crossed-Keys) and each has the attached 
loops.

Dr. Kurt Kô'ster recognized the relationship between the 
loops in the sealprint composition and those found on metal 
pilgrim-badges.(35) However, he suggested that a pilgrim-



badge of the sealprint composition was cut into stone and 
that this matrix was used as the mould for the sealprint 
in papier mâche.(3 6) Metal badges were traditionally carv
ed in stone and cast from the incised stone matrix, such as 
that shown in Figure 111. In making a cast metal badge, a 
hollow channel, known as a "gate", was necessary, in order 
to pour the molten metal into the matrix. Dr. Kdster believes 
that because the sealprint relief does not show signs of a 
"gate", which would have left*a fairly wide area raised a- 
bove the surface, the print was probably made as a "proof 
impression", the result of a craftsman trying out the stone 
matrix to see how the finished metal badge would appear in 
relief.(3 7) He concluded that, in this rare instance, the 
"working impression" (the sealprint), which would not nor
mally have been kept, was retrieved and pasted into the col
lection of block-book leaves.(3 8)

However, the flaws noted in the sealprint relief sur
face suggest another method of production. An alternative 
suggestion, based on these flaws and the lack of a "gate" in 
the relief, would be that a metal pilgrim-badge was used to 
make a clay matrix, which was, in turn, used to make the 
papier mâché relief (the sealprint). It was a common prac
tise in the fifteenth century to produce matrices in clay 
which were used with, among other materials, papier mâché.
This area of production is discussed in more detail in the 
following section of this chapter.

The Metropolitan sealprint has definite iconographical 
links with the abbey of St. Emmeram in Regensburg. There 
can be no doubt that, as an object, it is associated with 
metal pilgrim-badges made for the abbey. Compared within 
the context of the two metal badges from Magdeburg and Wien-



hausen (ca. 1450 and ca. 1 5 0 0) , it would seem that the at
tributed date of ca. l46o given to the sealprint is too ear
ly. The two metal badges do not show the technical capabili
ty and the artistic understanding of form and composition 
displayed in the sealprint. They are much simpler in exe
cution and organization, whereas the sealprint displays a 
more sophisticated use of the shields and inscription, along 
with a more graceful, naturalistic delineation of the figures. 
In the light of this comparison, a more likely date for the 
sealprint would be around 150O-152O,

One very important question remains to be asked: Was 
the sealprint a one-off impression, or were numerous paper 
pilgrim-badges made and this is the sole survivor?

It is not inconceivable that pilgrim-badges were made 
in papier mâché and produced in large numbers. Papier mâ
ché was a popular material used in the production of pil
grimage souvenirs, as shown by the large Wienhausen collec
tion. My suggestion, with regard to the method of produc
tion, is that instead of an incised stone matrix, an actual 
metal pilgrim-badge was used to make a clay matrix for the 
sealprint. This would explain the absence of a "gate" in 
the sealprint relief and the appearance of flaws, or dents, 
on the sealprint surface. An additional inference, suggested 
by the missing "gate", is that the matrix was intended for 
impressions made from papier mâché and not metal. Thous
ands of devotional items were made and sold at pilgrimage 
sites and very few of them exist today.(39) Those which do 
exist, do so as a result of fortuitous circumstances which 
protected them from the ravages of daily use and the destruc
tive effects of weather and insects. Therefore, the unique
ness of this sealprint, or paper pilgrim-badge, should not
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discount the possibility that numerous objects like it were 
once produced and distributed on a large scale.

One final observation, with regard to the use of the 
sealprint as a pilgrim-badge, concerns its unusual loca
tion. Why paste a colourless paper relief on a very beau
tiful and, no doubt valuable (even in the fifteenth or six
teenth century) block-book page? Normally, religious images 
in low-relief papier mâché were hung on the wall and dis
played for devotional use. A "proof impression" made by a 
craftsman during the course of his work had little chance 
of being retrieved from the rest of a workshop's daily re
fuse; on the other hand, a pilgrim-badge or religious sou
venir obtained from a visit to the site of holy relics, 
would have been carefully placed in the most valuable and 
protective setting available, i.e., a collection of block- 
book leaves, where it remains today.

Stone and clay matrices used to make reliefs in papier mâché 
and clay.

The die-cutters and goldsmiths who made metal pilgrim- 
badges first carved their designs in a soft stone, such as, 
soapstone or slate, and used the incised stone matrix for 
casting the metal badge.(40) Another area of fifteenth cen
tury art production utilized, matrices, made from stone and 
clay, to make relief decoration out of a variety of materi
als. (4l) The same craftsmen made these matrices. Die-cut
ters were accustomed to making such incised images for; seals, 
coins, and medals. Examples showing exceptionally fine de
signs were made by goldsmiths who were trained to cut det
ailed compositions in metal. The production began with



making an original hollow image in stone. A clay cast was 
taken in relief from this original and fired. Additional 
duplicate matrices could then be made in clay from these 
sturdy reliefs, allowing for numerous replicas of the val
uable original form hand-carved in stone. Most of the fif
teenth century matrices are either round, rectangular, or 
lozenge-shaped. The smaller matrices (approximately 5-8 
cm) were used to make decorations out of marzipan, which 
garnished large cakes and tortes. The larger matrices 
(about 6 -1 7 cm), which tend to portray more elaborate com
positions, were used to make relief decoration out of ma
terials, such as; papier mâche, wax, bronze, and clay.
These reliefs were applied to small wooden boxes, candles, 
bells, kettles and mortars, and pottery. Small devotional 
plaques, of the type found at Wienhausen, were also made 
from these larger matrices. The most common use for the 
matrices, which is still prevalent in Germany today, was 
to decorate festive cakes, known as Springerle, with scenes 
from the Life of Christ and the Virgin.

The result of this area of production in fifteenth cen
tury art is a group of stone and clay matrices which origi
nated almost exclusively in the Middle Rhine region, between 
Mainz and Cologne. This region had a ready supply of the 
fine clay necessary for the production of matrices and dupli
cate originals.(42) Perhaps the most influential aspect of 
this region, on the production of matrices, was the custom 
of making decorated breads and cakes for religious holidays. 
This was usually the function of the nuns in an abbey. Stone 
matrices, known as Kuchelstein, and clay matrices were used 
to make relief decoration on pastry. An elaborate recipe 
for making Springerle, a sweet paste consisting of egg-whites.



sugar, and refined flour, resulted in a dough which, when 
baked, retained the intricate relief compositions impressed 
from the matrices (Figs. 112 and 113).(45) These festive 
cakes are given to members of the abbey and its benefac
tors and friends on religious holidays. In the Cisterci
an abbey at Lichtenthal, in each week between Christmas and 
Easter, one hundred large and three hundred small Springerle 
are made, baked, and distributed as holiday gifts.(44)
Many of the themes are the same as those depicted in the fif
teenth century. At Christmas, themes’such as, "The Annunci
ation", "Presentation to the Temple", and the "Nativity", 
are portrayed. The "Christ Child with Symbols of the Pas
sion" and the "Adoration of the Three Kings" are given as 
New Year's greetings, in the same manner as woodcut prints 
and engravings with printed salutations (See; Chapter One). 
Themes common during the Easter season are the "Last Supper" 
and "Christ on the Mount of Olives".

Other matrices depict secular themes and it is unlikely 
that they were used for decoration in marzipan or on festive 
calces. Themes such as: allegories, mythical beasts, and 
emblematic shields, were portrayed on the items previously 
listed: boxes, kettles, bells, and clay jugs. Scenes of 
lovers and themes concerning marriage were often given as 
gifts between a bride and groom, or as wedding presents.(45) 
The reliefs taken from stone, and clay matrices were certain
ly adapted to many uses and materials.

A selection of round stone and clay matrices from the 
group described above is given in the following discussion. 
They were used to make plaques and decorative reliefs out of 
papier mâché and clay. This area of research expands some
what on the production method used to make the Metropolitan



sealprint, with the emphasis placed on clay matrices used 
to form papier mâché reliefs. It also provides a basis 
for explaining the procedure followed in making the New 
York Public Library sealprint. That image was made from 
a matrix almost twice the size of the Metropolitan seal- 
print; however, it is possible that it too was a stone or 
clay matrix. In addition to this, all of the clay matri
ces in this discussion have corresponding fifteenth cen
tury engravings. The section which follows deals specifi
cally with the influence of prints by the Master E.S. seen 
in two fifteenth century clay matrices.

An example of an original stone matrix is in the Kunst- 
gewerbemuseum, Cologne (Pig. Il4). The composition repre
sents St. Eustace (or possibly St. Hubert) shown kneeling 
before an apparition of Christ Crucified (seen between the 
stag's antlers). Because of the round shape of the matrix, 
there is a somewhat distorted arrangement of the animals on 
the right. They appear to run up into space and crowd that 
side of the composition. The landscape is described by us
ing small hillocks topped with a flower motif: three small 
dots on short stems. In the background, one can see a cas
tle surrounded by a wall and a distant windmill on the far
thest hill top. The hollow carving was made in soapstone, 
which is soft enough to carve by hand and achieve a large 
amount of fine, surface detail. The matrix is 10 cm in di
ameter (2,5 cm thick) and has a date of "l451" carved into 
one side. There are seven additional examples of round, 
soapstone matrices held in other German collections.(46) 
There is little doubt, that this stone matrix is the kind 
which would have been duplicated in clay, first as a relief 
image and then in additional incised matrices.



Several examples of clay matrices from the group made 
in the late fifteenth century along the Middle Rhine region 
of Germany, are in the Mittelrheinisches Landesmuseum, Mainz. 
One of these, The Judgement of Paris, has both compositional 
and stylistic similarities with the Cologne stone matrix 
(Fig, 115)-(47) It also provides an example of how the ma
trices were used. But first, in looking at the composition 
we see once again the familiar floral motif shown in the 
St. Eustace landscape.(48) The same essence of a crowded 
composition, expressed as a result of a large amount of sur
face detail having been compressed into a circular format, 
exists in this matrix composition also. However, the main 
figures lack the distortion shown in the stone matrix. Spe
cific features vary from the Cologne matrix, such as, the 
border motif which, in relief, imitates the stem of a young 
tree (showing small buds along its sides), or a thorn bush 
stem. Perhaps more noticeable than this is the appearance 
of flying banderoles with inscriptions, curling and twisting 
around the four standing figures. The inscriptions are all 
in reverse, as they would have appeared in the original stone 
matrix.(49) This is further indication that the images were 
intended to be seen in relief, which would have reversed the 
direction seen in the hollow matrix.

Fortunately, a relief impression from this matrix exists 
in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg (Fig. Il6 ).(50) 
The relationship between the relief and the Mainz matrix has 
not previously been recognised. The low-relief composition 
was made from papier mâché and is shown as a decorative re
lief on the lid of a box made in the late fifteenth century 
(Fig, 117). The diameter of the outer edge of the relief is, 
1 3 ,8 - l4 cm, and the corresponding measurement in the clay
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matrix is 14,4 cm. The difference of 6 mm between the two 
measurements can be attributed to the shrinkage of the paper 
relief when drying. The box is made from strips of thin 
wood formed by hand and then covered in layers of paper and 
cloth. The relief was formed in the clay matrix and applied 
(probably while damp) to the surface of the box lid. The 
whole box was then painted in a floral motif with the "Judge
ment" scene depicted in naturalistic, life-like colours. One 
can see much more clearly in the relief that along with the 
banderoles there are inscriptions above each of the standing 
figures. They are representations of Mercury, Venus, Juno, 
and Pallas. The reclining figure to the left is Paris, re
presented here as a young knight. His name is inscribed on 
the lower ledge of the fountain base. The setting is a medie
val, garden-like landscape. Behind, in the distance, is a 
castle with several towers.

The composition is very similar to that of a fifteenth 
century engraving by the Master of the Banderoles (Pig. 118).(51) 
In both compositions, Mercury is shown in the medieval costume 
of a learned doctor who is nudging Paris with his staff in 
order to waken him from his sleep. The figures of Paris are 
shown in similar costumes, that is, both are in a knight's 
armour with breast plate, pleated skirt, and long, narrow, 
pointed boots. Both figures are also shown lying down with 
their head resting on one arm. The three goddesses are placed 
in the same order. The first is unclothed except for her head- . 
dress (a turban in the papier mâche relief and a crown in the 
engraving) and a necklace. She displays the beauty of her form 
in a direct, frontal pose. The second goddess turns, giving 
a three-quarter view of herself, and the third, holding thin
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veils of cloth in one hand is shown just walking onto the 
scene. According to the legend, each goddess insisted that 
she was the most beautiful and tried to pursuade the young 
sheperd, Paris, by making both offers of kingdoms and power, 
and by parading before him in order that he might see for 
himself which was the most perfect in form. Paris chose 
Venus who had offered him the hand of Helen (of Troy); hence, 
we see here the scene which sparked off the Trojan War and 
are able to understand the depiction of young Paris as a 
knight in armour.

The engraving is after a composition by the fifteenth 
century Florentine engraver, Baccio Baldini. This is sup
ported by the appearance of Italianate features in the com
position; the cypress trees and architecture (domes and tow
ers), along with the unusual shapes of the trees, "spear
like" and like "small mushrooms".(52) However, Northern in
fluence is seen in the plant-type shown between the figures 
of Pallas and Juno and in the helmet with five ostrich fea
thers, which are motifs found in the work of the Master of 
the Playing-Cards. The portability and exchange of printed 
compositions in the fifteenth century led to designs such as 
this which display both Northern and Southern stylistic and 
decorative traits.

Not only were clay matrices used for making relief ap
pliques out of papier mâché but also reliefs of a similar na
ture in clay. An example of a clay relief applique is attached 
to the side of a pilgrim-flask in the Kunstgewerbemuseum, Co
logne (Fig. 1 1 9). The flask is made from stoneware with a 
salt glaze and is 20 cm in height. The applique is approxi
mately 8-9 cm in diameter. It was made in Cologne and dates 
from the second half of the fifteenth century.(53) This type
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of relief applique decoration in clay is found on several 
pieces of stoneware pottery made in the sixteenth century.(54) 
A clay matrix depicting The Crucifixion (Fig. 120), was used 
to make the relief decoration seen on a clay pot from the 
second half of the sixteenth century in Figure 121. The 
pilgrim-flask body stands on three small "feet" and has at
tached to the neck, two extensions with holes which enabled 
the owner to carry the flask on a cord or leather strap.
The relief applique, which appears on one side of the flask, 
depicts St. George Killing the Dragon. It is virtually an 
exact copy of an engraving by the fifteenth century print- 
maker, the Master E.S. (Pig. 122).(55) Minor details in the 
landscape (trees and plants) precluded reproduction in the 
clay medium, but the main elements in the print composition; 
St. George, the dragon, the horse, the maiden, and the cas
tle in the background, have all been neatly arranged within 
the circular format imposed by the round flask body. They 
are represented in the same order as seen in the print, 
which indicates that the composition must have been reversed 
when carved in the original matrix.

It has been pointed out, that this group of fifteenth 
century stone and clay matrices from the Middle Rhine region 
repeatedly demonstrate the influence of fifteenth century 
prints in their compositions.(56) The importance of this 
observation to a study concerned with the functions of prin
ted images in the fifteenth century should be obvious. 
Therefore, the next section proceeds further with the rela
tionship, specifically, between the prints made by the Mas
ter E.S. and two additional clay matrices.
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The influence of the Master E.S. in two fifteenth century 
clay matrices.

The printmaker, Master E.S., is known to have worked 
in the area of Southern Germany along the Swiss border in 
the region of Constance, between ca. 1450 and 1467. Out of 
a known 3l4 engravings, 50 exist in only two impressions 
and 95 are unique. It has been suggested that his origi
nal oeuvre may have consisted of as many as 500 prints.(57) 
Eighteen of the prints are signed with the letters "E.S." 
and at least eight others have either an "E", "e", or "S" 
printed on them as single letter monograms.

The Master E.S. made his prints during a time when 
goldsmiths were the main printmakers, having discovered 
through their own craft, the use of making prints on paper 
as patterns and records of ornamental designs. It is only 
natural to assume that the Master E.S. was trained as a 
goldsmith due to his tendency towards decorative flat sur
faces and the use, at times, of small metal punches in some 
of the compositional details. He also produced a number of 
small engravings that appear to have been intended for gold
smith's work.(58) The Master E.S. was born around 1435 and 
died in either 1467 or 1468.(59) His prints fall into three 
phases: early, ca. 1450; middle, 1450-60; and late, l460- 
1467/6 8 . Out of the 314 impressions, I30 have been attri
buted to the early and middle phases and 184 to the later 
phase.(6 0)

The themes that Master E.S. dealt with varied. Among 
them are scenes from the Life of Christ, the Life and Death 
of Mary, the saints, and numerous profane subjects. His 
style was influenced by various south GermEun and Swiss mas-



ters from l445, for instance, the school of Konrad Witz, 
the Master of the Karlsruhe Passion, and Basle Masters.(6l)
He also assimilated Netherlandish stylistic traits from ob
serving the sculpture of the late Gothic artist, Nicolaus 
Gerhaerts van Leyden, with his ability to create fuller more 
expressive figures in a harmonious composition. Many of the 
Master E.S. prints were, from appearance, modelled after 
sculpture, or were perhaps intended as models for sculp
ture. (62) These compositions generally depict single fig
ures without background details and unnecessary ornament, 
positioned in a clear, monumental pose very often having a 
more three-dimensional appearance (Fig. 123). His print 
compositions influenced later fifteenth century sculptors, 
such as, Erasmus Grasser, Veit Stoss, and Tilman Riemen- 
schneider.(6 3)

As Allen Shestack has pointed out, during the fifteenth 
century, "once a particularly successful motif was introduced, 
it became the property of all and there was no stigma attached 
to the imitation of one artist or another",(64) The printing 
medium is intrinsically suited to producing numerous images 
which are exact and because they were light-weight and por
table, the prints 'travelled’ and were distributed over a 
large geographical area. They were commonly used as guides 
for craftsmen, having replaced earlier means of transmitting 
designs, such as, sketchbooks and manuscript illuminations. 
Engravings, more than woodcut prints, had the added visual 
characteristic of looking like pen and ink drawings and this, 
along with their fewer numbers in terms of production, in
creased the value of their ownership.

The influence of Master E.S. prints in the compositions 
of small art objects from the late fifteenth century, such



as, mother-of-pearl carvings (Figs. 124 and 125) and 
stained glass roundels (Figs. 126 and 127), is well known.(65) 
Two clay matrices also have corresponding Master E.S. prints. 
The first example was discovered on the site of what was 
once a chapel in East Lothian, Scotland. It is known as the, 
"Markle PIaque". The clay matrix is 15,4 cm in diameter with 
the central composition measuring about 13,7 cm (Fig. 128).
A relief cast of the matrix in resin shows the composition 
as it was intended to be viewed (Fig. 129) . This matrix is 
exceptional, in that it is the only example with a border 
inscription combined with the central composition. It is al
so unusual because the inscription is in French, None of 
the Middle Rhenish stone and clay matrices known, to date, 
have border inscriptions. The only lettering which appears 
on those examples is found within the central compositions 
and, in most cases, the inscriptions have been placed on 
banderoles. They are all in various German dialects and 
none are in French.

Between two decorative bands created by a twisted cord 
and chain pattern, the inscription has been made in Lombar
di c capitals and reads:

MON * C_ER AVERDMON * CHER ^ AVE GARDE_ *

The missing letter (U?) in "C__ER" appears to have been an 
oversight on the part of the craftsman as there is no indi
cation that a letter was made in this area. The "RD", in 
"AVERDMON", is difficult to interpret as there are no lit
any supplications to the Virgin with a formula using those 
initials and a complete translation is impossible due to the 
missing section on the lower edge. However, since the in-



scription is in French, the "RD" could be an abbreviation 
of Reine De (Queen Of). The letters "RD" might also come 
from a papal bull of 1371, Infallibilis Causa, in which is 
found the exhortation, "0 Reparatrix Dispensatrix, ora pro 
nobis" ("Oh Restorer and Dispenser, pray for us").(6 6) Thus, 
the inscription could be translated as, "My Heart, Hail to 
the Queen of My Heart, Hail Guard..", which is an appeal to 
the Virgin (the "Queen of Heaven") in her capacity to pro
vide divine protection on behalf of the petitioner. The 
quote from the papal bull correlates, if not by explaining 
the "RD" symbolism, by yielding additional meaning to the 
inscription as an invocation calling upon the Virgin as a 
restorer of faith and dispenser of grace (See; Chapter Two).

The central area of the matrix depicts a scene of the 
"Virgin and Infant Christ Seated in a Garden". The baby is 
held in the arms of His mother and a scroll (with no inscrip
tion) ripples outward from His waist. The Virgin's hair is 
loose and wavy, flowing into the folds of her dress. These 
have been carefully arranged to create a rhythmical series 
of lines within the circular format of the composition. The 
heads of the two figures are placed in the centre of the com
position and act as a focal point, unhampered by the land
scape details; sprigs of grass, flowers, plants, and two 
birds. In the background is a low stone wall of three sec
tions, the middle section has a tapestry placed over it.
The scenery beyond the garden wall is a mountainous land
scape with a castle roughly depicted by three towers on a hill.

A corresponding composition is found in an engraving by 
the Master E.S., The Madonna with the Playing Christ Child 
Seated in a Garden (Fig. 1 3 0).(6 7) In the print, the Vir
gin reads a book held in her right hand, while the Child
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balances somewhat precariously to the left, holding a pin- 
wheel and supported by her left hand. Except for the depic
tion of Christ as a child, in the print, and as a baby, in 
the matrix, other details in the landscape, the trees and 
small plants, vary only in the amount represented. The bird, 
seen perched on the right section of the wall in the print, 
is the same type as those two depicted in the foreground of 
the matrix composition. The major narrative elements; the 
two figures, the wall in three sections with a tapestry, the 
mountains, and the castle, are shown in both compositions.

The differences between the two compositions are per
haps not so much a matter of descriptive details but are 
changes resulting from the interpretation by one artist of 
another’s composition. These changes were also dependent 
upon the round and rectangular formats imposed in each in
stance and, no doubt, by the specific art medium used. The 
"Markle Plaque" design displays a closer, more cohesive sense 
of unity between the two main figures in smoothly flowing, 
sculptured lines. The baby is shown placed next to the Vir
gin's torso and this positioning leads the eye of the obser
ver to this area of intimate interaction between the faces 
of the mother and child. The folds of drapery from the Vir
gin’s robes have been pushed up beneath the two central shapes 
creating a solid visual foundation, which contributes to the 
sense of compactness in this figurai arrangement. The print, 
however, as a two-dimensional object portrays a sharper, 
linear image. The composition depicts a looser grouping of 
the two figures, due in part to the awkward placement of the 
Christ Child away from the figure of the Virgin towards the 
left edge of the composition. The drapery spreads outward 
and down to the right, creating a sense of movement, again,
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away from the central images in the scene.
The changes in the two compositions are not a ques

tion of individual artistic ability on the part of each ar
tist. What does seem apparent in the comparison between the 
matrix composition and the engraved one, is that the varia
tions in each scene correspond with the round and rectan
gular formats of each object, i.e., the clay matrix and 
the engraved print. The artist who made the matrix created 
a more unified composition imposed by the shape of the ma
trix. While the engraver, working on a rectangular metal 
plate, may have felt less inclined to increase.the compact
ness of the arrangement and produced a composition which 
made use of the total surface area within that prescribed 
format. The lack of surface area available in the clay ma
trix, imposed by its round shape, had just the opposite ef
fect; a tightly composed group of two figures and limited 
additional descriptive detail.

The religious nature of the "Markle Plaque" border in
scription suggests that the matrix was used to make devotion
al plaques. As we have seen, this type of clay matrix was 
especially suited to making decorative relief appliques in 
clay (Figs. 119 .and 121). But we have also seen reliefs of 
a devotional type in papier mâché, such as those made at 
Wienhausen. Looking once again at the Resurrection paper 
relief (Fig, 1 0 9), one can imagine that a clay matrix such 
as that shown in Figure 1 2 0 , might have produced this type 
of relief in papier mâché. The "Markle Plaque" could also 
have been used to make relief images in paper. Experiments 
using layers of paper dampened in a starch paste and pressed 
by hand into the matrix have shown that an acceptable relief 
image in paper is possible from the "Markle Plaque" (See;
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Appendix B).
A closer comparison in the form of a devotional plaque 

made from papier mâché, is The Holy Face in Profile, which 
measures 9,8 cm in diameter and has a border inscription en
circling the round format of the object (Fig. 131)* It was 
probably made in Lüneburg around 1500.(68) The motif is a 
type found in numerous Italian medals, panel paintings, and 
woodcut prints.(6 9 ) It is not a sharp impression and sec
tions from the right edge are missing, however, the inscrip
tion impressed around the inside border of the composition 
can still be read: (lE-)SVS + XPS + SALVA/t(0)R + MV(N)DI 
("Jesus Christ Saviour (of the) World"). The head was pain
ted in a naturalistic manner with the beard and hair in brown 
and the cross design in the nimbus coloured blue, A vine mo
tif in brown fills in the area around the head and the bor
der design was painted in black and red.

The imagery of both the "Markle Plaque" matrix and "The 
Holy Face in Profile" paper relief suggest a similar reli
gious function, that is, as devotional images known in Ger
many as, Andachtsbilder. The themes most often depicted were 
those of the Virgin and Christ. This type of religious art 
object served the very personal needs of the fifteenth cen
tury laity who sought the closest possible means of religious 
expression and required the presence of religious images in 
daily life. The inscriptions on these two objects served the 
same purpose as hand-written, or printed, border inscriptions 
on fifteenth century woodcut prints, which invoked the protec
tion of the saints, the Virgin, and Christ (See: Chapter Two)

In her book, discussing the relationship between prints 
made by the Master E.S. and fifteenth century artworks,
Edith Hessig noted the correspondence between the print,
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The Assumption of St. Mary Magdalene, and a group of fig
ures from the Münnerstadt Altar by the sculptor, Tilman 
Riemenschneider, of the same theme (Figs. 132 and 133)'(70)
In both examples, the Magdalene is shown supported by six an
gels. Riemenschneider has depicted the Magdalene covered in 
hair, standing in a frontal posture, with her hands placed 
together in prayer. The Master E.S. print gives a more 
naturalistic rendering of the female body, retaining the 
long, flowing hair, for which the saint was known, and pla-. 
cing her arms in a modest pose, folded across her breasts.
Her graceful posture, beginning with a slight tilt of the 
head to the right, is punctuated by the delicately curving 
lines following the front leg of the figure and ending at 
the tip of her extremely pointed foot (a stylistic feature 
characteristic of the Master E.S.). It is evident that the 
cluster of small angels, with their robes flying about them, 
are intended to be assisting the Magdalene on her journey 
upwards to heaven. The landscape below is described in a 
great amount of detail, with particular attention given to 
the luxurious plant growth. The birds, in this instance, ap
pear to be creatures bound to the earth, in contrast with 
the floating company of human figures hovering above them.

Although nearly half of the composition- is missing, the 
same group seen in the Master E.S. print was reproduced in 
a clay matrix made in the late fifteenth century (Fig. 134).(71) 
It was not cited in the observations made by Dr. Hessig. The 
matrix is l4 x 8,5 cm and the central composition would have 
been approximately 12 cm in diameter. The composition is 
viewed in the matrix in the same direction as seen in the 
print. It has not been reversed as in the case of the "Mar
kle Plaque". The artist has captured the flowing curves of
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the Magdalene's form, along with the characteristic "poin
ted foot". The plants are shown in much less detail, al
though a bird perched in the tree at the top right of the 
print is used again in the matrix composition. The small 
angels are also very similar to those depicted in the print. 
Instead of leaving the nimbus simple, without decoration, 
the artist who made the matrix composition chose to fill 
in the nimbus with lettering, which reads in reverse: "ma- 
gda(lena)". Because this matrix is lacking a devotional 
inscription, such as that seen on the "Markle Flag ue". it 
is possible that a more likely use for it was to make de
corative relief appliques, such as the Judgement of Paris 
and the Crucifixion (Figs. 11? and 121).

The three clay matrices, the Judgement of Paris the 
"Markle PI aq ue_". and The Assumption of St. Mary Magdalene , 
are the result of a production sequence that began with a 
stone original, such as, the St. Eustace in Cologne. These 
matrices were used with a variety of materials: papier mâche, 
wax, bronze, and clay, to make relief decoration on small 
furnishings and utilitarian objects, such as, wooden boxes 
and clay flasks. In addition to a purely decorative function, 
at least one of the matrices, the "Markle Plaque", must have 
served as a mould for making devotional plaques depicting 
the Virgin and Child with an accompanying supplication in
voking the Virgin's divine protection.

All three matrices show the influence of fifteenth cen
tury prints, which contributes to the notion that an early 
function of printed images, specifically engravings, was as 
designs for craftsmen in various fifteenth century workshops. 
In this section, I have dealt specifically with Master E.S. 
prints and two fifteenth century clay matrices; however, the



whole study of the production of stone and clay matrices 
in fifteenth century Northern Europe, stems from the pro
posal that the Metropolitan sealprint, The Patron Saints 
of Regensburg, was made from a very similar procedure.
A knowledge of this production method is also necessary in 
order to discuss the New York Public Library sealprint, 
which follows in the proceeding section.
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The Virgin Crowned by the Trinity 
S . 2863m 
147:123 mm
Bohemia (?), Late 15th century 
The New York Public Library

The New York Public Library sealprint, The Virgin 
Crowned by the Trinity, was purchased for the library print 
collection in I9IO. It is placed in a permanent frame con
sisting of mat boards. The scene depicted in this sealprint 
shows the Virgin kneeling in the centre of the composi
tion with God the Father seated to the left and Christ seated 
to the right (Fig. 135)* All three figures wear full, loose 
robes fastened at the neck. God the Father is shown wear
ing a triple tiara and has a full beard parted down the cen
tre. He holds a book in his right hand, while the other hand 
is raised to support the crown over the Virgin's head. His 
nimbus is simple, created by three curved lines. The Virgin 
is depicted as a young girl with her hands held in prayer.
The figure of Christ, while supporting the crown with one 
hand, rests the other on an orb placed on his lap. His nim
bus is ornamented with a stylized cross, or lily motif. Be
hind the three figures is an intricate network of crossing 
lines with small dots placed within each diamond shape in 
the pattern. The two arches above God and the Virgin are 
created by simple lines, while that seen above the figure of 
Christ is portrayed in a twisted cord pattern. Completing 
the "Trinity" is the Holy Spirit, as a dove with its wings 
spread, hovering above the figure of the Virgin. A series 
of lines creating an aura around the form, radiate outward 
from its body. An inscription along the top edge of the 
sealprint reads: SANCTAM + TRINITAS + UNUS + DEUS, which is
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translated as, "(The) Holy Trinity (is) One God".
The beard-type shown on the figure of God was common 

to East German artworks from the late fourteenth and early 
fifteenth centuries. The sealprint composition, depicting 
the seated figures of Christ and God the Father holding a 
crown over the head of the kneeling Virgin with the Holy 
Spirit (a dove) hovering above her, is shown in two panel 
paintings made during the second half of the fifteenth cen- 
tury in Poland (Figs. I36 and 137)* The second example 
portrays a very similar type of dove and circular nimbus 
behind the figures' heads. An even closer corresponding 
composition is found in the central panel of a triptych 
which, again, is Polish dating from the late fifteenth cen
tury (Fig, 1 3 8). Although the figures of Christ and God are 
in reversed positions, as in the previous two panels (when 
compared with the sealprint composition) there remains a 
close similarity in other aspects, such as, the placement 
of the crown and hands of Christ and God the Father, and the 
kneeling Virgin who is in a frontal position facing the view
er with her hands held in prayer. A variation of the styl
ized motif, the lily nimbus, seen behind Christ's head in the 
sealprint is shown in a panel painting made in Poland, dated 
1480 (Fig. 1 3 9), Here, a similar motif has been used in the 
decoration of the nimbus behind the head of Christ in a 
scene portraying The Lamentation.

The grouping of the figures seen in the sealprint has 
been compared to similar groups found in altarpieces from 
Bohemia made in the early fifteenth century.(72) Although 
a work dating from ca. 1495• the central section of a carved 
altarpiece from Bohemia shows the three figures grouped in 
a similar manner, with the Holy Spirit (dove) placed in



mid-air above the Virgin (Pig. l40). However, in spite of 
his suggestions that the sealprint composition was similar 
to East German and even Bohemian artworks from the fifteenth 
century, Professor W.L. Schreiber suggested a date for the 
sealprint of about l46o and attributed it to the Upper Rhine 
region of Germany.(73) In the light of these comparisons, 
it would seem reasonable and more exact to attribute the 
sealprint to an eastern region of Germany, or perhaps even 
Bohemia; however, it does seem likely that it should be dated 
within the last quarter, or so, of the fifteenth century.

Description of the sealprint surface.

The areas of the sealprint lacking surface detail have 
a smooth, sculptural appearance, for instance, on the inner 
circle of God’s halo and on the contours and moulded areas 
of the figures' robes (Fig. l4l). The dotted pattern which 
fills in the background of the composition appears at first 
to be a repeated pattern, as if made with a small punch.
But when looked at closely, one sees that the relief dots 
vary in size and in distance from each other and, therefore, 
were not likely to have been made with the same matrix. Most 
of the dots are less than a millimetre in diameter.

The relief lines are uneven and never project in a 
straight path. The best example of this is seen in the lines 
that define God's halo and those running up along the edges 
of the sealprint terminating in the arches over the figures 
(Fig. l4l). Some of the lines are incomplete, as in the two 
left arches above the Virgin and God. All of the lines have 
a rounded surface which can be irregular and vary in thick
ness (especially in the arch above God). The lines radia-



ting outward from the dove are especially fine and pointed 
at the tips. The lettering used in the inscription is ir
regular and was most likely made by hand and not from ma
trices.

There are several areas on the sealprint surface which 
show layers of paper. There appears to be no additional 
substance between the layers. Along the lower left edge is 
a section that has had the top layer of paper torn away, 
leaving a second layer of uncoloured paper exposed (Fig. l42). 
This also occurs along the lower right edge (Fig. l43). La
yers of paper can also be seen in areas where the relief has 
cracked, such as, the arch above Christ and the Virgin (Fig. 
l44). One of the numerous worm-holes found in the sealprint 
runs perpendicular to the right edge, about 5,6 cm from the 
top. This elongated, horizontal hole, when viewed from be
low tilting the sealprint slightly backwards, exposed four 
layers of paper; three of a similar thickness and one, the 
top layer of the image, noticeably thinner. This suggests 
that a finer grade of paper was laid down first (into the 
matrix) perhaps because it would have been more likely to 
pick up the finer details in the design than the heavier, 
coarser paper seen in the additional layers. The heavier 
paper would also have given more body and durability to 
the relief. The last area where layers of paper can be ob
served is found along the top edge to the left, again, in 
Figure 144. Here, the top layer of paper has been torn away 
destroying some of the letters in the inscription.

Dr. Andrew Robison, at The National Gallery of Art in 
Washington, D.C., confirmed my suspicion that the image was 
hollow, by saying that he had examined the sealprint with 
lighting, looking through the worm-holes and found that the



figures are concave on the verso of the sealprint relief.(?4) 
Further evidence of this is the depressed body of the dove, 
damage perhaps caused sometime after the relief was made : 
(Fig..l45). The nose of each of the faces in the three fi
gures is smashed and distorted; however, these effects might 
indicate damage that occurred when the relief was still wet 
and not as a result of damage to the dried surface. A final 
observation may have had something to do with the production 
method used to make the sealprint.

Three small holes can be found in the top of the tiara, 
at the centre of the Virgin's head, and above the left hand 
of Christ. Photographs do not show these details well, but 
the holes penetrate down into the thicker areas of the re
lief, ending up somewhat parallel to the surface. Because 
of this, they are not extremely noticeable when looking at 
the image in an upright, vertical position, as it would nor
mally be seen. They are not worm-holes but appear to have 
been created with an instrument. These holes, which do not 
have a decorative function, may have been a part of the pro
duction method, allowing the thicker areas of the paper to 
dry more quickly and thoroughly.

A few final" observations deal with the surface treat
ment of the sealprint, which is a shade of brown umber, ap
pearing slightly darker in some areas. In the areas where 
layers of paper have been torn away, the exposed surfaces 
are lighter brown in colour. Christ’s robe has been painted 
in red and His hair is black. The Virgin's robes are faintly 
shaded in orange. The rest of the figures are the same dark 
brown colour of the background. Perhaps the use of colour, 
specifically on the figure of Christ, correlates with the 
decorative treatment of the arch above this figure, which is
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different from those seen above the Virgin and God. A 
black border runs along the bottom edge of the print. There 
is also a slight sheen to the raised surfaces, indicating 
that a varnish may have been applied to the surface at one 
point in its production, or 'lifetime'.(75)

Method of production.

Two different methods of production were prosed for 
the New York Piblic Library sealprint. The Virgin Crowned by 
the Trinity. Dr. T.O. Mabbott suggested the following me
thod of production, which he proposed for both this sealprint 
and the Metropolitan sealprint;

"They were made, I think, with a single form a woodblock 
or metal-plate - which was cut, not in reverse, like an 
ordinary woodblock, but to look like the miniature bas- 
relief to be produced. The paper was then, I believe, 
placed over the plate, and pressed down upon it and 
'printed by friction' - perhaps with a soft damp cloth • 
and allowed to dry. One of the two specimens known to 

• us [the Metropolitan sealprint] shows slight shrinking 
at the edges, where the paper crinkled when pressed.
No ink was used. The result was, as I say, a miniature 
hollow bas-relief - a pleasing enough work of art, but 
very perishable and hard to preserve."(7 6)

Professor W.L. Schreiber suggested that a metal-plate 
was used to make the New York Public Library sealprint.(77) 
He based this suggestion on the patterned background which 
he believed resembled the work of a goldsmith. Also, in his 
attempt to fit the sealprint production method into a known 
printing technique, he surmised that the image was intended 
to look like a traditional print with the lines created in 
ink on paper. The impression would have been made by pres
sing the paper deeply into a metal-plate matrix leaving a



raised surface, which he compared to that seen in pasteprints. 
In this case, he suggested that instead of "paste", a paper 
mass, or pulp, was used.

I believe that, in the light of the material provided 
in the first half of this chapter, the sequence: stone ori
ginal- clay matrix- paper relief, is a more likely method of 
production. The following comparisons are made between the 
New York Public Library sealprint and the St. Eustace stone 
matrix, in order to show that the matrix used to make the 
sealprint could have been made in stone. If the original 
was made in stone, then (according to the sequence) this 
sealprint could have been made, either from a stone matrix, 
or a duplicate in clay.

The same surface characteristics and type of fine detail 
is observed in the St. Eustace stone matrix and The Virgin 
Crowned by the Trinity sealprint (Figs. Il4 and 135)• Both 
of the objects are comparable in size; the sealprint image 
is 14,7 X 11,3 cm, and the matrix is 10 cm in diameter. The 
lines of the reins extending from the horse's bridle are simi
lar to those seen in the nimbus surrounding the head of God 
in the sealprint. They have an uneven yet fine and delicate
ly rendered quality. The round surfaces seen in the horse's 
form and the hillocks in the landscape, resemble those found 
in the folds of drapery on the sealprint figures and in the 
contours of the faces. The small dots used to create the 
"flower motif" and also seen on the background architecture 
to the left in the matrix, are similar to those used to cre
ate the background pattern in the sealprint. One motif, the 
circle with a dot in the centre, seen on the harness and 
bridle, can also be found in the decoration on the book held 
by the figure of God. Finally, the 'slashes' seen on the
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lower half of the saint’s tunic in the matrix, resemble 
that pattern which runs along the arch above the figure of 
Christ. Clearly, not only was similar detail (as that seen 
in the sealprint) possible in the stone matrix, but at times 
there appears to be a close similarity in the patterns and 
motifs used in both compositions.

Two additional examples of stone matrices provide fur
ther technical evidence which proves that the New York Pu
blic Library sealprint was made from either a stone matrix, 
or a duplicate in clay. One matrix portrays The Annunciation 
and the other, the Madonna Lactanse (Pigs. l46 and 147)*
A third matrix(not shown) depicting The Marriage of St. Ca
therine is dated "1493" and all three of the matrices are 
attributed to this period. The two examples shown here are 
17 X 12,5 cm and are made in graphite. Because of the ex
tremely fine details, the work is believed to be that of a 
goldsmith.(7 8) The scenes are similar to compositions in 
prints made by Martin Schongauer. Perhaps most readily no
ticeable, in comparing the Annunciation matrix with the seal
print, are the incised lines radiating from the dove shov/n 
in both compositions. Similar contours are shown in the 
folds of drapery and in the broad surfaces of the facial 
features. These outstanding examples of incised stone ma
trices display the height of refined, skillful craftsman
ship which can be achieved in stone.

The inscription on the sealprint suggests that it was 
used as a devotional object. A coloured papier mâché relief 
made at Wienhausen (between 1450-1500), The Virgin Crowned 
by the Trinity, is not only similar in subject matter but in 
its rectangular format and the appearance of an inscription 
impressed along the lower edge of the composition (Pig. l48).



The inscription is not now legible, due to damage, however, 
the central composition is still complete. It was made from 
paper pulp, while the borders appear to be cut out from 
sheets of paper and attached separately. The central area 
measures l6 x 10,5 cm and with its borders, 20,5 x 15,5 cm.
The Virgin is shovoa kneeling between the two figures of 
God and Christ, with the Holy Spirit (the dove) positioned 
above the group, descending from between two small angels.
The representation and style of the image is comparable to 
works seen in the late fourteenth century,(79) However, ad
ditional evidence would suggest that the relief was made in 
the second half of the fifteenth century. The composition 
was treated in a colourful manner with details in the fig
ures, braid-like patterns, and some lettering painted on 
the surface. This papier mâché relief is the closest com
parison, both in its production and use to the New York Pu
blic Library sealprint.

The New York Public Library sealprint, The Virgin Crowned 
by the Trinity, was not made from paper pulp. This is proven 
by the existence of layers of paper seen through holes and 
tears in the surface. Up to four layers of paper can be seen 
in one particular section. This suggests that perhaps reliefs 
made from layers of paper in stone, or duplicate clay matrices; 
instead of paper pulp in metal matrices, constituted another 
area of paper relief production. The sealprint is very simi
lar to the papier mâché plaques made at the abbey in Wien- 
hausen. It must have been produced to serve the same market 
of religious souvenirs and devotional objects that figured 
so prominently in religious belief during the fifteenth 
century in Northern Europe.
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Female Saint (St. Barbara?)
8.*2863%
78:42 mm
French, ca. 1500 (?)
Hunterian Art Gallery, Glasgow

This sealprint was purchased for the Hunterian print 
collection in the sale of Dr. T.O. Mabbott's collection at 
Sotheby's on the 24th of June, 1969 (Fig. 149).(80) The 
lines in the original composition are in relief and the im- . 
pression was made in-a single layer of paper. The sheet is 
laid down on a paper support and cannot, therefore, be exam
ined from its verso side. The paper has been drawn on, at 
some point, in what looks like a sepia ink. The flattened
areas on the surface were either never filled in with relief
lines or were smoothed down, perhaps intentionally.

The sealprint composition is fairly simple showing a 
female figure dressed in full robes, standing, and slightly 
turned to the right. She has loose, flowing hair and wears
a crown. Behind the head of the figure is a halo depicted
in.a simple fashion with curving lines decorated (on the 
left side) with small dots. The centre of the nimbus is not 
ornamented. Above the figure is a series of three trefoil 
motifs, which suggest a niche-like setting. The background 
is filled in with fine, horizontal lines in relief. The 
sharp quality of these lines indicates that a metal matrix 
was used to make the impression. Most of the composition 
has been drawn over in ink. It would seem that a substan
tial amount of this over-drawing was made up, perhaps be
cause so many of the relief lines had either been worn down, 
or did not exist to begin with when the drawing was done. 
Some of the details are especially crude in representation.
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This is most evident in the execution of the hands, created 
in short, single strokes, and shown holding what appears to 
be a rosary and a pen. The edges of the sealprint paper 
are uneven and it seems likely that sections of the compo
sition are missing at the top and bottom.

In his description of the sealprint, Dr. T.O. Mabbott 
mentioned that the saint, "stands to the right holding a 
chalice".(81) This observation is hard to understand, as 
there is no chalice depicted in the present composition. 
However, it must have contributed to his identification of 
the image as that of "St. Barbara". St. Barbara is tradi
tionally associated with a "tower" symbol, as she was im
prisoned in a tower by her father because of her Christian 
faith. Additional elements, such as, a chalice with the 
Host suspended over it, a book, and a palm branch (symbols 
of her faith and martyrdom), are often depicted in combina
tion with the "tower" symbolism.

A comparable representation of St. Barbara is shown in 
an engraving by Martin Schongauer, ca. 1480-90 (Pig. 150). 
Although the saint is positioned to the left, the general 
stance and placement of the arms and head are quite similar. 
There are even similarities in the heavy folds of material 
draped over each figure. It is quite possible that the im
age. in the Hunterian sealprint originally held a small, open 
book, such as that seen in the engraving, and that the small 
tower shown in the engraving has been lost in the sealprint 
due to the closely trimmed edges.

It would seem that the method used to make the sealprint 
placed emphasis on the relief aspect of the lines, suggest
ing that the composition was intended to be viewed in relief 
and not as a flat, two-dimensional image, such as a print.
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Because of this, it is likely that the production method 
correlates with an art medium that also emphasizes design 
created in low-relief lines and that the relief in paper 
may hâve had a specific use in that medium.

Method of production.

The Hunterian sealprint has certain technical and styl- 
istic characteristics in common with relief decoration made 
on leather bookbindings from the late fifteenth and early 
sixteenth centuries. This method of decoration, known as 
"blind-stamped", did not require the use of gold. Instead, 
low-relief lines alone created the design in a monochrome 
fashion. Small stamps and rolls were used for repeated pat
terns and were impressed by hand. Larger, more elaborate 
scenes were depicted on panels, which because of their lar
ger size necessitated the use of a mechanical press. The 
panels were usually made from metal, although a small num
ber are known to have been made in wood.(82) Flemish binders 
used panel-stamps as early as the thirteenth century. The 
French began making and using panels at the end of the fif
teenth century. Those made in Paris and Normandy are espe
cially beautiful and often pictorial in design.(8 3) The 
French panels were exported.to England where they were used 
and copied by English binders. In Germany, the use of panel- 
stamps for highly ornamental designs developed later in the 
sixteenth century.

The use of panel-stamps was a way of producing designs 
and compositions more quickly than individual, hand-tooled 
methods- The scenes were generally depicted in a small, 
rectangular format, or "compartment". In some instances.



several panels were grouped on one surface, while in other 
cases one large panel was used and may have depicted more 
than one "compartment". Some bindings have marks which, it 
was suggested, were the result of the metal panel having 
been nailed down to a wood-block before insertion into the 
press.(84) The panels are also known to have been tied on
to the binding with ropes and then pressed. Goldsmiths and 
die-cutters engraved the panels and from copying and re
copying the designs, they standardized the images and pat
terns .

The image of "St. Barbara" is common in panel-stamped 
designs made in Paris and Normandy during the late fifteenth 
and early sixteenth centuries. It was suggested that the 
popularity of St. Barbara in this specific group of panels 
was due to her having been the patron saint of Paris book
sellers. (85) She frequently appears in four-compartment 
panels and nearly always has the "palm" and "tower" sym
bols. Three French panel-stamped reliefs from the first 
quarter of the sixteenth century depict St. Barbara (Fig. 1 5 1). 
The panels were made in Normandy and used in England. The 
compositions are shown in rubbings made from the leather 
reliefs and provide the conventional representation of the 
saint common to French panel-stamped designs; that is, the 
saint appears holding a book and palm branch, standing next 
to a tower.

In a late fifteenth century bookbinding made in Paris,
The Annunciation is seen in four "compartments" (Fig, 152).
One panel-stamp was used for each scene as indicated by the 
repeated composition and the slightly oblique panel at the 
top left corner. Two bookbindings, also from Paris, made 
in 1512 and 1520 (respectively) show the use of one large
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panel divided into four, small rectangular "compartments".
The first, shows the figures of Sts. John the Evangelist, 
Barbara, Catherine, and Nicolas (Pig. 153)* The second 
example shows the figures of St. John the Baptist, the Vir
gin and Child, "three listeners", and King David (Fig. 154). 
The large panels are both approximately l6 x 10 cm with the 
small "compartments" measuring about 8 x 5 cm. These two 
examples portray a "standard" composition found in French 
panel-stamped designs, that is, a small rectangular for
mat with the figure standing beneath an arch, which is orna
mented with smaller semi-circular arches within it. Each of 
these arches have points which terminate in trefoil motifs. 
This manner of depicting figures suggests the concept of 
figurai sculpture placed within architectural niches and 
the effect is achieved in three-dimension by the low-relief 
lines of the leather impressions.

The Hunterian sealprint is depicted, with slight varia
tions, in a similar conventionalized manner. The small, rec
tangular format measures 7,8 x 4,2 cm, the figure is standing 
and also placed beneath a series of three trefoil motifs 
similar to those shown in these panel-stamped designs. Per
haps the most difficult element within the sealprint compo
sition to locate, in the context of both printed images and 
panel-stamped designs, is the roughly hatched parallel lines 
which stand out in relief in the sealprint background. It 
has proved virtually impossible to find this background treat
ment in printed images. The closest comparison in panel- 
stamped designs on bookbindings is seen in a binding made in 
Germany, around 153^ (Fig. 155). One panel, measuring 9,4 x 
5 cm was used for the relief and the matrix, in this case, 
was made of wood. The scene on the left, depicting St, John



the Evangelist shows parallel hatching running horizontal 
to the figure, which strongly suggests that treatment found 
in the sealprint background.

This type of bookbinding decoration, utilizing incised 
matrices for the purpose of making detailed compositions in 
low-relief, more than likely required "proof impressions" in 
paper to be made during the course of work on each matrix.
It is a fact, that decorative patterns consisting of small 
tools and gouges were too intricate to produce directly on 
the leather and needed working guidelines prepared before
hand. According to a twentieth century bookbinding manual, 
the procedure went as follows:

"Strong, thin [bond| paper is cut to the exact size 
of the board and the tools are impressed in black, 
after the face of each has been held in the tip of 
a candle flame, which leaves a deposit of carbon on it."(86)

An additional contemporary reference suggests inking letter 
matrices and practising straight lines and spacing on paper.(8 7) 

Another instance in which paper impressions were made 
was in the preparation of the "blocking-press" for making a 
panel-stamp relief.(8 8) A thickish, white paper, or thin 
card, was used for a "proof impression" from the panel, in 
order to see if the press was properly aligned, resulting in 
an even pressure across the panel surface. The blocking-press 
was not used until the I8 3 0 's, however, it is conceivable that 
this type of procedure was necessary even in earlier produc
tion when a mechanical press was being used to make a relief, 
as in the case of panel-stamped decoration. Although these 
are contemporary sources, it would seem that working methods 
would not have altered that much from those employed in the
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sixteenth century. It also seems likely that craftsmen 
making panel-stamp matrices from wood and metal would have 
used paper during their work on completed designs and com
positions.

We can never be certain that the image shown in the 
Hunterian sealprint is "St. Barbara". It could conceiveably 
be one of many young female saints popular in the late fif
teenth and early sixteenth centuries. In production method, 
it does not resemble any other traditional printmaking me
thods used in the fifteenth century, which produced woodcut 
prints, metalcuts, and engravings. The relief impression 
was probably made from a metal matrix and does display the 
same type of line made by metal matrices in engravings. How
ever, the emphasis on the low-relief lines in the sealprint 
indicates that the impression might be more reasonably placed 
in the working procedures followed by craftsmen making low- 
relief, panel-stamped decoration on leather bookbindings in 
the early sixteenth century. The small rectangular format 
and the placement of the single figure beneath a trefoil mo
tif, indicate technical and stylistic similarities with this 
type of decoration. Descriptions of contemporary bookbinding 
decorating procedures suggest the use of paper for "proof im
pressions" and for practising the skillful placement of ma
trices on the leather bindings. No doubt paper was used by 
earlier bookbinders for similar purposes.

The Hunterian sealprint was dated at about l46o and at
tributed to the Regensburg area. This date and localization 
were suggested according to what was known about the Metro
politan sealprint. The Patron Saints of Regensburg. The be
lief was that both sealprints came from the same area and 
period. As a result of the"'proceeding discussion in this



chapter, it is obvious that its date and origin have no
thing to do with the Hunterian sealprint. There is very 
little evidence in the sealprint composition to suggest the 
identity of the image and perhaps even fewer stylistic ele
ments to propose a definite date and localization; however, 
if it is a "proof impression" made from a metal panel-stamp 
then it is likely to be French, dating from the late fif
teenth or early sixteenth century.
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In conclusion, this study is intended to prove that 
sealprints are not as ’’puzzling" as suggested in previous 
accounts written in the early part of this century. How
ever, their placement in the overall realm of fifteenth cen
tury prints may have made them unduly difficult to explain 
with regard to methods of production and use. It was not 
totally inaccurate to place low-relief impressions in paper, 
such as the sealprints, into the larger category of prints.
The term, "print", does refer to a mark on a surface created 
by the pressure of a form regardless of whether or not the 
form has ink on it. The sealprints are curious because they 
were not made using an inked matrix and, thus, were not made 
from traditional printmaking methods. The procedure followed 
in obtaining research for this study deliberately pursued 
areas of fifteenth century art production which might help 
to explain, with more reasonable accuracy, how and for what 
purpose these objects were made.

Their production and use does, in fact, correlate with 
known methods of fifteenth century art production common to 
Northern Europe. This is specifically obvious in the case 
of The Patron Saints of Regensburg sealprint, where we are 
fairly certain as to both how the print was made and used. 
However, in the cases of the New York Public Library and Hun
terian sealprints, there remain questions to which only pro
posed answers can be suggested at this time. Without a doubt, 
these three sealprints are unique records of both fifteenth 
century methods of art production and religious life of the 
period; indeed, they play a fascinating "dual role" as both 
examples of technical procedures and symbols of belief.
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ting out the chief points of his design upon the leather, with 
the aid of a pair of compasses. The paper is now removed, 
and the leather washed or dampened with vinegar, which should 
be rubbed equally into the leather, by means of a brush."
H.P. Horne, The Binding of Books : An Essay on the History of 
Gold-Tooled Bindings. (London, 1894), p.50*

8 7 . A.W. Johnson, The Thames and Hudson Manual of Book
binding, (London, 1978), p.l66.

88. Burdett, op. cit., pp.238-239-



CHAPTER FIVE 
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF PASTEPRINTS.

The term "pasteprint" applies to a certain type of print 
made in the second half of the fifteenth century that has a 
low-relief image in a "paste" made on paper. In appearance, 
this substance is thicker than traditional fifteenth century 
printing ink. In this respect, both embroidery-prints and 
flock-prints are considered forms of pasteprints. These types 
of prints have been discussed in the proceeding chapters. This 
chapter is concerned with those prints traditionally known as, 
pasteprints, which display the use of layered substances ad
hered to the paper surface and which have a distinctly embossed 
look to their designs. Most pasteprints are in various shades 
of brown. However, some exist which are bright gold with black 
outlines and painted areas, such as, the faces and hands of the 
figures. The prints exist in various states of wear and cor
rosion. Some images are hardly recognizable and others are 
almost perfectly preserved. There appears to be a basic me
thod of production that was used to make all of the prints, 
with variations only in the types of materials adhered to the 
paper surface. Because of the variety in their visual appear
ance and physical make-up, the prints are best described by 
photographs. However, even a photograph can be deceiving as 
the layered structure of substances in the paste is not evi
dent without the use of a stereomicroscope. Lacking this type 
of equipment for observation, most early authors in this cen
tury writing on the production method used to make pasteprints 
assumed that a traditional printing method was used and that 
the paste only consisted of one layer.
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This study is concerned chiefly with the production 
method used to make pasteprints, the types of substances 
found on pasteprints surfaces, and similar methods of pro
duction shared by^other art forms in late fifteenth century 
Northern Europe. First, why are there metalcut prints of the 
same composition as a pasteprint yet in reverse? Second, 
what type of production method would have left a layered 
sequence of substances on the pasteprint surface? Third, how 
does the proposed techniques for making a certain group of 
pasteprints in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nürnberg re
late to the fifteenth century production of imitation brocade 
appliques? The last question asks, how do the various types 
of pasteprints relate to one another? Were cheaper mater
ials and duplicating methods used to imitate those prints 
made from precious metals using hand-production techniques?
If this was the case, then perhaps a highly developed market 
for pasteprints existed which was similar to other fifteenth 
century art markets, such as that which developed from the 
production of pilgrim-badges (See: Chapter Two, "The pilgri
mage and related industry of souvenirs"). A catalogue list
ing the pasteprints which I have personally examined will fol
low this discussion.

Reversed images - what type of matrix?

Several pasteprints have metalcut print counterparts 
that appear to have the same composition except that the paste
print composition is in reverse to the metalcut. One example 
of this is The Madonna and Child in a Gothic Interior (S.2825) 
and its metalcut counterpart (S.2492x) (Figs. 156 and 157). 
Technically, the metal plate always produces an image in re



verse to its composition; therefore, it is unusual to find a 
printed image that is not in reverse to the plate but actual
ly running in the same direction as the design on the plate.

If the two prints (S.2825 and S.2492x) were made from 
the same metal plate composition, then how would it be pos
sible to make a pasteprint composition that is in reverse to 
the metalcut print? Making cast duplicates of engraved de
signs in metal was not an unknown technique in the fifteenth 
century. In Italy, goldsmiths working in the niello technique 
made duplicate designs in the form of sulfur casts. Niello 
is a decorative technique in which the jeweller creates an 
incised design in metal which is then filled with a black 
mixture and heated to a liquid state. The black substance 
then covers the metal entirely and is burnished to create a 
black on a silver or gold design. In making a sulfur cast of 
the incised design in metal, a cast had to first be made in 
wet clay. After drying, the clay relief was used as a mould 
and amorphous sulfur was poured over it. This hardened in 
time and the clay matrix was then removed leaving an incised 
duplicate of the original design. "These sulfur casts were 
amazingly fine and gave every detail that was engraved on the 
silver [or gold] plate."(1) Impressions could then be taken 
by inking the sulfur matrix and printing them by "friction" 
on paper. The casts were not strong enough to be placed in 
a printing press but were durable enough to be used as art 
objects in their own right as decoration on religious objects. 
These casts would have made a print that was in the reverse 
direction to that which was engraved on the original metal 
surface, or, a print similar to a metalcut print. An example 
of a niello sulfur cast and a niello print made from a cast 
are shown in Figures 158 and 159- Because the inked impres-



sions were in reverse to the original design this was not 
the method employed in making matrices for pasteprints.

"There is documentary evidence that before and around 
the middle of the century [fifteenth] entire books were prin
ted from plates cast from wooden or metal intaglio plates, by 
a process known as gettê en molle."(2) The word molle, or 
moule, refers to a mould made from an incised carving gener
ally in wood but sometimes in metal or stone. The getter 
(or .letter) in gettê en moule describes the production of a 
metal relief matrix (having the main design lines in relief) 
made by casting from a mould. Gutenberg experimented with 
this method of producing cast type. It also suggests a me
thod for producing a relief matrix that would make an inked 
impression with its composition in the same direction as the 
original plate design. An experiment made by Mr. Lessing J. 
Rosenwald shows how this can be achieved by making a relief 
cast from an incised copper plate.

The procedure is shown in Figure l6o. First, a print 
made from the copper plate is shown in Figures (a) and (b). 
Next to this is a relief plate made from fiberglass cast from 
the copper plate (c). The three compositions shown below are 
impressions pulled from the inked relief cast and depict the 
composition in the same direction as that shown in the origi
nal copper plate (b). The "low height" of the design ridges 
on the fiberglass relief made it almost impossible to clean 
away all of the ink from the background areas in the design. 
The last Figure on the right is the best impression made dur
ing the experiment.

Gutenberg would, of course, have used a soft metal in
stead of a plastic for the relief plate. This method of pro
ducing cast relief matrices and its relation to the production
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of pasteprints is discussed by Carl Wehmer.{3) He proposed 
that the craftsmen who made pasteprints never intended to 
use the original incised metal plates for pasteprints but 
did, in fact, utilize casts made from the plates in a lead 
and tin mixture.(4) The point intended here, is that the 
technology was available for craftsmen to make relief ma
trices that would produce prints with their compositions cor
responding in the same direction as the original incised de
signs which is the case for some pasteprints, i.e., those 
having metalcut counterparts.

This method of producing a matrix for printing paste
prints does not explain the characteristic negative, or dark 
line, image seen in most pasteprints. A good example of a 
positive white line metalcut and a negative dark line paste
print with the same composition is shown in Figures l6 l and 
1 6 2. This pasteprint of The Crucifixion (S.2791) held in the 
Guildhall, London corresponds with a metalcut (S.2344) in the 
Staatliche Graphische Sammlung, Münich. The metalcut displays 
a positive white line image made by inking and printing the 
relief areas of an incised metal plate. If the pasteprint. 
version was also made by printing from a relief matrix, then 
it too should have its main design lines in the lighter brown 
tone of the print and not in the darker tone. This is an ob
servation that throws doubt on the relief matrix production 
described above which would appear, at first, to solve the 
problem of reversed printed compositions found in correspon
ding metalcuts and pasteprints. However, it is based on the 
assumption that a type of printing was used in making paste
prints, inking the relief areas and making the image from those 
areas of the design. But we are not entirely certain that a 
printing technique was used in the production of pasteprints.



so that this observation should not totally discredit the 
proposed theory above. The technology used to make paste
prints lies somewhere between the categories of printing and 
a form of low-relief embossing. It appears to be made up of 
some technical aspects from each of these two areas of art 
production. Having discussed the problems of making a paste
print matrix, we will now look at the paste surface and'its 
complex structure.

A layered sequence to the pasteprint surface s .

In the cases where the print surface has either been 
chemically analyzed or observed through a stereomicroscope, 
these pasteprints show a distinct layered structure to the 
surface paste. This suggests that a method of production con
sisting of stages, in which each layer was applied, was used 
to make the 'paste' in pasteprints. An interesting method 
involving a layered paste was proposed by Dr. Erwin Kistner 
in 1 9 5 0.(5 ) He studied a group of pasteprints held in the 
Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nürnberg and determined from 
his observations that the production process consisted of four 
stages: 1. prepare a gelatine film, 2. combine this layer with 
additional materials, 3* impress this composite 'paste' with 
a metal plate, and 4. peel the embossed sheet off of its sup
port, trim it with scissors, and mount it on a prepared paper 
surface. This method is shown in Diagram A .

Dr. Kistner suggested that, to begin with, a metal or 
stone base was greased and onto this a thin layer of a heated 
gelatine solution (similar to glue or sizing) was poured and 
left to congeal. This layer was then peeled off from the base 
support and placed onto a greased wood-block.
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The surface was brushed with egg-white and a layer of gold 
foil, or sometimes "silver twist" (a composite of silver foil 
and gold leaf), was adhered to the gelatine film. The impres
sion was then made using a metal plate which was applied from 
above and probably required the use of a mechanical press for 
adequate pressure. After a short drying period the composite 
layers (gelatine film, egg-white, and metal foil) could then 
be peeled away from the wood-block and the sheet was trimmed 
along the impressed edges using scissors. The impressed 
sheet was then adhered to a paper surface prepared with a 
sticky red bole ground. In order to glue the edges of the 
sheet down, the borders of the red bole had to extend beyond 
the dimensions of the sheet and this would explain why in many 
pasteprints there appears to be a brushed on rust coloured 
stain which extends from the edges of the paste substance. 
Parts of the composition were then painted by hand (faces and 
hands of the figures) and sometimes a red border was painted 
around the impressed sheet.

I have not personally examined the pasteprints studied 
by Dr. Kistner in Nürnberg. However, one pasteprint I have 
examined, St. John the Evangelist (S.2 8 5 0) in the Staatliche 
Graphische Sammlung in Münich, may have been made using a me
thod similar to that proposed by Dr. Kistner (Fig. I6 3). The
similarities are mainly with regard to what appears to be a 
layer of gold and extremely straight (trimmed?) edges which 
are bordered in red. Details in the figure (face, hand, and
feet) were most likely added by hand in a white pigment. The
relief lines in the design are in gold and the lower areas are 
filled in with a black pigment. This could be ink; however, 
the substance does not always follow the gold relief lines 
and may have been painted by hand, It is important to note.



that the Kistner method does not suggest an answer as to 
how any additional surface colour (other than small details) 
such as this might have been done. It may have been either 
during, or after the impression was made. As mentioned above, 
the face, neck, hand, and feet of the figure are painted in 
a thick, white, chalkish substance and the outlines in these 
areas appear to have been drawn with a pen or a fine brush in 
black. The pasteprint has painted borders in red, blue, and 
orange.

One can observe areas on the surface where the black 
and gold has chipped off and an orangish stain appears be
neath. This coloured 'stain' is common to all pasteprints 
and ranges in colour from an orange-brown to a dark brown.
It appears to be some type of adhesive, such as resin or a 
vegetable gum, that was applied to the paper surface before 
the paste (gelatine film?) was laid down. Also, silver ap
pears along the edges of cracks which run in the black area 
to the left of the figure's head. Silver also appears in the 
hair of the figure. This suggests the use of "silver twist" 
(the layered silver and gold foils) instead of real gold 
foil. Simply by observing the surface of this pasteprint, the 
following layered structure can be suggested: paper, adhesive, 
paste substance, "silver twist", black pigment, and painted 
details in black and white. This sequence of materials cor
responds to that which would have resulted from the Kistner 
method of production. The only difference is that a large 
amount of this design (the St. John pasteprint) is made from 
a black pigment on top of the metal foil relief, which may 
have been printed or else added by hand.

Other authors have suggested the use of a paste mater
ial that was adhered to a piece of paper and embossed from



above. Dr. A.M. Hind cited the Münich pasteprint (St. John 
S.2 8 5 0) as the "most perfectly preserved example" in which 
gold is found.(6) He suggested a printing method using gold 
leaf over a "thick paste" and impressing a "clean plate" to 
create relief lines in gold. The areas between the lines 
were then filled in with black, presumably by hand. It is 
certainly one of the best examples of this type of pasteprint; 
however, the method proposed by Dr. Hind follows too closely 
a traditional printing technique. The tendency to explain 
the production of pasteprints along the lines of traditional 
printed images, such as engravings, is shown in another au
thor's proposed method of production.

In discussing "Class IVB, Normal pasteprints with mod
erately thick paste", Dr. T.O. Mabbott suggested the follow
ing production method:

"When a print was made, the paste mass (of uncertain com
position) was glued to the paper, and thereafter the im
pression was taken. The plate v̂ as probably above the 
paper in printing, differing in this from other printing 
processes. In any case the plate pressed through the 
glue and the principal lines of the design were sunk 
through to that level, while the paste was molded into 
form in the lower surfaces of the plate.
Usually no ink was used - the paste itself being employed 
much as the ink is in an engraving."(7 )

Both authors suggest that the paste was first adhered to the 
paper and then a metal plate was applied from above, embossing 
the design into the paste substance. As Dr. Mabbott suggests, 
the relief design lines were made not only in the top layers 
but through to what he terms "the glue", or adhesive, ground. 
The two methods follow a traditional printing approach in that 
one of the two surfaces is prepared before printing, meaning 
either the plate or paper. However, these methods depart from
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a traditional printing method, in that instead of laying the 
paper onto the plate, the plate is applied from above the pa
per. Could it be that the pasteprint method of production 
did not originate from a "traditional printing technique" 
used in the fifteenth century but from some other form of 
embossing low-relief designs into a paste substance?

Dr. Kistner does not cite any references with regard 
to the method of production he proposed for the pasteprints 
in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nürnberg. However, 
some known fifteenth century 'recipes' used by craftsmen to 
make impressions in paste sheets correspond with the propos
als made by Dr. Kistner. The first of these is taken from 
what is known as the Bolognese Manuscript, a fifteenth cen
tury 'recipe book' similar to that found at the abbey of St. 
Katherine in Nürnberg (See; Chapter Four, "The Patron Saints 
of Regensburg" sealprint).

"Take 1 oz. of tragacanth, and put it to soak in suffi- 
• cient water to cover it for the space of one day and 
one night; then take a pound of white lead and grind it 
with the moist tragacanth. Then let it harden till it 
is as stiff as dough, and knead it well with your hands, 
adding to it a little white honey in order that it may 
not crack. Anoint your hands with the honey, and let 
the paste be well kneaded; then impress whatever you like 
upon it, and the impression will be sharp and fine. You 
may make it of whatever colour you please by mixing some 
colour with it, and when you have taken the impression, 
you must glue it on with glue made from parchment clip
pings, and let it dry, and when it is well dried polish 
it with a tuft of cotton, and it will become shining 
like a bone, etc."(8 )

In this method, a paste is made in which an impression, which 
is "sharp and fine", can be taken, then glued to a support (pa
per?), dried, and polished. The paste can even be coloured 
which brings to mind the various shades of pasteprints, from 
dark brown to rust and light orange.



A second 'recipe' comes from a 'recipe book' known as 
the Marciana Manuscript, which dates from the early sixteenth 
century (before 1 5 1 3)•

"To make a yellow paste like amber —
Take of gum arabic oz. 3» of varnish in grains oz. 2,
pulverize and mix them well together, place them in a 
glazed pipkin, and mix them with a drachm of saffron 
tempered with common water, and let them in that state 
until they become like a paste; then take the yolk of
an egg, strain it through an old but good linen cloth,
incorporate it with the before-mentioned ingredients, 
and model with it what you please. Then dry it in the 
sun until it is hard, and anoint it with white of egg 
which has been well beaten; dry this also in the sun, 
and then varnish and gild it according to your plea
sure . "(9 )

This 'recipe' is especially interesting and perhaps relevant 
to the production of pasteprints in its use of varnish and 
gilding as the final decorative process.

Similar methods to these involving the use of a metal 
foil and a paste were used in the production of thin, embos
sed sheets which imitated brocade textiles on wooden sculp
ture and on the panels within altarpieces. This method of 
decoration was popular in the late fifteenth century in Nor
thern Europe during the same period as that proposed for the 
production of pasteprints. More importantly, however, is the 
fact that these methods utilized matrices for creating a re
lief design in a metal foil and paste which was ultimately 
finished in gold and coloured glazes. This area of fifteenth 
century art production may have contributed to the technology 
used to make pasteprints.

Imitation brocade appliques.

In the Romanesque and early Gothic periods, relief decora-
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tion was created directly on the surface of panel paintings 
and sculpture by moulding, stamping, and sometimes carving 
a thick layer of gesso paste applied to the wooden surface.
This low-relief decoration was then gilded and painted in 
coloured glazes. It was intended to imitate metal repousse 
work and also give the appearance of richly ornamented con
temporary garments, which were often embellished with pre
cious metals and jewels. The depiction of fabric patterns, 
both in panel backgrounds and on the garments of sculptured 
figures, was made by using coloured glazes over metals, such 
as, tin and silver, in order to give a sheen to the surface, 
more like the original silk used in contemporary garments.

In the late Gothic period (ca. IÜ6O-I5 0 0), fabric pat
terns were reproduced in low-relief on the wooden sculpture 
or panel surface. Brocade textiles became increasingly avail
able and popular in the fashions of the late fifteenth cen
tury in Northern Europe (Fig. l64). This trend in fashion 
can also be seen in the increased numbers of sculpture with 
brocade patterns imitated in low-relief appliques. This type 
of surface decoration was pre-fabricated in sheets which were 
made from various substances, such as, chalk, wax, resin, and 
pure beeswax. They were cut out in squares ranging in size 
from 6,2 to 23,9 cm.(10) The painting and gilding was com
pleted before the sheets were applied to their final surfaces. 
Trends in fashion influenced the increased production and popu
larity of imitation brocade and the use of wax-based decoration 
is likely to have been introduced to production methods because 
of changes in the style and manner of representing surfaces in 
altarpieces.(11) Compared to gesso, this wax-based decoration 
was more pliable during its application to sculpture surfaces. 
This would have been especially important in covering the exa-
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ggerated folds and recesses created by the late Gothic sculp
tural style.

The use of beeswax and wax-resin pastes correlates with 
the production of pasteprints as suggested in the preceeding 
section. Brocade appliques made from these materials have 
been found on a limited number of pieces, a few statues and 
painted shutters and walls of shrines. The existance of a 
small number of artworks with wax-based imitation brocade is 
due to two specific factors. First, the wax-based imitation 
brocade is more fragile than, say, a gesso type. It becomes 
brittle with age and this weakens its adherence to the sculp
ture or panel surface. Second, restoration techniques in the 
late nineteenth century, specifically wax immersion and chemi
cal agents intended to remove oil-based paints, resulted in 
the loss of wax-based surface decoration.(12) The technique 
of replacing the wax-based imitation brocade was unknown at 
that time, so that when a piece was being refurbished, the 
decoration remains were scraped off and the surface was re
painted.

The origins of artworks having imitation brocade decora
tion, which have survived, are generally limited to areas in 
Northern Europe. Those pieces having pure beeswax decoration 
come from the Upper Rhine region, Franconia, and Swabia, while 
those with wax-resin decoration are specific to the Middle to 
Upper Rhine regions and a few examples are from Spain. The 
technique was probably introduced to Spain through Nether
landish and Middle Rhenish sculptors and craftsmen working 
there.(1 3) An excellent example of wax-resin imitation bro
cade can be found on a triptych which also happens to come from 
Spain. The Triptych with Saints dates from around l46o and 
was painted by an artist known as the Arguls Master. It is
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held in the Walters Art Gallery in Baltimore, Maryland.
The best preserved imitation brocade is found on the panel 
showing St. Lawrence (Fig. I6 5 ). In two detailed photographs 
from this panel, the gold design can be seen over deeply in
cised lines (Figs. I66 and I6 7 ). Gold leaf appears to have 
been applied over a greyish-tan coloured wax and a blue-black 
paint can be seen to fill in the channels running through the 
pattern. Parts of the painted image which extend into the 
brocade background, such as the gridiron, do not appear to 
have been painted over the wax-resin appliques.(1^) The gold 
ridges and black painted areas of the design are similar in 
appearance to the effect achieved in the Münich pasteprint,
St. John the Evangelist (S.2 8 5 0) (Fig. I6 8 ).

Not only are imitation brocade appliqués, such as those 
found on the Spanish triptych, similar to pasteprints in ap
pearance but also in the method of production proposed by Dr. 
Kistner. The latest research into the production method of 
imitation brocade was based on a fifteenth century 'recipe 
book' from an abbey at Tegernsee but now held in the Bayerisches 
Staatsbibliothek in Münich,(1 5) The book is a small octavo 
containing two hundred and fifty pieces of paper written on 
both sides and titled, Liber illuministarius. It contains 
various 'recipes' and methods for decoration employed by 
painters and book illuminators. Some sections of the book are 
written in Latin, while others are in German. The book was 
written by several scribes, two of which left written dates 
of "1 5 0 3" (on page 206) and "I508"(on page 228).(I6 ) Most of 
the 'recipes', however, are believed to have originated in the 
late fifteenth century.

Several attempts have been made to re-create the pro
cess of making imitation brocade appliques. One attempt fol
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lowed a 'recipe' found in the Liber illuministarius.(17) A 
summary of the 'recipe' reads as follows.

A sheet of tin foil was laid into a matrix and damp 
hemp was placed over this. The foil was then beaten with 
a mallet so that it was flush with the matrix surface. A pre
pared paste was spread over the matrix with a knife, leaving 
a smooth verso to the sheet and allowing for a very thin lay
er. The sheet (after drying) was then picked out of the ma
trix using the tip of a knife and was ready for gilding and 
painting. Large numbers were made at one time so that they 
could all be decorated at once.(18) The suggested gilding 
material was "silver twist", however, real gold leaf was 
found in several known examples of imitation brocade which 
appear to have been made from the Tegernsee 'recipe'. Col
ouring was achieved by using pigments suspended in oil (red, 
blue, and green) and the finished sheets were attached with 
either glue, or glue and resin mixtures. This method is il
lustrated in Diagram B .

Pour known altarpieces dating from between 1466 and 1494 
have imitation brocade appliques which correspond in their 
materials and layering sequences to the method given in the 
Tegernsee manuscript.(19) Each has a layer of paste (varying 
in materials from a wax-resin mixture to a chalk, glue, and 
resin mixture), then a layer of tin, a layer of ground for 
gilding, gold leaf, and coloured glazes on top. In two exam
ples, the tin layer has been analyzed as tin oxide (S;qO) .
This layer appears as a grey-black substance under the micro
scope. (20) The oxidation of the metallic tin foil is believed 
to be the result of humid climatic conditions.

The diagrams of the Kistner method and the Tegernsee manu
script 'recipe' (Diagrams A and B) show a close similarity in
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the layering structure of the final product which is, how
ever, achieved by two different production sequences. The 
relief areas of the design are in gold with the lower chan
nels in the design coloured in either dark glazes or paint.
Both rest on a thicker layer of paste which acts as the form, 
or body, of the design. Also, both pre-fabricated forms of 
decoration would have been attached to their final supports 
using either a resin or glue adhesive. Dr. Kistner does not 
suggest a material for the matrix used in his proposed method 
for making pasteprints. In re-creating the Tegernsee method, 
Dr. Brigitte Hecht used a wood matrix and found that pear or 
cherry wood made an extremely fine matrix design.(21)

Three pasteprints (S.2825, S.2824c, and S.2850m) in The 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, B.C., were examined by 
chemical analysis in 1942. The researchers discovered that 
all three prints had a layered structure to the surface sub
stance (the paste). Each was adhered to paper with glue, then 
a greyish-white substance rested above this, the next layer was 
an orange-brown varnish, and on top of these three layers was 
a thin coating of a black pigment in an oil medium (Diagram C ).

Elizabeth Mongan stated in her article written in 1945» 
that the greyish-white substance was tin sulphate.(22) How
ever, when Dr. Rutherford J. Gettens, Conservator at the Fogg 
Museum of Art, first examined the pasteprints he suggested 
that this layer was tin oxide (S^O). The following paragraph 
is an excerpt taken from a letter written to Elizabeth Mongan 
by Dr. Gettens, dated 21 May, 1942:

"It is difficult to explain the tin oxide. I believe it 
was not applied to the original print in that form but 
that it is a corrosion product formed on the print from 
some form of tin or tin compound used originally as a 
base for the printing. I can only make a couple of guesses
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as to how the tin got there:
(1) Tin foil was laid on top of the paper and the 
paint was impressed into it. One, however, would 
hardly expect tin foil to offer a very good surface 
for printing. The tin foil might have become oxidized 
in situ to stannic oxide [tin oxide],
(2) It might be derived from yellow stannic sulphide 
or ’mosaic gold' which was often used as a gold sub
stitute in medieval times. This material is something 
like a bronzing powder, it may have been used to give 
an imitation gold background for printing."(2 3)

An additional analysis by X-ray diffraction indicated, al
though somewhat -weakly, that the substance was indeed tin 
sulphate and not tin oxide, and this is what was published 
in the Mongan article.

Looking at the results of the X-ray diffraction analy
sis made in 1942 on the greyish-white substance, Joyce Ples- 
ters of the Scientific Department in The National Gallery, 
London, questioned the interpretation of these results as 
tin sulphate. In a letter dated 31 July, 1981, she says that 
at the time of the Gettens’ analysis, that type of research 
method was in an early stage of development. She goes on to 
say that:

"Using these modern reference sources [specifically the 
JCPDS Powder Diffraction File in several large volumes] 
it can immediately be seen that (a) a rather poor pow
der pattern has resulted from the sample used in that 
unusually few lines are listed and (b) of those listed 
the correspondence is closer to the pattern of stannic 
oxide [tin oxide] than that of stannic sulphate [tin sul
phate] ."(24)

She gives a second reason why this material is unlikely to be 
stannic sulphate (tin sulphate) and that is because it is de
liquescent, meaning it takes up water from the atmosphere so 
that the crystals become wet and ultimately dissolve to a 
pool of solution. Her conclusion was that, "this would make



it an unlikely material to have been used or to have sur
vived on a paper support for several centuries". Therefore, 
according to a contemporary scientist's account of the chemi
cal analysis, the greyish-white substance found on the paste
print surfaces is more likely to be tin oxide, and not tin 
sulphate.

Dr. Gettens says that the tin oxide is either a corro
sion product of tin foil, or is derived from the use of 
"mosaic gold" an imitation gold substance. With regard to 
the first suggestion, remember that in two examples of imi
tation brocade appliques made from the Tegernsee manuscript 
'recipe', a layer within the substance structure was identi
fied as tin oxide. This, along with the close similarities 
in the layering structure of the two final products (paste
prints and imitation brocade appliques), implies two analo
gous methods of production and working materials. If, on 
the other hand, the tin oxide is derived from the use of 
"mosaic gold" then another explanation for the appearance of 
tin oxide must be found.

Pasteprints as imitations of each other.

A 'recipe' for "mosaic gold" is given in the Trattato 
della pictura by Cennino Cennini (ca. l400), which describes 
the substance as a liquid for painting on parchment producing, 
"a colour similar to gold". It consisted of "sal amoniac", 
tin, sulfur, and "quicksilver", which was melted in a flask 
and then tempered with egg-white and gum for application.(2 5)

Dr. Carl Wehmer suggested that the pasteprints using 
gold leaf and "silver twist" were imitations of goldsmiths' 
work in these precious metals.(26) If the three Washington 
pasteprints were, in fact, made from "mosaic gold" then this
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suggests, to me, that the craftsmen who made them intended 
to imitate other pasteprints made from real gold. It is con
ceivable that the same fifteenth century market which stimu
lated the production of numerous woodcut print compositions 
and religious souvenir items, such as pilgrim-badges, was 
the impetus for producing various types of pasteprints.(2 7)

Two pasteprints which by comparison with one another 
lend credence to this hypothesis are St. John the Evangelist 
(S.2 8 5 0) and The. Madonna and Child in a Gothic Interior (S.2825) 
(Figs. 163 and I5 6 ). The first print appears to have real 
gold leaf, or possibly "silver twist", on its surface, though 
this has not been proven by chemical analysis. The design is
created in relief lines in the metal foil, with the additional
black colouring added either by hand or in the printing process. 
The face and hands of the figure were more than likely painted 
by hand, as were the facial features and details in black. In 
this pasteprint, we see the use of an expensive, precious me
tal layer with the addition of time-consuming, hand-painted 
details.

In the second pasteprint (S.2825), tin oxide forms a 
large part of the paste structure which, in its original state
as "mosaic gold", would have given a golden tone to the impres
sion contrasting with the black pigment which appears on the 
print surface. This gold and black contrast would have imi
tated the effect still apparent today in the Münich pasteprint. 
The white areas of this pasteprint (S.2825) covering the Ma
donna's face, neck, and hands and the body of the Child, look 
as though they have been embossed at the same time as the rest 
of the impression (Fig. I6 9 ). A technique for making this type 
of colour print calls for inking an intaglio plate with soft 
rollers, in order to lay down each layer of colour on one plate.
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The result is that the lowest, or first, colour applied to 
the plate appears on the surface of the print. A diagram 
of this technique is shown in Figure 1?0. In this case (the 
pasteprint, S.2825), the white pigment would have been applied 
to the intaglio plate first, so that it would appear on the 
surface of the print. There are also some pink and green pig
ments found on the pasteprint which were probably added by 
hand. The printed details in S.2825 are similar to those 
made by hand in S.2850, which illustrates a second manner of 
imitation along with the use of "mosaic gold". These printed 
details would also have been less time-consuming to produce, 
and consequently less costly for the buyer.

The proposal that some pasteprints imitate others is 
an attempt to explain the relationship between two types of 
pasteprints: those using real materials and hand-produetion 
methods and those made from substitute materials using less 
time-consuming methods, such as printing. Further substan
tiation of this theory lies in the accumulation of more spe
cific data, i.e., from chemical analyses, from these types of 
prints and others.
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The questions raised in this study centred mainly 
around the method of production used to make pasteprints, 
emphasizing the need to substantiate proposals with actual 
fifteenth century methods. Known 'recipes’ from the second 
half of the century in Northern Europe were used to make sev
eral types of surfaces similar in nature to that of paste
prints. It was possible to make not only the layered sur
face structures but also the unusual relief matrices which 
would have been necessary to produce the reversed inked im
pressions, or metalcut prints, which correspond with some 
pasteprint compositions.

The chemical analysis of three pasteprints in 1942 re
vealed a layered structure to the paste surface. At least 
one method proposed since then has suggested a manner of 
layering different materials together in separate stages, 
although this proposal was not confirmed in relation to known 
fifteenth century 'recipes' for similar procedures. These 
'recipes' do exist and those presented in this chapter sug
gest a close technical relationship between the materials and 
production of pasteprints and imitation brocade appliques. 
These pre-fabricated panels also portray a similarity in ap
pearance to some types of pasteprints. Recent attempts to 
re-create the procedure for making imitation brocade provide 
relevant material with regard to the types of matrices and 
process which might have been used to make pasteprints.

Because so many types of pasteprints exist, it will be 
necessary to have further information from chemical analyses 
in order to group the prints and organize theories as to why 
variations occur. With the advances (since 1942) in methods 
of analysis available to Conservation Departments, a much more 
exact description of the paste substances will be possible.



This can only result in a better understanding of the ori
ginal production and appearance of pasteprints.
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1. J.A. Levenson, K. Oberhuber, J.L. Sheehan, Early 
Italian Engravings from the National Gallery of Art, (Wash
ington, B.C., 1973)» P'529 (Appendix B). Also, Christian 
von Heusinger, author of, "Ein unbeschriebener Teigdruck in 
der Zentralbibliothek Zürich," Zeitschrift für schweizerische 
Archéologie und Kunstgeschichte, XV. (1954/55), pp.241-24^ 
suggested that it was not likely that in the period around 
1470 (the proposed period for the production of pasteprints) 
it would have been technically possible to make a cast ma
trix which could repeat the fine details of the metal proto
type. However, the production of sulfur casts around 1450- 
70 would seem to negate this assumption and provides a me
thod of reproducing an incised design from an original and 
also making impressions using the cast as an inked matrix.

2. H . Lehmann-Haupt, Gutenberg and the Master of the 
PIaying Cards, (New Haven, 1966J,~p752.

3 . C. Wehmer, "Gutenbergs Typographie und die Teig- 
drucke des Monogrammisten d," Essays in Honour of Victor 
Scholderer, D.E. Rhodes, ed., (Mainz, 1970), Erwin Kistner 
suggested that the compositions were reversed when the paste 
layer was applied to the paper surface. E. Kistner, "Stud- 
ien an Teigdrucken aus dem Besitz des Germanischen Nationals- 
museums'in Nürnberg," Festschrift Eugen Stollreither zum 75. 
Geburtstag. (Erlangen, 1950).

• 4. Wehmer, op. cit., p.444.
5 . Kistner, op. cit., pp.75-76.
6. A.M. Hind, An Introduction to a History of Woodcut, 

Vol. 1, (New York, 19^3)> p.2 0 3,
7 . T.O. Mabbott, "Pasteprints and Sealprints," Metro

politan Museum Studies. 1932, p.72.
8. B. Hecht, "Betrachtungen über Pressbrokate," Maltech- 

nik-Restauro, Vol. I, (I9 8O), p.48. It should be pointed out 
that Dr. Hecht does not give the location for either the Bolog
nese Manuscript or the Marciana Manuscript (meaning a library 
or institution) and the English translations of 'recipes' from 
these manuscripts are taken directly from her article where 
they are given in English.

9 . Hecht, op. cit., p.48.
10. M.S. Frinta, "The Use of Wax for Applique Relief Bro

cade on Wooden Statuary," Studies in Conservation, Vol. VIII, 
No. 4, Nov., (1 9 6 3), p.1 3 6.

11. In a lecture given by Joyce Plesters at the Royal 
Academy in Edinburgh, Spring I98O, she pointed out a similar
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instance where a new range of "greens" (meaning pigments) 
were created in response to the interest in landscape pain
ting aroused by Giorgione's Tempest, thus, suggesting'that 
subject matter greatly influences changes and innovations in 
art materials and methods used.

12. Frinta, op. cit., p.1 3 8.
1 3 . Frinta, op. cit., p.143. This belief is supported 

by the observance of Northern stylistic traits in art objects 
made in Spain and also by the popularity of such Northern ar
tists as, Rogier van der Weyden and Hans Memlinc. The type 
of ground, or gesso, used in the Spanish artworks also sug
gests a Northern influence, perhaps an artist from the North 
working with his own materials in Spain.

14. This information was requested, along with photo
graphy, from the Conservator at the Walters Art Gallery in 
July of 1 9 8 1.

1 5 * Hecht, op. cit., p.2?.
1 6 . Ibid.
1 7. The following re-constructions were based on various 

approaches to embossing the paste sheets and different mix
tures for the paste substance.

Hecht, op. cit., pp.23-24. (Zehetmaier) This method 
suggested brushing hot wax over a greased matrix. The paste 
was made from pure beeswax and was found in six different sizes 
of stamps on an altarpiece from Antwerp (ca. l480). The de
sign was painted in glazes (black, blue, green, and red) and 
the gold was applied with a yellow coloured oil. Zehetmaier 
suggested a lead plate to be engraved for the matrix. The sur
face was brushed in linseed oil and hot wax brushed over this. 
After cooling, the wax sheet was lifted off of the matrix and 
was flexible enough to be applied to a prepared surface immedi
ately.

Three methods suggested rolling out the paste mass.
Hecht, op. cit., p.2 3 . (Brachert) Two different 

mixtures for the paste were used in this experiment. One, a 
glue and chalk mixture and the other divided into two wax-based 
mixtures, one with resin and one pure beeswax. The two wax 
mixtures were brushed onto a greased lead plate in a thin lay
er. In this experiment, the sheets were adhered with Venetian 
turpentine. It was found that the paste could be coloured with 
lead white or manganese which also acted as drying agents. Ei
ther oil or egg-white was used for the gilding, followed by 
painting. The glue and chalk mixture could be rolled out like 
pastry dough and impressed with the plate, "wie beim Teig- 
drucke". Dr. Brachert felt certain that only a metal matrix 
could have achieved the fine design lines found in known bro
cade patterns (as imitation appliques).

Hecht, op. cit., pp.24-25* (Oellermann) Another 
method utilizing rolled out paste sheets was re-constructed
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using five different types of paste mixtures: (1 ) wax, (2 ) wax- 
resin, (3) glue and chalk, (4) glue, chalk, and paper fibres, 
and (5) tin foil, glue, and chalk. The paste consistency in 
each case was that of putty which could easily be rolled out 
to 1mm thickness. An impression was then made using a metal 
matrix greased with oil. Oellermann felt that only a metal 
matrix could have been used in the original brocade production 
and based this on the fact that small depressions can be seen 
at the end of the paste lines, indicating a lump of residual 
metal left from an engraved line (on the matrix). Oellermann 
also believed that a wood matrix could not have achieved the 
fine line quality found in fifteenth century examples of imi
tation brocade relief. The largest size plate used in this 
re-construction was 25 x 1? cm, with l4 ridges (in the design) 
per centemeter.

G, Ognibeni, "Brokatapplikationen auf Wachsbasis," 
Maltechnik-Restauro, Vol. 8 7 , Jan., (I9 8I), pp.35-37*
This last re-construction also entails rolling out the paste 
mass. The mixture consisted of: 200 grams wax, 50 grams chalk, 
70 grams Venetian turpentine, and 10 grams linseed oil. The 
wax and turpentine was warmed and mixed with the chalk and oil. 
This was poured into a separate container and left to stand
for one or two days. The paste was then kneaded like a pas
try dough and rolled out using a wooden pastry roller. The 
sheet was then placed over the matrix, which v/as made from 
stone (slate) and impressed. The edges of the sheet were trim
med with a knife and then the sheet was lifted off of the ma
trix and allowed to sit one day in order to harden. The dec
orated sheet was warmed with a hair dryer to make it pliable 
and could then be applied to a sculpture surface.

18. Hecht, op. cit., p.32.
1 9. Hecht, op. cit., p.33*
20. Hecht, op. cit., p.32.
21. Hecht, op. cit., pp.44-45. The wood matrix used by

Dr. Hecht had up to 18 ridges per centemeter on the surface. 
These ridges form a major part of the textile 'look' in imi
tation brocade appliques. A wood matrix also yielded the thin
nest layer of tin foil (she substituted aluminium foil),
0 ,0 0 7 6 mm compared to plaster or lead matrices which yielded 
0,0114 mm thicknesses. This was, presumably, because the wood 
matrix could be beaten longer or with more force than either 
the plaster or lead matrices, thus, producing a thinner layer 
of foil in the matrix. She experimented with copper matrices 
but found that a green deposit was left on the brocade surface 
as a result of resting on the copper metal. She suggested 
that further experiments using; brass, lead, plaster, and clay, 
should be pursued; however, she was satisfied with using wood 
as the matrix material.

22. E. Mongan, "Two Undescribed Fifteenth Century Prints 
in the Collection of Lessing J. Rosenwald," Art in America,
Vol. 3 1 , April, (1 9 4 3), p.104.
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23* Copies of the reports and correspondence between 
Elizabeth Mongan and Dr. Rutherford J. Gettens in 1942 and 
1943 were given to me by Dr. Richard S. Field at the Yale 
University Art Gallery. I am most grateful to him for shar
ing this information with me.

24. I wrote to Joyce Plesters in the summer of 198I 
and received from her some very valuable comments, included 
in this study, and am most grateful for her consideration.

2 5 ' Cennino Cennini, The Craftsman's Handbook, trans.
D.V. Thompson, Jr., (New York,/l960), pp.101-102.

2 6 . Wehmer, op. cit., p.449. A market existed for the 
production of imitative or "substitute" metals, materials 
that looked like precious metals, such as gold. C.R. Dodwell 
made the following comment in his introduction to a transla
tion of Dê  Diversis Artibus (The Various Arts) written by the 
twelfth century monk and craftsman, Theophilus. "He makes it 
clear that artistic products will be commissioned and sold, 
for he mentions the fact that the wealthy will be able to af
ford pure gold in the books and braided work made for them, 
whereas the less wealthy will only be able to afford a sub- 
situtue metal to look like it." C.R. Dodwell, The Various Arts, 
(London, I96I), p.xl.

2 7 . A second suggestion made by Dr. Richard S. Field is 
that the variation in materials based on a similar production 
method was the result of localized pasteprint industries. In 
other words, there was more than likely a number of centres 
producing pasteprints and this accounts for the variety of 
prints known today.
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CATALOGUE

I have limited the entries in the following catalogue 
to those pasteprints which I have personally examined. In 
some instances, this includes the observation of layers on 
the print surface which were seen through a stereomicroscope. 
This equipment was not available in each case for examination. 
In only four cases have the paste surfaces been chemically 
analyzed and in those descriptions a great deal more infor
mation was available for inclusion in this catalogue. I have 
followed a catalogue format because it is the best manner, at 
this time, for presenting the individual problems arising from 
the various pasteprints. As more information about each print 
is accumulated, more definite categories of pasteprints will 
be established.

The main purpose for including a catalogue of this type 
with the chapter on pasteprints is to emphasize by description 
and colour photographs the variety of pasteprints that exist. 
This variety is at once obvious when comparing different exam
ples by sight but it’ can be even more astounding when the print 
surfaces are analyzed and the layered substances identified.
The three pasteprints at the Fogg Museum of Art are being 
studied in the Spring of 1982 by their Conservation Department, 
which was unaware of these three prints until I asked to see 
them when visiting the museum on a research trip in April 1981. 
Other museums and collections might be interested in pursuing 
detailed research on their pasteprints, also, if they too are 
made aware of the uniqueness of the prints and the value, with 
regard to research, of having them properly analyzed.
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LIST OF PASTEPRINTS IN CATALOGUE

Fogg Museum of Art
1. Christ Washing The Disciples' Feet, S.27?6
2. The Disrobing of Christ, S.2789m (=2804)
3 . St. Jerome, S.2851b
British Museum
4. Christ Washing the Disciples' Feet, S.2776
5 . St. Dorothy, S.2842
Guildhall, London
6. The Crucifixion, S.2791 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford
7 . Madonna and Child in Glory, S.2826m 
Staatliche Graphische Sammlung, Münich
8. St. John the Evangelist, S.2850
9 . Coronation of the Virgin, S.2828
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
10. The Holy Trinity, S.2811m
11. The Sudarium, S.2811z
12. Pieta, S.2922b
1 3 . Madonna and Child, S.2826a
14. St. Margaret, S.2854d 
1 5 ' St. Catherine, S.2837a
1 6 . Unknown Female Saint, S.286lm
1 7. Unknown Female Saint, S.286ln
18. St. George, S.2845a
1 9 . St. Michael, S . 2856
20. St. Catherine, S.28 36a
21. St. Francis, S.2843
22. Christ Carrying the Cross, S.[lX. 2788m]
2 3 . St. Catherine, S.[lX. 2837g]
24. St. John the Baptist, S. 2850m
2 5 . Madonna and Child, S.2824c
2o. The Madonna and Child in a Gothic Interior, S.2825
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1. Christ Washing the Disciples' Feet (Fig. l?l)
Schreiher 27?6
1 0 3 :7 4 mm, closely trimmed to paste edge 
Fogg Museum of Art
Christ is shown kneeling in the centre of the compo
sition washing the feet of a man seated to His right. 
Several other figures stand in the background. All 
of the figures have large circular haloes. A cruci
form design is seen in the halo above Christ's head.
The composition corresponds with a metalcut print 
(S.2 2 2 9). Another impression of this pasteprint is in 
the British Museum, London (See: entry No.4).
There are no margins to the print as it was trimmed 
closely and then laid down on its present support.
Under a stereomicroscope five layers in the print sur
face can be seen; paper, size(?), white chalk-like 
substance, clear orange, black pigment, and a creme 
coloured pigment. The white substance appears, at first, 
to be painted on the surface. But it lies beneath the 
black pigment (Figs. 172 and 173)' The overall colour
ing of this pasteprint is a yellow ochre. There are 
three holes in the print, one (6 x 2 mm) in the upper 
right portion and tv/o smaller ones, in the centre and 
at the left.

Literature.
L.H. Dudley, "Three Paste-Prints," Fogg Art Museum Notes, 
Vol. II, June, (1 9 2 6), p.6 0 .
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2. The Disrobing of Christ (Fig. 1?4)
Schreiber 2789m (=2804)
Paper, 146:103 mm; Paste, 104:72 mm 
Fogg Museum of Art
The figure of Christ is shown standing in the centre 
of the composition with Mary and John to the left.
Hills are outlined in the background with the faint 
suggestion of a cityscape. The composition corresponds 
with an engraving by the fifteenth century printmaker, 
Master E.S. (Fig. 175)* However, the pasteprint is not 
in reverse to this composition and specific details are 
different in the pasteprint. It is one of three known 
impressions, the other two are in Berlin (Preussische 
Staatsbibliothek) and Münich (Bayerische Staatsbiblio
thek) .
The pasteprint is laid down on the wooden cover of a 
book bound in red moroccan leather (Fig. I76 and 177)•
The cover was removed from the book before the paste
print came into the museum's collection in 1920. The 
book cover is decorated with small medallion stamped 
designs (1,6 cm in diameter) depicting the "Lamb of 
God" inside a double ringed border. Part of a small 
brass clasp remains in place on the left edge of the 
cover.* Some script in red and black can be seen along 
the left edge of the pasteprint, beneath it on the book 
cover.
In general appearance, the pasteprint has no decorative 
border and the size or glue beneath the paste does not 
extend greatly beyond the paste edges. Under a stereo- 

* microscope the following layers are seen: paper, size(?), 
white chalk-like substance, and black pigment (Figs. 178- 180) .

Provenance.
Gift of Professor Paul J. Sachs to the Print Department 
of the Fogg Museum of Art in 1920.
Literature.
L.H. Dudley, "Three Paste-Prints," Fogg Art Museum Notes, 
Vol. II, June, (1 9 2 6), p.58.
*Erratum. Photograph shown in reverse (Fig. I7 6).
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3* St. Jerome (Pig. 1 8 1)
Schreiter 28511)
Paper, 149:109 mm; Paste, 103:75 mm
Fogg Museum of Art
unique
St. Jerome is shown standing beneath a haldacchino 
holding an open book in his hands with the symbolic 
lion shown at the left of the saint. The central com
position is bordered with a floral motif not unlike 
that found in S.27?6, yet running in the opposite direc
tion.
The pasteprint paper is very interesting. The surface 
appears to be the mould-side of the paper, making it a 
distinctly rough surface for printing. The paste seems 
to have worn along the chain lines in the paper, giving 
it the appearance of being 'striped'. The bottom and 
right edges of the sheet may be the deckle edges of the 
original paper sheet. A very distinct watermark can be 
seen in the top left corner of the margin surrounding 
the pasteprint. The motif is that of the Bull's Head 
with a Star. The paper is laid down on a thin wooden 
board.
Under a stereomicroscope, the following layers of mater
ials can be seen: paper, size(?), white chalk-like sub
stance, clear orange, black pigment, gold (perhaps gold 
leaf), white paint. The use of gold (Pig. 1 8 2) and the 
small strokes used to create grass beneath the saint are 
both similar in technique to the Münich pasteprint, St.

. John the Evangelist (Pig. I6 3 ).

Literature.
L.H. Dudley, "Three Paste-Prints," Fogg Art Museum Notes, 
Vol. II, June, (1 9 2 6), p.6 2 .
Watermark,
The closest comparison to 
this mark is found in;
Die Ochsenkopf-Wasserzeichen,
Gerhard Piccard, (Stuttgart,
1 9 6 6), Vol. II, 2, Section VII, 
fig. 4 7 8 , p.4 3 3 . It dates from 
1452 in Basel.
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4. Christ Washing the Disciples' Feet (Fig. I83)
Schreiher 2776  
102:76 mm 
British Museum
This is the second known impression of S.2776 (See; 
entry No.1, Fogg Museum of Art). A floral motif bor
ders this pasteprint. The impression is made from a 
dark-brown paste adhered to the paper on a grey-brown 
size(?). The composition corresponds with a metalcut 
print (S.2 2 2 9).

5* St. Dorothy (Fig. 184)
Schreiber 2842 
100 ; 75 mm British Museum
The saint stands turned to the right holding a basket 
in her right hand and a lily with three blossoms in 
her left hand. The Christ Child stands to the right 
of her also holding a flower. A palm leaf motif with 
rosettes in the corners borders the print.
Another impression is held in the Albertina, Vienna.
W.L. Schreiber believed that the London impression was 
from the same plate as the Vienna one, but was not cer
tain.
Provenance.
Jacques Rosenthal, Münich, 1914; auctioned in Dec., I926  
by Sotheby and Co..
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6 . The Crucifixion (Pig. 185)
Schreiber 2791 
1 7 5 :1 2 2 min 
Guildhall, London 
unique
The scene in this pasteprint depicts Christ on the 
Cross with the Good Thief shown on His right and the 
Bad Thief on His left. The lance held by Longinus, 
is shown piercing the right side of Christ's chest.
Beneath Him is the kneeling Magdalene and a group of 
holy figures with Mary and John standing to the left.
The composition is surrounded by an intertwining flo
ral border motif. The pasteprint composition corres
ponds with an engraving by the Master E.S. (Fig. 186), 
dating from ca. 1450-60, and a metalcut print (in re
verse) (Fig. 1 6 2). Curiously enough, the reversed 
composition in the metalcut print places the incision 
of the Holy Lance on the left side of Christ's chest, 
the Bad Thief on His right, and the Good Thief on His 
left. This irregular order raises the question as to 
whether, perhaps, the metalcut print was a working 
copy of the composition which was actually intended 
to be produced as a pasteprint, in the correct compo
sitional and thematic order.
Dr. A.M. Hind suggested a very specific use for this 
particular pasteprint. He believed that it was a work
ing proof made by goldsmiths for their designs in ena
mel. The pasteprint would have enabled the goldsmith 
to transfer the design to a more precious metal, en- 

. grave it, and then enamel it. However, in this instance 
the transferred design would have been in the wrong 
thematic order, a factor not taken into consideration 
by Dr. Hind's proposal. This procedure probably arose 
from his observation of the paste which he suggested 
was a type of water soluble jeweler's material, known 
as "crocus paste", which was used by jewelers to make 
impressions of. their designs.

"The substance in which the Guildhall Calvary is 
printed is a brownish paste, like the crocus 'paste' 
still used by goldsmiths for proving their plates, 
keeping a record, or for transferring to another 
plate of different and possibly more precious me
tal."..."Such crocus, mixed with tallow or gum 
tragacanth to form the 'paste', is used by gold
smiths in preference to printer's ink as it can 
more easily be washed out of the lines of the plate 
with sponge and water. An original reddish tinge 
(seen in certain samples of pasteprints) might turn 
in time to a more brownish tone."(l)

Although at first one might doubt the use of "crocus 
paste”, in this instance, it does correlate with a com
ment found on a sheet of paper accompanying the paste
print (in its solander box). This refers to the number
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of pasteprints that 'melted' when water was used to 
detach them from the covers of books (or other sup
ports) , while others, when removed in a dry state were 
well preserved. This comment was probably made by Dr.
Hind as he wrote a catalogue of the Wiltshire print 
collection which was never published (the manuscript is 
in the possession of the Guildhall).
There are two types of crocus paste: a mineral form and 
a vegetable form. The former is made from iron oxide 
which is soluble only in hot concentrated acids.(2) The 
colour of this paste will vary depending upon how high 
the temperature was during the burning of the iron oxide 
(the calcination). One can achieve yellow ochre tones 
to deep rust reds from the same type of pigment. The 
vegetable form of crocus paste is made from the autumnal 
species of the crocus flower (Crocus sativus). The orange- 
coloured stigmas of a crocus are used as saffron. This 
is more than likely the type of crocus paste referred to 
by Dr. Hind as it is water soluble, whereas the mineral 
form is not. Chemical analysis of the paste on the print 
surface would prove whether or not Dr. Hind's hypothesis 
contributes an accurate use and production of this print, 
adding yet another category to the study of pasteprints.

Provenance.
Wiltshire Collection, Guildhall, London.
Literature.
1. A.M. Hind, An Introduction to a History of Woodcut, 
Vol. 1, (New Yorkl I9 6 3)« p.199•
2. R.J. Gettens and G.L. Stout, Painting Materials, (New 
York, 1942), p.122.
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7 . Madonna and Child in Glory (Fig. 18?)
Schreiber 2826m 
8 2 :7 8 mm 
ca. 1480
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 
unique
The Madonna is shown holding the Christ Child in her 
arms. She wears an elaborately decorated robe pat
terned in cross-hatching and punched work and a crown 
described by finely pointed curves and flowers. The 
large halo behind her head is decorated with curving 
arches. The Christ Child's halo is decorated with a 
lily motif. Behind both figures is a mandorla emana
ting outward. Around this is a delicate motif of flow
ers, vines, and stars.
The colour of this pasteprint is a warm brown with a 
sheen to both the areas where the paste has worn away 
and where the paste is still adhered. It is possible 
that a varnish was applied to the surface sometime af
ter its production, perhaps either to enhance a dull 
surface or as a means of preserving what was left of 
the thin paste layer. An unusual feature of this paste 
print is seen in the area around the Madonna's left 
hand. Here, the lines appear to have been embossed in 
a clear substance, perhaps the sizing applied beneath 
the paste layer. It may appear here because of wear 
on the pasteprint surface. The paste layer on this 
print is extremely thin which may suggest another pro
duction method than that used for pasteprints with 
heavier surface deposits.

Provenance.
Douce Collection.
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8. St. John the Evangelist (Fig. 188)
Schreiber 2850 
10 6 :7 1 mm
Staatliche Graphische Sammlung, Münich
The saint stands in long, pleated robes holding a 
chalice containing a snake in his left hand and 
gesturing towards it with his upheld right hand.
The landscape is described by short slashes and to 
the right on a small hill is a tree or bush. The 
composition has a leaf pattern border with four roses, 
one in each corner.
W.L. Schreiber made the comment that this impression 
is covered in gold with black paste. The flesh areas 
of the figure are painted in white with outlines in 
black.(1) The image is in very good condition giving 
a sharp gold and black contrast to the design.
A second impression, though not in as good a condition 
as this one, is held in the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek 
in Münich. It is described as a black-brown paste on 
a dark brown size. This impression was found pasted 
in a manuscript from Tegernsee (Cod. Lat. 19929), which 
belonged to a chaplain, Leonhard Stdckel of Prutting.

Literature.
1. W.L. Schreiber, Handbuch der Holz- und Metalschnitte 
des XV. Jahrhunderts, Vol. VI, (Leipzig, 1926), pp.29- 30.
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9- Coronation of the Virgin (Fig. 189)
Schreiher 2828 
105 ; 73 mm
Staatliche Graphische Sammlung, Münich 
unique
In the middle of the foreground the young Virgin 
kneels, while to either side of her sit God the 
Father and Christ who place a crown on the Virgin's 
head. The dove, or Holy Spirit, hovers above the 
scene. The background is filled in by a tapestry
like design of large diamond shapes. The border is 
an acanthus leaf pattern'with four-leaf flowers in 
the corners.
The impression is a dark brown paste with gilding on 
a light brown size. The flesh areas are painted in 
white. In appearance, this pasteprint resembles S.2850 
in its production method (using gold and having details 
painted in white). It is not, however, in as good a 
condition as that print. The border around the paste 
impression is painted in red and blue. It probably 
dates from ca. 1470. The composition corresponds with 
a metalcut print (S.2437) which is in reverse (Fig. 190).
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The following eight pasteprints (nos. 10.-17-) are 
now in The National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.. 
They were once pasted along with other prints in a 
manuscript which was probably written around l480 at 
the abbey of St. Peter in Salzburg. They were still 
in the abbey library when W.L. Schreiber published 
his Handbuch in 1926.(1), Originally there were four 
other prints in this group which are now lost. An 
additional pair of prints (S.2860b and S.2826b) from 
this group are in the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in 
Münich.

Provenance.
Stiftsbibliothek St. Peter, Salzburg; Martin Aufhâuser, 
Münich; Rosenwald Collection.
Literature.
1. W.L. Schreiber, Handbuch der Holz- und Metalschnitte 
des XV. Jahrhunderts, Vol. VI, (Leipzig, 1926), p .Ï5• 
The manuscript reference number is: I.l4a.
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10. The Holy Trinity (Pig. 191)
Schreiher 2811m 
40: 32 mm 
unique
The impression is in a blackish paste on a red ground. 
The paper is mounted on wooden board. Along the right 
edge one can see where the ground or size was dripped 
in several areas.

11. The Sudarium (Pig. 192)
Schreiber 28llz 
39 ! 32 mm unique
The bearded Face of Christ is shown with a lily nim- 

■ bus in the centre of this print and appears to be por
trayed on a draped cloth. The paste is black on a 
rusty brown ground and the paper is laid down on a 
wooden board.
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12. Pie-ta (Fig. 193)
Schreiber 2822b 
39:30 mm unique
The Virgin is shown seated below the Cross holding 
Christ lengthwise across her lap. The paste appears 
to be a lacquered black substance on a red-brown 
ground. The impression is bordered by an orange-red 
painted outline and the paper is laid down on a wooden 
support.
The impression corresponds with a metalcut print (S.2472) 
both more than likely made from the same plate.(1) The 
metalcut print composition is in reverse.

Literature.
1. H. Bouchot, Les deux cent incunables xylographiques 
du Département des Estampes, (Paris, 1903;, pi. 35, 
no.70.

13* Madonna and Child (Fig. 194)
Schreiber 2826a 
39:31 mm unique
This impression appears in a dark brown paste over a 
yellow base. It was once mounted on wood. Under a 
stereomicroscope the following layers are seen: paper, 
red-orange (size?), metallic grey, white, and black 
pigment.
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l4. St. Margaret (Pig. 195)
Schreiber 2854d 
40:29 mm 
unique
The crowned saint stands holding in her right hand a 
short crucifix, which she faces towards a dragon on 
her left. The impression is in a dark brown paste on 
a yellow-brown glue base. The whole print is outlined 
with an orange painted border. Small areas of black 
and white pigment can be seen on the surface, probably 
painted on.

15* St. Catherine (Pig. 196)
Schreiber 2837a 
40:31 mm 
unique
The saint wears a crown and is shown with a halo. She 

. stands on a grassy landscape with a sword resting over 
her right shoulder and holding a wheel in her left hand. 
In the background on a summit is a small church. The 
impression is made in a black paste on a yellow-brown 
ground and has a painted double line border in orange.
It was once mounted on wood, as fragments are still at
tached to the verso. The white colour on the figure's 
face and hands may have been painted on.
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l6. Unknown Female Saint (Fig. 197)
Schreiber 2861m 
4o! 30 mm 
unique
A female saint with a crown and shown with a halo 
stands on a small hill. In the background is a pome
granate design tapestry. She appears to hold in her 
left hand a small (unrecognizable) symbol. The impres
sion is in a dark brown paste on orange. It is encom
passed by a border in orange. There are small areas 
of white pigment on the face of the figure. The paper 
was mounted on wood at ohe time.

17' Unknown Female Saint (Fig. 198)
Schreiber 286ln 
3 8 :3 2 mm 
unique
A female saint stands wearing a five pointed crown and 
shown with a halo. Her arms appear to be outstretched 
to either side. The symbol in her right hand is total
ly unrecognizable and she appears to hold a plant in her 
left hand. The impression is in a black paste on a yel
low-brown glue ground. It was mounted on wood at one 
time.
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18. St. George (Fig. 199)
Schreiber 2845a 
103:74 mm 
ca. 1470National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
The saint is shown in armour riding to the right and 
swinging a sword in his right hand over the dragon's 
head below. A young maiden can be seen kneeling in 
the upper right corner of the composition. The whole 
scene is bordered by a flat vine leaf pattern. Two 
impressions of this scene were once held in the Salz
burg Stiftsbibliothek of St. Peter's. This example 
was pasted' in a manuscript dating from ca. 1470. The 
second example was printed on the same paper as S.2850 
and was pasted in a Benedictine devotional book dating 
from ca. 1474.
The surface colour of this pasteprint is similar to that 
of S . 2776 at the Fogg Museum of Art (a creamy yellow 
colour). Under a stereomicroscope the following layers 
are seen: paper, white chalk-like substance (not very 
thick, size(?), black pigment, cream colour. The orange 
size layer has deposits of white encrusted around the 
edges where it is lifting off of the paper surface.

Provenance.
Albertina Vienna; Rosenwald Collection.



19. St. Michael (Fig. 200)
Schreiber 2856  
104:72 mm
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
unique
The archangel Michael stands in full armour wearing a 
mantle, however, without a helmet or halo. He holds 
a sword in his right hand above his head and pushes a 
crucifix into the body of a dragon lying below him on 
the ground.
The impression i 
fairly straight 
ber colour. It 
traces of orange 
stereomicroscope 
brown resin(?), 
tion corresponds 
Dutuit Mount of

s made in a dark brown paste which has 
edges. The stain beneath is a raw um- 
extends from the paste edge. There are 
-red paint on the surface. Under a 
the following layers are seen: paper, 

white, orange, and black. The composi- 
with an engraving by the Master of the 
Olives (L.76a).(1)

Provenance.
Maihingen, Oettingen-Wallerstein; Rosenwald Collection.

Literature.
1. M. Lehrs, Geschichte und kritische Katalog des deut- 
schen, niederlândischen, und‘franzdsischen Kupferstichs 
in XV. Jahrhundent, Vol. Ill, (Vienna, ipioj, p.330.
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20. St. Catherine (Fig. 201)
Schreiher 2 8 36a 
1 0 5: 80 mm
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
unique
The saint stands facing to the left holding a sword and 
a wheel rests against the sword. She has long, wavy 
hair, wears a crown, and has a large halo behind her 
head. The small rectangular format is bordered by a 
leaf pattern with six foliated rosettes in the corners. 
The paste is black on a dark red ground with faint 
traces of silver in the surface. The impression is 
very well preserved.
The pasteprint is pasted on the inside of the front 
cover of a Gebetbuch printed in Nürnberg by the Printer 
of the Rochuslegende (no date) (Hain 75-7*• B.M. II I.A. 
8 1 4 3), Inside of the back cover is a woodcut of St. Eli- 
gius. Both prints were well protected by leaves of vel
lum . The book is now in a modern binding.
At the top of the print is an inscription in fifteenth 
century manuscript handwriting which reads, "Caterina 
bit fur mich armen Sundter" ("St. Catherine pray for 
me, poor transgressor"). Underneath the lower edge of 
the impression is the name of an owner(?), "C. von dyl".

Provenance.
Baer, Frankfurt, 1899; Sold, March 1902 by Gilhofer and 
Rauschburg in Vienna; Rosenwald Collection.
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21. St. Francis (Fig. 202)
Schreiber 2843 
104: 74 min 
ca. l480
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
The saint, shown with a halo, kneels to the right and 
receives the stigmata from a crucifix hanging in the 
top right corner of the scene. To the right sits the 
monk, Leo, resting on his knees. A book lies on the 
ground between him and the saint. Behind to the left 
is a view of the abbey. An arabesque pattern borders 
the central composition.
The impression is in a black paste on brown. It has 
been painted in some areas with red and appears to have 
a varnish on the surface. A green painted border sur
rounds the print. An example of this impression in the 
Dresden Staatliches Kupferstichkabinett (pre-WWIl) has 
the crucifix body painted in flesh colours.

Provenance.
Ed. Schultze, Vienna; Albertina, Vienna; Rosenwald Col
lection.
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22. Christ Carrying the Cross (Fig. 203)
Schreiber [IX. 2788m]
1 0 9 :7 6 mm ca. l480
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
unique
Christ is shown facing to the right bent under the 
strain of carrying the Cross on His procession to 
Calvary. Several figures can be seen in the back
ground, four or five of which have haloes similar to 
that shown above Christ's head. The rectangular for
mat of the scene is encompassed by a vine pattern.
The blackish paste appears to have a shiny, perhaps lac
quered surface and the paste borders are fairly straight 
There is a contemporary inscription at the top of the 
impression.

Provenance.
Franz Trau, Vienna; Martin Aufhâuser, Münich; Rosenwald 
Collection.
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23* St. Catherine (Fig. 204)
Schreiher [IX. 2837g]
5 1 : 39 mm
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
unique
The female saint stands facing to the left. She wears 
a crown, has a large simple halo, and appears to hold 
a long sword in her right hand. The print was found on 
the verso of a metalcut print dating from ca. l460-70 
(S.[lX. 2754m]), which shows the letters "IHS" in the 
centre of a flaming aureole. The metalcut print was 
pasted onto the inside cover of a book, however, be
fore being laid down the pasteprint of St. Catherine 
was adhered to the glue covered verso of the metalcut 
print. The reason for this is unknown. The discovery 
of the pasteprint was made and documented by Elizabeth 
Mongan.(l) A curious feature of this pasteprint is that 
the image of St. Catherine looks more like a metalcut 

• than a pasteprint because it is a positive image with 
the most important lines in white (as in a metalcut) 
and not in black (as in a pasteprint).
The following information comes from an analysis and 
report made by Dr. Rutherford J. Gettens at the Fogg 
Museum of Art in 1942 for Elizabeth Mongan (See: previ
ous section, "Imitation brocade appliques").
The first layer of material was a greyish-white colour. 
This layer, which is the thickest of the other three 
layers, was identified as tin oxide. Its appearance in
dicated that it was not applied as tin oxide but was a 

. corrosion product directly from metallic tin or from 
some tin compound. The material was crusty and very 
brittle. It was not soluble in water. The next layer 
identified was a yellow-orange, clear substance. This 
appeared to be the thinnest layer of all four. It was 
found between the tin oxide layer and the upper black 
layer. Examination indicated that it was a clear resin 
or varnish film and that it contained no pigment. The 
third layer was a black carbon pigment mixed in a soft 
resin medium. This was very brittle and also insoluble 
in water. There was no indication that this substance 
was bitumen. The last layer was that which acted as the 
adhesive for the pasteprint on the verso of the metalcut 
print. It was probably a type of vegetable glue or gum. 
This analysis correlates with the description of the 
three other pasteprints analyzed in 1942 (S.2825, S.2824c, 
and S .2850m).

Provenance.
Metalcut print purchased from A.S.W. Rosenbach of Phila
delphia in 1930; Rosenwald Collection.
Literature.
1. E.Mongan,"Two Undescribed Fifteenth Century Prints in 
the Collection of Lessing J. Rosenwald," Art in America, 
Vol. 3 1 , April, (1 9 4 3).
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24, St. John the Baptist (Fig. 205)
Schreiher 2850m 
104:75 mmNational Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
unique
The bearded saint stands to the left of the scene 
gesturing to his left hand and the Gospel. The 
Lamb of God and Cross appear in the background.
An acanthus leaf pattern borders the impression.
It was originally printed on the same paper as the 
St. George pasteprint (Fig. 199) and found in a 
manuscript.
This pasteprint and three others (S.[lX. 2837g],
S.2824c, and S.2825) have similar layered structures 
and all contain the same tin compound which is now 
thought to have been tin oxide. In this impression, 
the background of the print is black and the figure, 
which is not clear, is in brown. The paste covering 
the paper surface is fairly thick. Directly beneath 
the black substance is a white under-film. A light 
brown film can be seen in areas between patches of 
black. The layered sequence of materials is described 
as follows.
The support is a sheet of paper which is adhered to two 
lower layers of different paper. These lower layers 
may have been part of a cover of a book. The size, or 
adhesive, layer is a brown stain-like pellicular film 
that covers the paper thoroughly and is seen between 
the dots and lines of the figure and background. It 
penetrates into the paper fibres. Specific properties 
of this substance suggested that it is a vegetable gum 
and not an animal glue. The third layer was a greyish- 
white substance which was opaque, dense, and highly re
fractive. It is now identified as tin oxide. There 
was no evidence of a separate organic binder in this 
substance. The fourth layer appeared to be a resin or 
varnish. It was orange-brown, thin, semi-transparent, 
and appeared between the greyish-white layer and the 
black layer. In much of the region of the central 
figure the orange-brown substance was the surface layer 
In the same area, however, many of the lines and dots 
are in dark brown at the surface and the dark brown 
does not seem to be a separate layer but is rather the 
result of local darkening of the orange-brown pellicle. 
The upper layer was a black pigment identified as lamp 
black. It was especially thin in the background of the 
scene. It probably had a soft resin binder, although 
this was not identified.

Provenance.
Stiftsbibliothek St. Peter, Salzburg; Rosenwald Collec
tion.
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25» Madonna and Child (Fig. 206)
Schreiher 2824c
Paper, 107:155 mm; Paste, 100:72 mm 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. 
unique
The Virgin is shown standing in the centre of a rec
tangular format holding the Christ Child in her left 
arm. She has loose, flowing hair and is dressed in 
robes decorated in parallel hatching. Both figures 
are shown with haloes, the Virgin's is filled in with 
radiating lines from her head and the Child's in a 
type of lily motif. The composition is bordered by 
a pattern of swirling vines alternating in direction.
The border is not complete in its printing. Two large 
holes can be seen in the left margin of the print and 
the inscription, "T.(?).Ill.24.N.285", is located at 
the lower left corner of the paste impression. A 
fragment of the watermark Bull's Head with Crown is 
seen in the paper.
The general tone of this pasteprint is reddish-brown 
and the lines of the figure are faint and obscure.
There is some black colouring especially in the area 
of the background. Under low magnification, the lines 
are seen to be made up of a series of raised dots which, 
in turn, are built up in layers. The entire print is 
speckled with orange-red particles. The following in
formation is taken from the Gettens' report (1942).
The support is a single layer of paper. It appears to 
have been attached to a book cover or other paper sup
port at one time. The sheet is pierced with several 
small round holes, apparently worm-holes. On the left 
side there are two larger holes with brown stained 
edges. Exposed paper between the dotted lines in the 
design show the size, or adhesive, layer, a thin brown
ish transparent film speckled with red pigment. This 
last substance penetrates into the paper fibres. The 
darkening of this layer has perhaps caused the general 
degradation of the tone of this print. This film is 
entirely similar in appearance and properties to the 
size layer observed in the St. John the Baptist paste
print (S.2850m)(Fig. 2Ô5)• It is probably a vegetable 
gum, perhaps gum arable. Particles of red lead pigment 
are embedded in this layer.
The third layer is similar to that found in pasteprints 
S.2850m and S. 2825* It is a white opaque substance now 
identified as tin oxide. The fourth layer lies direct
ly over the white opaque layer. It is an orange-brown 
colour and gives a strong indication of being a resin.
In certain areas of the print, this layer contains scat
tered orange-red particles which apparently are identi
cal with the red lead found in the brown adhesive layer. 
There is evidence that some of the red lead has changed 
to brown lead dioxide. It should be noted that the
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structure of the lines in the central figure is con
fused and irregular. It is difficult to tell how the 
structure was laid down originally because it is sus
pected that some chemical alteration has occurred. 
Changes in the original colour of the pasteprint are 
also very likely. These situations must be taken in
to account when proposing answers as to what a paste
print was originally intended to look like and in sug
gesting methods of production. The final layer on this 
pasteprint is a layer of black on the surface of the 
impression. Underlying the black are the same orange- 
brown and white opaque layers observed in both the cen
tral figure and in the background. The black pigment 
is lamp black.
The description of this pasteprint provides two impor
tant comments with regard to the comparison of other 
prints. First, it is very likely that chemical changes 
have distorted the appearance of the pasteprint compared 
to its original appearance. Second, this information 
proves the importance of chemical analysis in providing 
a system for categorizing pasteprints accurately accord
ing to the chemical materials in the layers.

Provenance.
C.G. Boerner, Leipzig, Cat. 157, May 7, 1928, no.50; 
Weiss and Co., Münich; Martin Aufhâuser, Münich; Rosen
wald Collection.
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26, The Madonna and Child in a Gothic Interior (Fig. I56)
Schreiher 2825
74:45 mm, closely trimmed
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.
The Madonna is shown standing in what appears to be a 
Gothic chapel. She holds the Christ Child in her right 
arm. She has no halo but wears a crown decorated with 
trefoil motifs. The Child's halo is filled in with a 
lily motif. Above the figures is one complete arch 
flanked by two half-arches under which can be seen a 
pattern suggesting stained glass windows. The illusion 
of receeding space in the background is suggested by 
diagonal lines that run outward from behind the two 
figures. The composition corresponds with a metalcut 
print (S.2492x ) which is in reverse (Fig. 157)' This 
print is bordered by a large vine and flower pattern.
This border can be seen on two additional impressions 
of this pasteprint, one in the Berlin Kupferstichkabi- 
nett and the other in the Museum für Kunst und Industrie, 
Vienna.
This is the last pasteprint analyzed by Dr. Gettens in 
1 9 4 2. The print is very well preserved, although some
what different in appearance from the other three prints. 
The lines of the impression are black consistently over 
the entire surface, except for those in the Madonna’s 
face and those outlining the Christ Child. These are 
white with patches of pink. The dotted pattern seen 
behind the Madonna shows bits of green pigment. The 
exposed paper between the lines of printing is light 
brown in colour.
The support for the pasteprint is a single layer of 
heavy paper similar to a light cardboard. The verso 
appears as though it had never been pasted down to ano
ther surface. The size layer was applied directly to 
the surface of the paper and can be seen between the 
printed lines. It is not as dark in colour as the cor
responding layer in the prints, S.2824c and S.2850m.
This thin film material, which penetrates into the paper 
fibres, is soluble in water and is probably a vegetable 
gum. Scattered particles of an orange-red pigment iden
tified as red lead are throughout the layer. The third 
layer is white and opaque. It corresponds with the tin 
oxide material found in the previous three pasteprints.
The fourth layer occurred in most of the printed lines 
between the white opaque layer and the black surface 
layer. This orange-brown medium is definitely resinous 
in character. The layer contains scattered orange-red 
particles recognized as red lead. The surface black 
substance is lamp black bound by an oil or varnish me
dium. As noted above, this layer is covered in some 
areas by an additional layer of white. It is 'whiter' 
than the tin oxide layer and was identified as white 
lead (basic lead carbonate). The pinkish areas seen here
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contain some red lead pigment. The green colour seen 
in the background gave a positive test for copper. 
Since the medium of the layer is varnish-like, it ap
pears that the green is copper resinate which so fre
quently occurs in paintings of this period (second 
half of the fifteenth century).

Provenance.
Jacopo Artaria, April, I8 1 7 , Mannheim; Collection Get- 
tingen-Wallerstien, Maihingen; Martin Aufhâuser, Münich; 
Rosenwald Collection.
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CHAPTER SIX 
SEALPASTEPRINTS.

The three objects termed "sealpasteprint" were thought 
to be a combination of the sealprint and pasteprint techniques 
They were discussed by Dr. T.O. Mabbott in an article in 1932 
and one particular print, The Madonna: and Child Enthroned 
(S.2824b), was included in an article published in 1928.(1)
Dr. Mabbott attempted to organize the three sealpasteprints 
into what he believed was a developing technique using a 
white paste substance in larger amounts on consecutively 
larger areas of paper. One limitation in his approach was 
that it was not within his means to be specific about the 
type of "paste" used in each print. Had he possessed the 
technical knowledge available through today's chemical analy
sis procedures, he could have been more specific as to the 
make-up of the paste substances resulting in more conclusive 
research. Also, he did not pursue historical comparisons 
with objects of a similar nature, both in appearance and in 
production methods.

Technical analyses should certainly be performed on 
these three prints. In the meantime, the material presented 
in this study pursues aspects about the prints which have 
not previously come to light. These include relating them 
to similar objects made in the fifteenth century, both by 
stylistic analyses and in production method and material.
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The Madonna and Child Enthroned with Four Saints
8.*2828m
205:153 mm
Northern Italian, ca. 1450-1500 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

The composition of this sealpasteprint shows the Ma
donna seated on a throne holding the Christ Child on her 
right knee (Fig. 207). The Child is standing with His arms 
held out and His right hand raised in the gesture of bene
diction. All of the figures, 'except the Child, which has 
a cross motif, have simple semi-circular nimbuses filled 
in with finely cross-hatched lines in relief. This same 
decorative treatment has been applied to the relief out
lines seen around the throne, the architectural frame, and 
the border of the composition.

The Madonna is not crowned but wears a mantle draped 
over her head and shoulders. This, along with the posi
tioning of the Child and the cross motif in the Child's 
nimbus, barkens back to an earlier figurai prototype show
ing the Madonna and Child Enthroned in a characteristically 
Byzantine style (Fig. 208). This example is- dated from the 
second half of the twelfth century and is portrayed in a 
fresco located at St. Celso, Milan.(2)

To either side of the Madonna and Child, in the seal
pasteprint, are saints depicted standing in full-length. 
Starting on the left, the figure of St. Anthony is shown 
dressed in a monk's habit. He carries a bell and a book in
his right hand and a staff in his left hand. The tau cross
is shown on the front of his robe. Next, is a bearded saint, 
possibly St. James the Lesser. As a pilgrim saint, he car
ries a staff in one hand and wears a wallet, or scrip, sus-
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pended from a loose belt to the left. He too, carries a 
book in his left hand. In the centre is the Madonna and 
Child. Continuing to the right is the figure of St. Ca
therine. She is shown crowned and carrying her attributes, 
the wheel and palm branch. St. Ambrose is the fourth saint 
depicted, wearing a mitre and carrying a crozier and book.
All of the saints wear long, flowing robes draped over the 
figures in a graceful, curvilinear manner. They are shown 
in diminished size when compared to that of the seated Ma
donna and Child.

The style of this sealpasteprint was noted by previous 
authors as having distinctly Italianate features.(3) It 
has already been pointed out that the representation of 
the Madonna and Child shown in this composition is similar 
to the Byzantine prototypes which later influenced altar- 
piece compositions in twelfth and thirteenth century Tus
cany. (4) The Madonna and Child enthroned with pairs of 
saints standing to either side is a theme and arrangement 
seen in polyptych altarpieces made in late Gothic Tuscany.(5) 
An example is seen in a polyptych by Andrea di Guisto, made 
around 1435f which shows the Madonna and Child Enthroned 
With Sts. Bartholomew, John the Baptist, Benedict, and Ca
therine (Fig.209). Both the sealpasteprint and the polyp
tych show the figures of the saints in a diminished size 
compared with that of the central images, the Madonna and 
Child.

The group of figures in the sealpasteprint is shown 
placed beneath a series of divided arches, which underly 
one large arch covering all six figures. The sectioning of 
one large arch into three smaller segments is shov/n in works 
from the early fourteenth and fifteenth, centuries made in
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Tuscany.(6) A polyptych by Simone Martini, dated 1320, 
shows the main arch above each figure divided into three 
(Fig. 210). The three inner arches are distinctly pronoun
ced and display an obvious correspondence with the pattern 
shown in the sealpasteprint.

These comparisons suggest a # 0rthorn-Italian origin 
for the sealpasteprint The Madonna and Child Enthroned with 
Four Saints. The grouping of the Madonna and Child with 
saints was a popular theme in fourteenth and fifteenth cen
tury Tuscany. In addition to this, polyptychs from North
ern Italy display the ’segmented arches’ seen in the seal
pasteprint composition.

Method of production and use.

The sealpasteprint, itself, is extremely light-weight. 
The paste is adhered to a paper support with no evidence of 
a glue base and the paper is permanently attached to an old 
wooden frame, not contemporary with the image. The edges of 
the paper support can be seen quite clearly along the left 
side of the composition. Also, in several areas the paste 
has broken away from the paper exposing cross-sections of 
the paste substance. The paste relief may have been applied 
to the paper in the same manner as papier mâché relief ap
pliques were attached to the lids of boxes (while they were 
still damp). The paste consists of long, brittle and twis
ted bunches of yellow ochre fibres. This may possibly be 
straw, or a similar vegetable fibre. In the lower right 
corner, a small feather can be seen in the paste relief,
This kind of "foreign matter" contributes to the coarseness 
of the paste mixture. The surface is coloured in a dark
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brown pigment, probably containing some varnish, as the sur
face has a sheen to it. Where sections have chipped off, 
the underlying colour is a shade lighter but where the whole 
section has broken away, the yellow ochre colour is seen.
In other words, the dark brown colouring does not penetrate 
the whole thickness of the paste surface. The general char
acter of the paste is that of a crude, rough mixture, per
haps made from a pulp consisting of macerated straw and siz
ing. The relief areas are solid and not concave on the ver
so and the surface is extremely hard and sturdy.

The "Madonna and Child" was a popular theme for Marian 
cults in Italy and Northern Europe during the fifteenth cen
tury. The figures were often represented either in partial 
relief or with both figures in full, low-relief. An early 
example, made in the second half of the thirteenth century, 
with relief areas of the design in gesso (?), is a fragment 
from an altarpiece, known as the Madonna dagli occhi grossi 
(Fig. 211). This image was carried in a procession (during 
the thirteenth century) beneath a baldachin to the cathedral 
in Siena.(7)

A later version of the Madonna and Child, in a smaller, 
rectangular format, was made during the fifteenth century in 
Lombardy. The relief in painted and gilded papier mâché mea
sures 55i9 X 44,5 cm (Fig, 212). The cloak of the Madonna 
is blue with her dress and the beads hanging from above col
oured red. The frame and composition were moulded in one 
piece. Three other versions of this design, in terracotta, 
differ only in the form of the frame and pattern along the 
lower border.(8) Another low-relief plaque of the Madonna 
and Child from the Florentine School (second half of the 
fifteenth century) is also made from papier mâché and exists
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plaster, marble, alabaster, and terracotta (Fig. 213).(9)

The Metropolitan sealpasteprint was thought to be an 
imitation of carved wood or hand-tooled leather because of 
its dark brown colour. However, the slight sheen to the 
surface indicates, to me, that it was more likely intended 
to imitate a low-relief plaque made in bronze, with its rich, 
dark brown tone and glossy surface. The similarities be
tween the two media can be seen in Figures 214 and 215 , 
both Italian from the fifteenth century. Papier mâché was 
an inexpensive substitute for materials, such as, wood, lea
ther, and metal, and the process of moulding papier mâché 
was less time-consuming than, say, casting bronze reliefs.
The subject matter of the sealpasteprint and the somewhat 
conventionalized portrayal of the figures suggests that it 
could possibly have been intended as an inexpensive devo
tional object, perhaps associated with a Marian shrine in 
Northern Italy in the second half of the fifteenth century.
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The Madonna and Child Enthroned 
S.2824b
8 5 :6 5 mm •
Southern Germany (?), ca. 1450-1500 
National Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.

This sealpasteprint is quite different from the one 
previously discussed. To begin with, it is less than half 
the size of the- Metropolitan example. Also, it was made 
from a thinner layer of paste adhered to a sheet of paper 
and appears to be in a worse state of preservation than the 
previous sealpasteprint (Fig. 216).(10) The figurai style 
is that of a Northern school, probably German.

The lines of the composition are raised in relief on 
the surface. The whitish paste, which has been painted in 
a brown varnish, is adhered to the paper support with a 
layer of glue. A painted border in red surrounds the relief. 
The "paste" on this sealpasteprint is almost twice as thick 
as that found on most types of pasteprints. The result is 
an image which is very similar to that made from a seal on 
wax.

The composition of this print portrays the Madonna seated 
with the Christ Child in her arms beneath an arch with two 
adjoining towers. She wears a cloak, the borders of which 
are decorated with hatched lines and a crown with three dis
tinct points. Each figure has a simple semi-circular nimbus 
behind the head. Most of the scene is described in a fairly 
simple manner, without superfluous descriptive detail. The 
border is made from a series of doubled square dentels. The 
paste area of the print has a border which was painted in
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bright vermilion, a treatment reminischent of that given to 
manuscript illuminations. A detailed description of the 
scene is difficult to manage due to the unevenness and 
cracking throughout the paste surface.

In his description of the print, Dr. T.O. Mabbott said 
that through the cracks in the paste he could see a white 
substance with brown colouring as a distinct layer on top.
In two places the vermilion border covers the brown paint, 
indicating that' the brown colouring was added before the 
border.(11) There is no evidence that the print was pasted 
into a book, or manuscript, as so many fifteenth century 
prints and pasteprints were. However, on the verso there 
is a hand-written inscriptions which reads; "Ad Ecclesiam 
in Burgrai(n)..". The last letter in'"Burgrai(n?)" was cut 
off and the "m" in "Ecclesiam" was damaged from trimming.
It was suggested that the print belonged to a church in the 
village of Burgrain in Bavaria, west of Münich.(12)

Very little further information can be deduced from the 
photograph and description, by Dr. Mabbott, of this seal
pasteprint. It was obviously made by using a matrix, pro
bably metal, on a paste which would adhere to the paper sup
port with the means of an adhesive. In production method 
and materials, it would seem to be more closely related to 
the production of pasteprints and not to the low-reliefs 
made from papier mâché, previously discussed.
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The Martyrdom of St. Catherine 
8.286]
Inscription, l40 mm diameter; Engraving, 87 mm diameter 
Germany, ca. 1475-1500 
Danzig State Library

The only part of this sealpasteprint consisting of a 
paste substance is the border around the central composi
tion, an attached engraving (Fig. 217)• The border inscrip
tion (partially destroyed) is a devotional supplication 
which reads:

"auf: roter: munt: mein; herez; dir; lif: unt; tu: dasz: 
schir; de"...

This was translated as, "red mouth, my heart has run to thee 
and do that quickly,.".(1]) The engraving depicts The Mar
tyrdom of St. Catherine. The saint is shown kneeling in 
prayer with her eyes closed. An aura made from finely hat
ched' lines emanates around her head. Behind her and to the 
left, stands the horrific machine, made from wheels with 
spikes and blades, ordered by Emperor Maximian for her exe
cution. However, the miraculous intercession of a burst of 
flames from heaven destroyed the device and the emperor or
dered the beheading of the saint instead. In this scene, 
the executioner stands poised, ready to decapitate his vic
tim .

No attempt was previously made to identify the artist 
of this engraving. Several stylistic factors would suggest 
that the artist was strongly influenced by the late fifteen
th century printmaker, Israhel van Meckenem. The treatment 
of the saint’s nimbus, as fine lines darting outward from
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behind her head, have a similar quality to those seen in 
the engraving. The Holy Family (Fig. 2 1 8). Here, behind 
the dove and the head of the Christ Child, one sees the same 
type of motif. In another print by van Meckenem, The Betray
al , similar facial features and costumes, as those seen in 
the Martyrdom of St. Catherine print, can be found (Fig, 219). 
These are first seen in the figure standing with a raised 
fist directly to the right and behind Judas, and in the pros
trate figure of Malchus shown in the foreground beneath St. 
Peter. The faces of these two figures and that of the exe
cutioner in the martyrdom scene all have extremely coarse 
features with high cheek bones and, perhaps most obvious of 
all, large, snout-like noses. These features intensify the 
grotesque nature of their characters. The figure of Malchus 
wears a loosely gathered tunic, albeit with sleeves, along 
with baggy leather boots, an outfit not dissimilar to that 
worn by the executioner in the martyrdom print. The engrav
ing of The Martyrdom of St. Catherine is portrayed in a more 
forceful style than that seen in the two van Meckenem prints. 
That is, there is less superficial detail and a more rugged 
definition of the figures, their garments, and the elabor
ately designed "torture machine" shown to the left.

It would seem that the artist of the Danzig engraving 
was influenced by van Meckenem and might even have been the 
master himself. He was an extremely prolific engraver, mak
ing over 620 known engravings and was, no doubt, extremely 
influential on the styles and compositions of other artists 
and engravers in the last quarter of the fifteenth century. 
The sealpasteprint was found in a manuscript, Glossa ad li- 
brum sapientiae, which belonged to a Dr. Holkot and was dated 
1458.(14) However, this date in the manuscript is of little
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value in assigning an approximate date to the engraving. 
According to its correspondence .with the van Meckenem prints, 
the engraving must date from at least 1475-80.

Dr. Mabbott suggested that a metal matrix was used for 
impressing the border inscription on the Danzig sealpaste
print. (15) The paste substance was, in his words, "neither 
metallic nor waxen".(l6 ) It may be that the paste was a pa
per pulp, such as that discussed in the proceeding chapter 
(Chapter Four).- From the photograph, one can vaguely make 
out the laid lines of the paper support in the lower right 
corner. This would indicate that the impression was made 
and applied to a sheet of paper, the same process as that 
used in the production of small paper reliefs. The surface 
quality of the lettering is similar to that seen in The 
Virgin Crowned by the Trinity papier mâché relief from Wien- 
hausen (Fig. l48). However, in that instance, the borders 
were made from cut out strips of paper applied to the edges 
of the papier mâché relief and not in the reverse order; the 
relief applied to the sheet of paper. Only â limited amount 
can be surmised from the photograph with regard to the pro
duction method and construction of the sealpasteprint. Any 
further, more conclusive information would have to be obtain
ed by examining the print at first hand.

It is evident, from the preceeding discussion, that 
these three sealpasteprints were made from three distinct 
methods of production and need not, as Dr. Mabbott suggested, 
have been made in a specific order of experimentation with a 
paste substance on paper. The Danzig print and the Metropoli
tan print have distinct similarities in production methods 
to that of papier mâché reliefs and have little to do with 
the production of pasteprints. However, the National Gallery
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print may represent a "type" of pasteprint, which utilized 
an extremely thick paste instead of the usual paint-like 
thickness. It would be very helpful to have chemical anal
yses of each sealpasteprint, in order to place them more 
accurately in their appropriate category of art production. 
Without this information, one can only speculate from vis
ual analysis as to what the paste is made of and how it was 
applied to the paper surface. It would not be inaccurate 
to conclude that each sealpasteprint represents an indepen
dent example of a production method, which must have been 
current in fifteenth century Germany and Italy.
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APPENDIX A.
PAPER: ITS HISTORY, PRODUCTION. AND 

APPRECIATION WITH REGARD TO FIFTEENTH CENTURY PRINTS

In looking at the history of early papermaking in Eur
ope, it is perhaps less important to point out where paper 
was first used than it is to point out and discuss the sit
uations in which paper was first made and marketed, and the 
social and economic conditions which caused an interest in 
paper and papermaking. In China, papermaking was discovered 
during a period of cultural activity with a great interest 
in literature and the arts. The new papermaking method was 
suited to producing a variety of papers which served many 
functions. When social values shifted and religion was gi
ven greater importance, paper was put to use promoting reli
gious images and charms sanctified in Buddhist temples. In 
a similar sense, paper was used to arouse fervour and to 
meet the needs of Christian devotional practises during the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in Northern Europe.

Papermaking technology was introduced to Europe through 
European encounters with Arab sources, either as Crusaders 
or with Arabs living in towns on the Italian coast. The 
Italians developed a way of making better paper, improving 
on the Arabian technique. They made their paper from hemp 
and/or linen materials and sized it with animal gelatine. 
They used wire moulds and introduced the use of watermarks 
as a system of identifying papermakers and various types of 
paper.

An "industrial revolution" in medieval Europe gave rise 
to the use of natural energy sources, such as, wind-power
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and water-power. The use of water-power by the Italians 
for making paper utilized an energy source that was both 
free and incessant. This helped in producing more paper than 
the Arabs and contributed to the consequent control of the 
paper market by the Italians.

Economic and social factors influenced the types and 
quantities of paper made in late medieval Europe. The in
troduction of papermaking mills encroached upon established

%parchment and vellum industries. We know that early paper
makers tried to produce paper that had the surface charac
teristics and the permanence of parchment, in an attempt both 
to compete with these industries and to convince a suspicious 
public" to use this new material. But the impetus to develop 
and expand did not come until paper was required in large 
quantities. The Church was very important in this respect 
and religious beliefs, such as, "the cult of saints", also 
helped to establish the need for paper in sizeable amounts. 
Organizations, such as, the Windesheim Congregation and the 
Brotherhood of the Common Life, which produced much of the 
cheap written material in the years before movable cast type, 
helped to promote the use of paper as a less expensive wri
ting material.

Fabriano was the first tô /m in Italy to have an esta
blished paper industry. The records of one particular Fabri- 
anese paper merchant provide an invaluable source of infor
mation about amounts and types of paper made and destinations 
for paper shipments from Italy. The first German papermaker, 
in Nürnberg, kept a diary of his experiences with this new 
industry. He began by employing two knowledgeable, if not 
somewhat unruly, Italian craftsmen and later added to the 
number of workmen at his mill by contracting local Germans
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on a yearly basis.
Making paper is an involved process which begins with 

selecting the raw materials that will make the best paper. 
These must be thoroughly cleaned and broken down into a li
quid pulp. Innovations, such as, the "Hollander Beater" in 
the seventeenth century, have made this process an easier 
and faster one resulting in new types of paper. Making a 
sheet of paper by hand involves a great deal of control and 
can be thought of as a skill learned through repeated trial- 
and-error experience. The final drying and sizing of paper 
has as much of an effect on the quality of the paper as the 
earlier stages of its production. The finishing treatment 
given to the paper surface can vary depending upon its ulti
mate use.

Even the oldest paper from Fabriano shows the character
istic "chain" and "laid" lines. Understanding the process 
of papermaking helps to explain features that appear both in 
and on the surface of a sheet of paper. The study of water
marks, especially as developed by Allan Stevenson, has the 
potential of yielding valuable dating information. The ear
liest marks are probably the trademarks of individual crafts
men or paper-mills. Some watermarks display a fascinating 
series of changes, or "states", which indicate the use of 
one pair of moulds over a specific period of time. Over 7000 
watermarks are recorded in one modern publication covering 
the period between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.(1)

All of this information should be of interest to the 
historian of prints, whether the period is fifteenth or twen
tieth century. Every stage in the historical development of 
papermaking technology and each stage in the production of a 
sheet of paper is ultimately reflected in the paper itself.
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A printed image on paper'is only partially appreciated if 
a knowledge of the process and history of papermaking is 
not also duly understood.

The "discovery" of papermaking in China.

■Surfaces for writing or painting on, other than paper, 
existed before the invention of papermaking in China. Papy
rus was one such material grown and used in Egypt. It was 
made by a process of lamenation in which the plant stalks 
are sliced from end to end, then pasted together much in the 
same manner as laminated wood.(2) Polynesian societies in 
the south Pacific used the bark of the paper-mulberry tree 
for making a material known as, "tapas". This was utilized 
both for artists' materials and more utilitarian items, such 
as, clothing and floor mats. The Maya and Aztec Indians of 
North America made a paper-like substance by beating the 
bark of fig and mulberry trees and before papermaking tech
nology was discovered in China, artists there used bamboo 
sheets and pure silk to draw and write on.(3 )

But these materials remained unvaried and simple, bound 
to the basic technology used to produce them. It was not un
til the oriental papermaking technique was discovered, i.e., 
macerating pulp and re-forming it on a screen, that a vari
ety was possible in the raw materials used and the kinds of 
paper that could be made. The earlier writing materials de
scribed above were limited to having one kind of surface, 
were made from one raw material, and were the result of a 
simple production process. It has also been suggested that 
more time was spent producing a smaller amount of the final 
product.(4) The Chinese technology enabled the papermaker
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to experiment with different raw materials, vary thicknesses 
and surface textures. This ability to produce more types 
of paper led to more diverse uses; an action-reaction be
tween technology and the human imagination.

It was during the second century A.D. in China that a 
court official, Ts'ai Lun, discovered a method of papermak
ing that involved macerating the paper pulp in a stone mor
tar. (5) The use of maceration distinguishes oriental paper- 
making methods from a beating method and is utilized to make 
the types of paper we know today. It allows for more than 
one type of original pulp material to be used, although cer
tain substances are known to make 'better paper' than others.(6 )

Ts'ai Lun made his discovery during the Han Period (210 
B.C. - A.D. 210), which was one of fine, luxurious lifestyles 
with cultural achievements, such as, Confusianism, Taoism, 
and astronomy. The arts and architecture were actively pro
moted by the wealthy court. It was a militarily strong and 
stable society, which lent an atmosphere condusive to the 
growth of liesurely pass-times. The arts catered to secular 
interests with less emphasis on religion. There was a great 
need for the type of surface provided by paper in the arts 
of poetry and literature. The adoption of the horse-hair 
brush and an interest in calligraphy had been promoted since 
the third century B.C..(7) The system of writing Chinese 
from this period remained virtually unchanged for the proceed
ing 2000 years.(8 ) Ts'ai Lun's papermaking technology was 
introduced into a period of cultural development which made 
use of its flexibility and inherent possibilities for variety.

The ancient practise of stamping» combined with paper- 
making, found one of its earliest roles in religion in the 
sixth century. During this period. Buddhism flourished and
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appealed greatly to the mass population. Its followers were 
taught to forget all of their suffering in this physical 
world, and free themselves of all desire, in order to reach 
the "great void", Nirvana.(9) As a means of conveying this 
to individuals, printed prayers, charms and images of the 
Buddha on paper were distributed on a large scale.

Another early use of printed text on paper came after 
an epidemic of smallpox in A.D. 770* The Japanese Empress, 
Shotoku, sought priests to drive out the evil spirits which 
were believed to have caused the disease. She sanctioned the 
printing of a million paper prayers, "dharani", each enshrined 
in its own wooden pagoda (Fig. 220).(10) These charms, prin
ted text without images, .were intended to ensure long life 
and forgiveness of sins. The miniature pagodas were placed 
in every temple throughout the country. It is still argua
ble as to whether these impressions were taken from wood-blocks 
or copper-plates. If the latter, it would have been the first 
instance of the use of metal matrices for printing on paper.(11) 
Images were eventually combined with printed text, as shown 
in Figure 2 21. This woodcut print of the Goddess of Mercy. 
"Kuan-Yin", was printed separately from the- text below it.

Paper was valued even without printed religious images. 
During the ninth century in Japan, various papermaking esta
blishments were expected to produce paper as a form of tri
bute, or taxes, to be used by the Imperial Court. This sys
tem was discontinued after the twelfth century but may have 
helped to instill, along with the craftsmen's aesthetic treat
ment of paper, a profound reverence for paper held by the 
Chinese and Japanese up until the early part of the twenti
eth century.(12)

Proceeding from the eighth century, paper continued to



assume new roles, besides religious ones, and as a result 
more types of paper were made. During the Sung Dynasty,
A.D. 1101-1126, the tradition of burying real coin money 
with the dead was modified by substituting "mock" paper mon
ey instead. Coinage left in tombs was easy prey for tomb 
robbers and the tradition resulted in a large amount of me
tal money being removed from circulation. Metals were scarce 
in China, so that the substitution was, no doubt, greatly ap
preciated. ( 13) A similar tradition involved the burning of 
"spirit money", a Buddhist practise which was intended to de
liver the soul from Hades. Many different themes were repre
sented on paper and burnt. Some reformers claimed that this 
custom was absurd and more likely to insult the gods. But 
it continued to be a popular religious rite.(l4)

Chinese papermakers and wood-block printers were kept 
occupied supplying vast numbers of paper effigies used in 
China up until this century. Evil spirits believed capable 
of doing bodily harm and causing "untold hardships", were 
thought to be frightened off by these images which the be
lievers sought for protection. Images on paper were dis
played in the home, "giving great satisfaction and comfort
to the people".(1 5)

Types of paper and the variety of raw materials used 
to malie paper continued to develop in the Orient. Bamboo, 
china grass, hemp, rags, fish nets, straw, and mulberry, 
were used to make different papers for specific uses, such 
as: account books, lanterns, paper for wrapping medicines, 
umbrellas, window paper, official bulletins, and artificial 
flowers. Throughout this development, oriental paper re
tained its hand-made quality and aesthetic beauty which each 
type of paper displays in its appearance.
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The two materials most common in Europe, before the 
introduction of paper and papermaking technology, were parch
ment and vellum. The word "parchment" is derived from the
name of an ancient city in Asia Minor, Pergamum. It is said 
to have been used there as early as 1500 B.C., although the 
invention of it is credited to the King of Pergamum over 1000 
years later in 197-159 B.C.. It has been suggested that 
parchment was produced as a rival material to that of papy
rus from Egypt because during the second century, the Egyp
tian rulers would not allow the export of papyrus. This may 
have caused an economic impetus for the introduction and 
adoption of a new material.{l6) Producing paper from papy
rus was difficult because the plant could only be grown in
certain climates. On the other hand, the animals (sheep,
calves, and goats) needed to make parchment and vellum could 
be raised virtually anywhere which allowed for greater access 
to the raw materials.(17) Parchment was made from the skin 
of an animal which was split. The hair-side was tanned and 
made into leather, while the flesh-side was converted into 
parchment. That skin which was not suitable for treatment 
as parchment was made into chamois, or suede.(18)

Parchment was a standard article of commerce in the Mid
dle Ages; however, quality varied to a large extent. Sheep
skin parchment from Burgundy was described as, "rough and 
mottled and thin and very ugly and uneven in colour, grey 
and black and white".(19) This may have been a result of de
fects in the sheepskin but was more likely caused by careless
ness in the matter of getting the skins to the parchment 
maker promptly. For good parchment, fresh skins were vital 
and this illustrates one of the problems in producing parch
ment. Parchment makers must have had regular channels with
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meat suppliers, in order to obtain the freshest skins pos
sible. Considering the amount of manuscripts produced on 
parchment and vellum in the Middle Ages, a great number of 

I animals must have been raised in Europe at that time which
supplied both the meat and parchment markets. In order to 
produce a single copy of the Gutenberg Bible on parchment, 
three hundred sheepskins were needed. Dard Hunter suggested 
that, "Had the expensive parchment been the only material 
available the craft of printing [movable type] would never 
have developed".(20) I would add that it might not only 
have been a matter of expense but sheer ability to produce 
great enough numbers to supply the demand for printed books.
In contrast, the demand may not have arisen had there not 
been a material, such as paper, available for producing in
expensive printed books. Making parchment was also very time- 
consuming. In the thirteenth century, Bologna was famous for 
their parchment which they made by an especially tedious pro
cess, They would soak the skin twice in lime, once before 
pulling or scraping the hair off, and once after, and leave 
them two days before stretching them.(21)

Vellum was made by a similar process as that of parch
ment, except that originally only calf skins were used. The 
word "vellum", or "veal parchment".(pergamenum vitulinum), 
indicates that the raw material was originally calf skins. 
However, it appears that the term "vellum" took on the addi
tional if somewhat general reference to a better grade of par
chment and, later, a better quality of paper. , The flesh-side 
of the young animal skin produced a finer, whiter surface, 
although because the entire skin was used and not split, the 
surface tended to be irregular. This difference is more of
ten found in older manuscripts, as later on, workers used
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more chalk and pumice on the hair side to make it whiter 
and smoother.(22) Pieces were often matched in tone and 
surface quality, placing hair-side to hair-side and flesh- 
side to flesh-side.

There were difficulties in producing both paper and 
parchment, or vellum. A certain amount of raw material in 
each process was lost and general climatic situations could 
have affected both industries equally. But as has been poin
ted out, the papermaking process allowed for change towards 
a better product. As we will see, changes made by the ear
ly European papermalters resulted in a better grade of paper 
and less loss of paper pulp. The 'flexibility' of papermak
ing outlasted, if not overran, the 'rigid' process of making 
parchment.

Pape I'm aking comes to Europe.

The chronological outline that Dard Hunter produced, 
shows that the use of paper proceeded the knowledge of how 
to make paper.(23) Paper acted as its own 'messenger' her
alding the new writing material into the West.(24) This is 
only reasonable, as no doubt paper was cheaper than either 
papyrus or parchment. (25) But the mere existence of paper 
did not necessarily mean the knowledge of how to make paper 
was available. This information could only be transmitted 
by craftsmen who knew how to make the paper, along with the 
technical details of constructing and equipping the mill and 
producing the paper pulp. There is no mention of any writ
ten material on the subject and, furthermore, the knowledge 
would more than likely have been passed on by word of mouth 
in the medieval craft tradition. It is said, that in A.D. 751
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the Samarkand army captured two Chinese prisoners who, as 
papermakers, offered to exchange the knowledge of their 
craft for their freedom, Samarkand was an ideal location 
for making paper, as it had an abundant supply of water, 
flax, and hemp.(2 6 ) Soon there was a type of paper known 
as, "Paper of Samarkand", and papermaking was established 
further west in Baghdad in A.D. 795•(2?)

While papermaking technology was slowly making its way 
to the European countries, an "industrial revolution" was 
occurring in medieval Europe. This was the result of util
izing natural powers, such as, water-power used to drive 
trip-hammers, and wind-power for grinding.(28) Despite the 
potential industrial uses for the water-mill, neither the 
Roman, Chinese, nor Islamic cultures had shown an interest 
in its use.(2 9) Its only use had been on a small scale, for 
grinding grain, or hulling rice.(30) By the late tenth cen
tury in Europe, water-power was being used for purposes other 
than grinding grain. Fulling mills existed in Tuscany and 
also in Milan around A.D. IOO8 , v^ater-driven-trip-hammers 
were in use in forges in Germany in 1010, and there was a 
mill for treating hemp at Grenoble in 1085.(31) It should 
be pointed out that fulling mills were the earliest type of 
mill that, because they contained similar equipment, were 
the mills which were turned into papermaking mills.(3 2)

By the late thirteenth century, water-power had replaced 
earlier hand- and/or foot-power in such industries of Europe 
as those which required: tanning and sawing, crushing olives 
and ore, hammers for forges, polishing and finishing (weapons 
and armour), grinding pigments, operating bellows for blast 
furnaces, and creating mash for beer.(33) The Italians in 
Fabriano were making paper at this time by macerating hempen
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cordage and linen"rags with a water-powered metal mal
let, (34). These were the same materials as those used in ■ 
Samarkand and Damascus but with the important addition of 
water-powered machinery.

Not only did the Italians introduce the use of water
power to papermaking but they also fashioned their paper 
moulds out of wire (bamboo and wood had been the common 
materials in the Orient and Near East), which made them ■ 
more durable. They also introduced the use of watermarks, 
for reasons which will be explained later in this discus
sion, and they used an animal size (gelatine) which preserv
ed the paper against bacteria as the starch sizing of the 
Arabs had not done.(35) Compared to the rice paste used as 
a sizing in Chinese and Japanese papers, animal size crea
ted a more durable surface that withstood the use of quill 
pens. The rice paste size had been suitable for the horse
hair brush and ink used in the Orient. The increased sur
face resistance and durability of the European paper led 
to a greater acceptance of paper as a substitute for parch
ment. (3 6) By the end of the thirteenth century, Italy sur
passed Spain and the Middle East as a source of paper for 
Europe.

For many years historians assumed that early European 
paper was made from cotton. This was based on the "cotton
like" appearance of early paper which was, in fact, a result 
of poor methods of maceration, sizing, and glazing.(3 7) Hemp 
and/or linen (the materials used by the Arabs) continued to 
be the materials for European paper until the eighteenth 
century when cotton came into use. The use of cotton at that 
time may have correlated with the introduction of the "Hollan
der Beater", which was a more thorough means of breaking
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down the cotton fibres.(3 8)
The Arabs monopolized papermaking and the trade of 

paper in the West for five centuries leading up to the thir
teenth century.(3 9) The technical knowledge probably became 
known to the Italians through economic links with the Arab 
world and their own purchases of Arabian paper. But it was 
more than likely transmitted by people who had spent time 
in the Near East, such as merchants and returning crusaders 
from the Holy Lands.(4o) The Arabs were making paper in 
Xâtiva, near Valencia, in Spain, by the middle of the twelfth 
century, but this instance should be considered more of an 
offshoot from the Islamic states than an example of the first 
papermaking centre in Europe; indeed, this area would not be 
considered a part of the European continent at that time, be
ing entirely governed by the Arabs.(4l) The following sug
gestion was made by A.F. Gasparinetti. He maintained that a 
very direct influence of the Arab method of papermaking re- ■ 
suited from attacks made on Ancona in the tenth and eleventh 
centuries.(42) The port of Ancona was important as a depar
ture point for crusaders to the Near East and was a strate
gic centre for attack by the Arabs. Prisoners taken during 
such attacks would have been left behind and could very like
ly have spread the knowledge of papermaking to the interior, 
i.e., Fabriano. In thirteenth century documents, it is shown 
that a suburb called "Borgo Saraceno" (Saracen Town or Quar
ter) was situated on the road that enters Fabriano from An
cona. From this, we may assume that a large number of Arabs 
were living in Fabriano at the time when papermaking was just 
being established in that city.

A Genoese document, dated 1235, refers to an Englishman, 
by the name of Walter, who was bound under contract to an



Italian, Mensis di Lucca, in order to, "causa faciendi pa- 
pirum".(^3) How was it that an Englishman would have known 
how to make paper, when England had few contacts with the 
Arabs, purchased their paper from European sources, and did 
not have her own paper-mills until the late fifteenth cen
tury? The Third Crusade had attracted English merchants to 
the Holy Lands and there were also English colonies in 'the 
Levant during this time.(443 Perhaps this is how "Walter" 
obtained his knowledge and came to be working and living in 
Genoa. There is not enough evidence in the contract to know 
whether or not "Walter" was a merchant or a crusader. But 
it seems unlikely that, as a merchant, he would have been 
bound over to another merchant to work as a labourer. The 
tradition that crusaders brought the knowledge of papermak- 
ing from the Near East to Europe has little documentation.(45)

In 1253» one Martino di Rivo-torbido "qui facit cartas", 
was established in Genoa and later, in 1255, two more mer
chants began a partnership in making paper at Genoa.(46) At 
any rate, Genoa did not succeed as the earliest papermaking 
centre in Italy. It appears that the already established 
importation of Arab paper inhibited the growth of a local 
papermaking industry.(4?) The one thirteenth century Itali
an city which did have a flourishing papermaking industry 
was Fabriano. Why was Fabriano successful, where Genoa had 
failed or at least been kept in the grips of pre-established 
businesses?

The earliest papermaking centres in Europe : Fabriano and Nürn
berg.

From the twelfth to the thirteenth centuries, Fabriano
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experienced an intensive growth in industry and local 
government. The most powerful industry at that time was 
the Guild of Ironworkers, established along the banks of 
the Giano river. In addition to this, the woolen a,nd cloth 
industries were especially large owing to the readily avai
lable supplies of hemp and flax.(48) The civic power and 
population of Farbiano grew due to the influx of labourers 
and the development of various craft guilds and corpora
tions. (49) These groups were soon"to monopolize the govern
ment of the city, overwhelming previous feudal lords. By 
the twelfth century, "The Commune" gained power over the 
castles in the county and Fabriano became the "Overlord of 
the County", recognized by the Pope and the Princes.(50) In 
this regard, it was a very important and powerful centre of 
industry and local government. The Commune continued in 
power until the early fifteenth century when the Sforza 
family annihilated the ruling Chiavelli family and dominated 
the city through oppression from 1435-1444. During this 
time, the economy of the city was disrupted and never re
gained its organization and power. The height of Fabrian- 
ese paper production falls within the peridd of industrial 
stability, i.e., the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, 
before the Sforza overthrow,

Fabriano was idealy suited for the establishment of 
early paper-mills, due to its abundant supply of fresh water, 
the vigorous industrial situation, and its power as a poli
tical and economic centre. Because of these factors, the 
'success rate' of a new industry, such as papermaking, would 
have been very high in Fabriano. As an industry, papermak
ing apparently found little competition amongst already esta
blished craft guilds in the city and, in fact, was readily
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promoted as shown by the innovations made in the Arab pa
permaking method, i.e., using wire moulds and watermarks, 
sizing with animal glue, and utilizing water-powered wheels 
to drive the stampers. These changes, made in the early 
stages of paper production in Fabriano, resulted in a bet
ter, more easily marketable grade of paper.(5 1 )

By about 1310, fifteen papermakers existed in Fabri
ano and by 1 3 2 1, no less than twenty partnership agreements 
and engagements of labourers or workshops existed, "for the 
performance and practise of the art of paper-making".(5 2)
By the mid-fourteenth century, at least thirty-five paper- 
making establishments had been recorded in the city.

"The paper-making industry at Fabriano during the middle- 
ages was divided as follows: First of all came the ’pa- 
per-masters’, that is, the true and actual makers of 
paper, owners or leaseholders of paper-works, or ’pap
er-mills' as they were then called and as they are still 
termed in various European languages. These restricted 
their labours to the production of the paper sheets only, 
while for all the successive operations required to fin
ish the paper, such as glazing, folding, packing, the 

■ paper passed into the hands of those we now call "alles- 
titori" or finishers, but who were then known as "Cial- 
andratori" or glazers, from the "Cialandra" or glazing 
roll, the instrument used to glaze the paper (whence the 
modern term 'calender'), and of the "apparecchiatori" or 
packers who had their shops within the' city wall"... 
"Finally, there were the merchants or dealers in paper, 
who correspond to the modern wholesalers and who pur
chased the paper for their own account from the local 
manufacturers, or placed with them the orders they re
ceived from their customers. These formed the heads, 
as it were, of the commercial sales organization."(53)

A number of Fabrianese began paper-mills elsewhere in 
the Peninsula; at Bologna, Treviso, Pinerolo, Battaglia, and 
Salb. The Senate of Venice voted special priviledges to the 
paper-mill at Treviso, while the Fabrianese had special pri
viledges granted to them by the Florentine Republic.(54) 
Certainly such official recognition by local governments made



a difference to the success or failure of a nevf industry.
There were no restrictions imposed upon the Fabrianese go
ing to other cities with their papermaking knowledge until 
the early fifteenth century. In 1436, an ordinance issued 
by the Governors of the Fabriano Commune (re-confimed in 
1 4 7 0), "deemed it advisable, in order that the local indus
tries should not suffer so much loss, to lay do^m, 'that no 
citizen of Fabriano, of whatever condition, should dare,

■t

under penalty of a fine of one hundred pounds, to erect out
side the city and beyond a radius of fifty miles any build
ing to malce or work paper or to instruct in the said craft 
any person not living in Fabriano'"... .(55)

It is fortunate that the trade books of a fourteenth 
century merchant in Fabriano, who dealt mainly in paper, still 
exist. They lend an insight into various aspects of early 
paper production in that city. These include: the amounts 
and types of paper produced and marketed from Fabriano; the 
watermarks used by paper-mills in the area of Fabriano; and 
the materials bought in the running of one particular mill.(5 6) 
This merchant, Ludovico di Ambrogio, dealt in many kinds of 
merchandise, such as, wool, spices, sheet iron, and paper.
One paper-mill noted in his records was that of Pietro de 
Meo del Vanno, located in the "plain". This mill had one 
vatman (papermaker) along with other less important workers. 
Senior Ambrogio handled the financial aspects of the paper- 
mill and dealt with all of the money matters, including, 
everything from paying the workers to buying the animal 
skin scraps used for making the paper size. He also organi
zed the marketing and shipment of the final product.(57)

In the first book, covering the years 1 3 6 3 -6 6 (inclusive), 
Senior Ambrogio purchased paper outside of Fabriano twice;



once from Slgillo and once from Pioraco. The former con
tained the watermark of The Griffon and the latter of A 
Hare and of The Dragon. The other papers all came from 
the "cambora", or stores in the paper-mills, which were his 
property, or had been bought from men of Fabriano whose names 
appear in the records.(58) In I4l0, he took on a partner by 
the name of Tomasso di Nassimbene and, in addition to the 
paper supplied by the del Vanno mill, specific mention is 
made of paper received from a second mill (after l4l0) of 
Salvuccio de Guido (Nassimbene's paper supplier?). This pa
per is recorded in the trade book for the years, 1410-11.(59)

The cities of Venice, Genoa, Florence, Pisa, Siena,
Lucca, Talamone, and smaller towns appear repeatedly in the 
first book as recipients of paper shipments from Fabriano.(60) 
Records taken from this book indicate that, for instance, 
large amounts of paper were sent to Provence on June 22, 1364 
Eind to Montpellier on November 23, 1 3 6 5. In just two years 
(between 1364 and I3 6 6), two hundred and forty bales of pa
per were shipped to Talamone (a port on the coast of Tus
cany). (6 I) Information in the other three trade books (the 
registers for the years 13&7-94 have not been preserved) co
ver the years between 1395 and l4l4. They record consignments 
of paper to the same major cities (as those cited above) and
state-the names of merchants in those cities with whom Sen
ior Ambrogio did business.(62) Within that period of about 
twenty years, an average of forty bales of paper per year 
were forwarded to Tuscany alone. This would have been paper 
produced by two paper-mills, the one that Senior Ambrgio dealt 
with in Fabriano and the paper-mill of Tomasso di Nassimbene 
(after l4l0).

It is quite rare to find descriptions of types and
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grades of paper, details of watermarks, and sizes of sheets 
with regard to paper made in the fourteenth century. In the 
trade book covering the period I363-6 6 , just such details 
have been recorded. For types of paper, the following in
dex is given:

"la charta fina (fine or thin paper), 
la greve (coarse or heavy paper), 
la charta da involtie (sic) (wrapping paper), 
da suggellare (for stamping) (i.e.,for stamp duty) and 
da squartare (to be quartered, that is, cut into quarto 
sheets), and
la charta da meglioramente e de fioritto (for conversion, 
that is, making into something else, and for making flow
ers (?) which must have been the best qualities of all 
papers, as the "floret" or fioretto paper still is to
day. )"(6 3)

The terms used for sizes were: "impériale", "reale", "grande", 
and "piccola". When mentioning shipments of paper, the term 
"balle" (bales) is used followed by a Roman numeral indicat
ing the number of bales sent.

Further insight can be gained by notes from the same 
book concerning the role of watermarks in Fabrianese papers.
A typical note from the book reads as follows:

"We sent on April 11 (I3 6 3) to Lucas de Scilio and part
ners in Perugia by Rofino the servant of Puccio, 11 bales 
of Royal paper with the dragon watermark,"(64)

A further selection of watermarks, specifically from the del 
Vanno mill, include: The Bell, Demi-Stag, Half-Moon With Star, 
Demi-Griffon, Two Flowers, Stork, Lily, Beans, Two Circles, 
Crown, Dog, and Pomegranate.(6 5 ) They may bear some relation
ship to the grades of paper mentioned in the same document: 
fine, fine thin, fine small, and better and ordinary wrap
ping papers.



One final selection from the trade hooks describes ma
terials to be sent "alia valchiera del piano", that is, to 
the "stamps in the plain", during the period of April 18, 
l4l0 to May 23, l4ll. The term "valchere", or "gualchiere", 
(a local Fabrianese term) was used to refer to a fulling 
mill. The same term is used in the context of stamps for 
making paper pulp. Similarities between the two types of 
mills, paper- and fulling mills, was previously mentioned. 
The materials and amounts have been summarized as follows:

Entirely good rags 14,368 pounds
Rags of the best quality 9»381
Coarse rags 3,654 "
Rags of worst quality 710

28,113 pounds
(Plus 12 reams of torn paper.) (66)

As we have seen, commercial prospects played a major 
role in the conveyance of technical information and this 
is perhaps best exemplified in the North by the case of a 
German merchant, Ulman Stroraer. Stromer was a member of 
the senate in Nürnberg and an ardent businessman who kept 
a diary of his experiences as one of the first paper-mill 
owners in late fourteenth century Germany. Given the com
petitive business atmosphere of Nürnberg and the early pa
per market, he was obviously intent on siezing the oppor
tunity to become the first papermaker in Germany and mono
polize the production of paper in that country. On trading 
expeditions to Italy, Stromer had seen paper-mills in opera
tion. The technology was unknown in Nürnberg, so that he 
had to contract Italian papermakers from Lombardy. The con
tract with the Italian craftsmen read:



"In the year 1390, Franciscus de Marchia, and Marcus, 
his brother, and his manservant Bartholomeus pledged 
their loyalty to me and swore on oath to the Holy 
Saints that they would forever be faithful and would 
not divulge the secrets of papermaking to anyone in 
all the German lands this side of the mountains of 
Normandy."(6 7 )

Stroraer made the Italians swear before several witnesses; 
a procurator, his brother, sons, and brother-in-law. The 
oath seems extreme in its demands for ultimate faithfulness 
and secrecy. But, no doubt, Stromer considered it impor
tant, as a keen businessman, to safeguard his interests and 
limit as much competition as possible in the early stages 
of his new business venture.

In addition to the Italian workmen, Stromer employed a 
German overseer by the name of Glosen Obsser. His contract 
was as binding as that of the Italians;

"He promised to be faithful unto me and declared on his 
oath that he would be true to me and my heirs, that he 
would be my overseer at the mill, keep me from harm and 
that as long as he lived he would make paper for no one 
else save me and for my heirs and would not teach any 
man to make paper in any way at all. This took place on 
the Sunday next before St. Lawrence Day, in my room at 
the time of evening prayer in the year 1390 when my son 
Jdrg was present."(6 8)

A second excerpt from the diary describes certain 
"difficulties" caused by the foreign workmen;

"..the Italians were most troublesome the first year and 
did as they pleased and caused me many difficulties, 
not suffering the third wheel to run at all. My first
two wheels ran eighteen stampers and even these were
left idle a great part of the time as the foreign work
men wished to produce as little paper as possible so as 
to force me to let them have the mill for a rent of 200
gulden a year. This I would not agree to do and they
then offered also to give me an amount of paper. From 
this I understood that they wished to ruin me and deprive 
me of my paper mill."(6 9 )



Most mills (by the fourteenth century) owned three sets 
of stampers, each performed a particular operation. The 
first, having iron teeth, helped to fray the cloth and tear 
it apart. The second, not quite as rough, processed the 
rags into a lumpy pulp called "half stuff". Fresh water ran 
through the mixture during these early stages, cleaning the 
material. A third set of stampers, made of smooth wood, 
created the final smooth pulp mixture.(yo) Without the 
stampers, the first stage of papermaking was impossible.

The Italians realized their importance to the mill and 
decided to take advantage of their position and run the mill 
themselves. Perhaps Stromer's fears are justifiable. In 
any case, the Italians caused enough problems in the effec
tive running of the paper-mill to force Stromer to take ac
tion. As a result of underestimating his character, they 
found themselves confined in a tower for four days. A re
conciliation was arranged through Stromer's brother-in-law 
and the workmen re-affirmed their oath and swore not to cause 
any further trouble.(71)

Other secondary workmen, such as, the carpenter, Erhart 
Zymerman, were taken on under yearly contracts. He was hired 
in 1392 to repair the stamps and vats. Besides the general 
carpentry work in the mill, Erhart was employed to polish 
paper and his wife was employed to sort rags, to hang paper 
on lines to dry', and to count the paper. They were paid in 
wages and also given a house to live in and, "firewood with
al". (7 2)

Stromer operated the mill from 1390-94, at which time 
the property was leased to a Jdrg Tyrmann. Stromer died in 
1407 at the age of seventy-nine. These excerpts from his 
diary substantiate the fact that papermaking knowledge had



to be conveyed through craftsmen who knew the details of 
making paper. Their importance is proven by the story of 
the Italian workmen who disrupted the mill operations.
The contracts express an intent to limit outside competi
tion developing in Germany, or a situation similar to that 
which occurred from Fabrianese workmen migrating to the 
surrounding regions of Fabriano.

The general impression given by the Fabrianese and 
German documents, is that by the late fourteenth century, 
papermaking and paper marketing had become an extremely vi
able and desirable industry and trade. The improvements 
made by the Fabrianese helped to secure a larger market 
for paper and also enabled more paper to be produced. There 
was certainly no decline in the establishment of paper-mills 
during this period and large amounts of paper were being 
transported throughout Europe. Granted, selections have been 
made from these documents, but I suspect that a great deal of 
further documentation could be obtained with more research 
in the city archives of early papermaking centres, such as, 
Fabriano and Nürnberg.

Making paper.

Papermaking is actually a combination of two processes. 
The first, involves the decomposition of raw material into 
a fine pulp and the second, entails the collection of the 
pulp onto a surface, forming the sheet of paper.

During the pulp making process, it is important not to 
cut the fibres of raw material but to separate them by pul
ling them apart, thus increasing elasticity and bonding po
tential between the strands. In order to achieve this state



of maximum bonding, the fibres must be beaten with a great 
amount of water over a long period of time. The amount of 
time involved depends on the type of machinery used and whe
ther or not a caustic agent, such as lime, is added to the 
pulp mixture acting directly on the fibres to decompose them. 
The strength of the paper is dependent, in part, upon how 
long the pulp is beaten and whether or not lime is added. 
Paper made from pulp beaten a short time will be soft and 
less durable than that which is made from pulp beaten a lon
ger time, which will be crisp and very durable. Paper cur
rency is made from the latter type of paper.

The "Hollander Beater", invented in the late seventeenth
century, helped to accelerate the decomposition of raw mater
ial. As a result, a "whiter" paper was made.(73) Basical
ly, the Hollander is an oblong tub with a cylinder suspended 
in it. Blades are attached to this cylinder, which rotates 
causing the pulp to flow around within the tub (Fig. 222).
The blades press the raw material against a bedplate below 
it. The cylinder suspension can be raised or lowered in or
der to control the degree of shredding required.(74) The 
Hollanders were sometimes combined with stampers, which al
lowed for additional cleansing and shredding. They required 
less power than a stamper, cut down on fermentation time, and 
in five or six hours, could make the same amount of pulp that 
it took the stampers twenty-four hours to prepare.(75)

Types of vegetable matter or raw material used for pa
per pulp can vary; however, the paper produced in fourteenth 
and fifteenth century Europe was made from linen rags and 
hempen ropes. The materials were sorted according to their 
soiled condition and were then placed in large vats of water 
and left to ferment (Fig. 223). Stampers were used to beat
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the linen and hemp into a pulp. These were generally wooden 
hammers that rose and fell by means of a series of cams on 
an axle (Fig. 224). As in the case of Ulman Stromer's mill, 
there were generally three sets of stampers all working at 
different stages in the pulp production. The pulp was agi
tated constantly to keep it from settling and to mix in the 
greatest amount of water. This increased bonding potential, 
and, hence durability. Sometimes, the vat of pulp was warmed 
which increased evaporation from the pulp as a formed sheet 
of paper, leaving less water to he pressed out and quicker 
drying.

A paper mould is used to form the sheet of paper from 
the liquid pulp. It is made of a wooden frame with parallel 
wire ribs forming a 'screen* from one edge to the other (Fig. 
225)' Wires were sewn to the ribs, about li to 2j inches ap
art, although this varies between types of paper. These 
sewn wires create what are known as, "chain lines", and the 
ribg create the, "laid lines".(?6) A wooden frame called a 
"deckle" is placed over the mould to prevent pulp from drain
ing over the edges.

The mould is dipped into a vat of pulp and brought up 
using slow and even, forward and backward movements, during 
which the excess water drains off the sides and through the 
mould in a sieve-like fashion, leaving the accumulated wet 
fibre on top of the rib supports. The deckle is removed and 
the mould is then flipped over in one motion onto a piece of 
felt. With a slight pressure from the back, the paper pulp 
is "couched" (pronounced cooched) onto the felt.(77) The 
same process is then repeated, stacking the felts with newly 
made sheets of paper sandwiched between until a sufficient 
number is obtained. This accumulation of felts and paper



is known as a "post". The post is then collected and taken 
to be pressed. These three stages are shown in a sixteenth 
century French engraving (Fig. 2 26). Early European paper- 
makers used massive wooden screw-presses that took the com
bined strength of several workers to operate. "At the first 
pressing, enough water would be squeezed out to reduce the 
height of a post from two feet to about six inches".(7 8) A 
series of further light pressings were done in order to ach
ieve the desired smoothness.

Finally, the damp paper was pulled off in groups of four 
and five in order to prevent wrinkling and curling during 
drying. They were hung over horse- or cow-hair ropes coated 
with beeswax, usually located in the loft of the mill where 
the air was warm and relatively clean (Fig. 227). The type 
of treatment applied to the paper in order to finish the sur
face depended upon its ultimate use. Scribes wanted a smooth 
surface, similar to parchment, for the use of quill pens. 
Printers required less of a hard, smooth surface, so that 
their heavy, thick inks would bite the paper without too much 
pressure from the printing-press. This surface treatment is 
known as "sizing".(79) The animal gelatin.used by early Eu
ropean papermakers was made by heating the scrapings from 
animal hides (a form of glue). The sheets were lowered into 
a vat of sizing and then put through a sizing-press to remove 
excess liquid (Pig. 228). When dry, the sheets were rubbed 
or burnished by hand on one side with a piece of agate.(80) 
This process smoothed and sealed the surface.

Looking at paper.

The oldest paper found in the archives of Fabriano is a



deed dated I2 8 3 , It was made from hemp and sized with glue 
and gum tragacanth. It was described as, "very coarse, of 
irregular transparency, made of badly beaten.rags, the chain 
lines are irregular distances from each other and not firmly 
stretched, all of which point to the great difficulties ex
perienced by the maker when preparing the paper stuff and 
making the sieve of metal wires for the mould. Then follow 
other papers dating from 1 2 8 6, 1 2 8 7, and 1 2 9 0, in which the 
same defects as in the first specimen are to be observed."(81) 

It is important to look closely at a sheet of paper and 
examine it for those peculiarities which are inherent to each 
individual sheet. The laid and chain lines in. paper, pro
duced as a result of the paper pulp settling more thinly over 
the ridges in the mould surface, can be seen, usually very 
clearly, when the paper sheet is held up to the light. The 
laid lines can be counted and these numbers compared amongst 
various sheets of old paper as a means of distinguishing be
tween types. For instance, the paper used by Erhard Ratdolt 
of Augsburg, in 1490-92, has thirty-two to thirty-eight laid 
lines to the inch, whereas a paper used by Berthold Ruppel 
at Basle, in the late fifteenth century, has twenty laid lines 
to the inch.(82)

A "watermark" is made by. the same process as that which 
makes chain and laid lines, the paper pulp settling more thin
ly in some areas. Watermarks are made from a design fashioned 
out of wire and attached to the mould surface (Fig. 229)•
The design was drawn upon a block of wood, then headless 
nails were driven into the pattern marking the contours. The 
wire was then fitted over this model and shaped accordingly.
In this way, numerous designs, very similar in contours, 
could be made.(8 3 ) This process helps to explain the near
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identical shapes of many marks. The marks were made and 
used in pairs, as were the moulds, and the same craftsman 
made both objects. This also explains the appearance of 
many watermarks as "twins".(84) Watermarks are not found 
in either Oriental or Arabian papers.(85) From 1237, paper 
in Xativa, Spain was made without watermarks until about 
1 3 7 0. Only paper from Italy bore watermarks and it has
been suggested that it was the influence of Italian paper%
which instigated the use of watermakrs in paper from Xativa 
from 1370 onward.(8 6 )

Two experts agree that watermarks were discovered by 
accident in Italy;

"One of the wires forming the metallic mould or sieve 
may have become broken or bent, leaving its imprint 
or trace on the sheet of paper, while it was being 
made. This will have suggested the idea of giving 
this wire a definite form or design, and probably 
explains the primitive and simple appearance of the 
earliest watermarks, which then with time and with 
the improved means the paper-makers possessed, gradually 
attained their present state of perfection."(8 7 )

The experts, Gasparinetti and Milliani, rejected the opinion 
that the watermarks indicated the locality where the paper 
had been made and instead, affirmed that it indicated the 
maker. But the thousands of watermarks produced and recorded 
show us that both locale and individual maker became elements 
in watermark designs. Certainly, the earliest (late thir
teenth century) group of watermarks are simple, geometric 
shapes. This may be because they were the easiest designs 
to shape out of wire, before the use of wood-block forms, 
but also because extensive variations were not necessary in 
the early history of using watermarks. It has been suggested 
that these marks are due, in general, to the "lively entre-
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preneurship of Westerners", putting a trademark on their 
products.(88) It is reasonable to assume that watermark 
designs grew in complexity and variety as the papermaking 
industry developed.

A more fascinating, if not fanciful, proposal in an
swer to why watermarks were used was made by Harold Bayley 
in his book, The Lost Language of Symbolism. He suggested 
that watermarks were employed by religious groups that made 
paper and used the marks as s^bols of their religious be
liefs. (8 9) This "proposal" was definitely dismissed by Al
lan Stevenson, who supported Briquet's opinion that this was 
a nonsensical approach to the discussion of watermarks, wri
ting several articles which disproved many of Bayley's id
eas. (90) Dard Hunter dismissed this notion based on the 
existence of so many variations of designs and numbers of 
watermarks. He suggested that the variety is due to changes 
made by the workers when the wire designs fell off of the 
moulds during use.(9 1)

The use of an 'invisible' mark in the paper would have 
been the only means of distinguishing types of paper, as dif
ferences are not always noticeable on the paper surface. It 
seems reasonable to suppose that watermarks also had a very 
functional purpose; that is, they were a kind of trademark 
for the craftsman who made the paper (a highly developed 
skill) and they were useful in identifying pairs of moulds 
while the paper was being made. The design elements were 
taken from historical symbols relating to a particular city 
or region in combination with personal details of the paper
maker. The Crozier of Basle is tied historically to that 
city and was the motif used in the earliest paper made 
there.(9 2 ) The moulds were handled by two men during the



papermaking process. One, the vatman, formed the sheet and 
then handed it to his assistant, the coucher, to transfer 
the sheet to the felt, while the vatman formed a second 
sheet; Identical marks would have made it easier to keep 
the pairs of moulds in order.(93) Some watermarks show en
tire names written and combined with a symbol (animal or 
motif), and some have only initials attached. Both indi
cate an attempt at a more personal method of defining the 
symbol, making it a more specific mark with regard to the 
individual papermaker. There are examples of paper from the 
seventeenth century which are known to have designated cer
tain sizes of paper. The mark of the Arms of France and 
Navarre appears in the demi folio of F, Willughby's Orni
thology (London, I7 6 8). It is known to have been commonly 
used by Norman papermakers to designate a demi, or "carre", 
size of paper.(94)

The four published volumes of Briquet's work reproduce 
1 6 ,0 0 0 watermarks and their variations made before I6 0 0.
In addition to this, he left 30,000 tracings of unpublished 
marks in Geneva. In the group of pre-l600 watermarks, the 
Bull's Head motif occurs in at least l400 variations.(95) 
This mark appears as early as I3IO and continues to be seen 
in papers for the following two hundred years. As a symbol, 
the Ox, was emblematic of strength and patience, of Christ 
the true sacrifice, and of all who patiently bore the labour 
of life for the good of others. Whether or not this symbol
ism was influential in the selection of this motif is left 
to conjecture. There remains an infinite variety of motifs 
used.(9 6)

"It is obvious that watermarks (and other "stigmata"



derived from the papermould) must have some rele
vancy in questions of dates. For each mould was pro
duced at some definite moment in history, could we 
know it; and each hatch of paper was made in a certain 
day or week. Before that date the mark and the mould 
was continually deteriorating; so that the reams made 
in one week were seldom precisely the same in their 
markings as those made in another week. After some 
months of use a dilapidated filigree on a mould was 
often replaced by another. And at the end the mould 
itself was discarded, thrown into the back yard. Af
ter that there was certainly no paper with the peculiar 
characteristics of that particular mould. Evidently, 
securing a knowledge of the life-history of typical 
moulds is one way to approach the problems of dating.
We can learn something of this life-history through 
the study of the same mark, or pair of marks as they 
change form within a group of books or even within a 
single volume."(97)

As a bibliographer and filigranist, Dr. Stevenson was 
working with groups of watermarks found in manuscripts and 
printed books. Compared to the student of single-sheet prints, 
he was fortunate to have large numbers of complete watermarks 
in dated volumes to work with. This makes his methods of 
investigation and analysis more readily substantiated. But 
his methods of observation and technique can also be applied 
when looking at the paper of individual woodcut prints and 
engravings. One may not be able to determine as precise a 
date, as when working with manuscripts but it is nonetheless 
important to know about the making of a sheet of paper, ad
ding its "life-history" to that of the printed impression 
which appears on it.(9 8)

Some specific observations to be aware of are;
1) A watermark that has a sprung wire,
2) A piece of wire that has separated 

from the form as a whole.
3 ) Sewing points where the form has been 

attached to the mould surface. These 
tend to appear along the chain lines where 
the form would be most likely to hold fast.
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4) Threads from sewing points that have 
come loose.

Watermarks can be measured and these measurements com
pared, as in the amount of laid lines in a given area. The 
height of two comparable watermarks can vary slightly (half 
a millimeter) due to shrinkage of the paper. This is the 
result of the paper being dampened for printing, then ex
posed to heat and light.(99) The mould side of the paper 
will show these marks (chain and laid lines, and watermarks) 
as indentations in the surface. This is generally the smooth 
side of the paper; however, printers often chose the oppo
site side, the rougher side, to print on so that the ink 
will bite more successfully.

"States" of watermarks are created during the working 
life of the mould.

"As the coucher removes the sheet from the mould, he 
raises the side in his right hand -- and as the sheet 

. comes off it must exert quite a pull on the wires of 
the watermark... So a loose watermark would be pulled.. 
gradually."(100)

New states of watermarks were created by the movement 
of loose wires along the mould surface and by the pull on 
the mould during paper manufacture, both at the vat and the 
couching post. Because of these pressures, one or more 
points would come unsewn or the wire forms would fall apart 
before the moulds they were on were discontinued in use.
At that time, the wires became bent and mishappen and in
creased differentiation from the "twin", .or duplicate mark. 
Further change occurred during the re-sewing of the mark.(101) 

In the demi folio previously cited by F. Willughby, one 
of the watermark forms had a loose wire which moved about
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during the papermaking use of this mould and left impres
sions in various positions in the paper. At the same time, 
in another mark, some deterioration in the form also occur
red. Any undated example of paper with the same marks in 
similar stages of deterioration would have to date from the 
period when these two moulds were in use. An example of 
paper which shows an "evolution" of at least six states of 
deterioration and re-sewing, all in one volume, is the small 
folio of Inigo Jones' Stonehenge, (London, l655)• The marks.
Twin Pots Lettered C/AB, have some handles that are neat and 
S-like, and others that are distorted. In some states, the 
marks are sewn between chain lines, and in others on chain 
lines (Figs. 230 and 231 ).(1 0 2)

Within the immense variety of watermark forms, the sew
ing points remain distinct to each form. Early marks have 
visible "dots" due to the fairly coarse wire used in the 
sewing. This wire became finer, creating smaller less ob
vious points, and even later, the dots give way to continu
ous over-sewing along the outer wires of the watermark form.(1 0 3) 
These points cannot be seen in every sheet of paper, but 
they are fairly obvious when they do appear.- It is important 
to note that sewing points were not reproduced in Briquet's 
work and only in a very few other works published in this 
century. They rarely reproduce chain and laid lines also, 
making comparisons less precise.

Finally, aside from changes which may have occurred dur
ing the papermaking process, at the end of the working day, 
the moulds were washed and cleaned with brushes. This may 
have created yet further alterations in the watermark (and 
mould) wires.(104)

In considering the use of watermarks for dating purposes
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one must take into account a certain "time-lag" that occur
red between the making of the paper and its actual use.
This time-lag could vary from a month or so, to a number 
of years, depending on the length of time the paper was 
seasoned or shelved until use, and marketing delays caused 
by the dealer or printer. This is s subject which was not 
generally understood by filigranists and bibliographers, as 
indeed, it is a difficult question to answer definitively. 
Much depends upon the type of paper used, whether it was 
an "ordinary" paper, which could be used at once, or a 
"fine" paper, which may hve benefitted from seasoning. Pa
pers of unusual size would also, along with fine papers, be
nefit from seasoning.(1 0 5) Fine papers may also have been 
kept for special editions or prints. Because of this spec
iality, moulds for some fine papers might have been used off 
and on over a numbers of years. This causes difficulties 
in determining the exact date of production.

Briquet allowed fifteen years as the life of a mark and 
thirty years as the period in which it might be found. To 
Dr. Stevenson this was not statistically logical and ob
scured the real possibilities. He tended to allow a one to 
five year span concluding that more study of this subject 
would be helpful in determining closer approximations.(1 0 6)

"In examining old books, a great profusion of watermarks 
may be noted in the paper of an individual volume, some fif
teenth century works containing a dozen or more different 
papermarks in a single book."(l07) A mixture of papers in 
one volume may result, "from bringing together the limited 
product of a number of one-vat mills, or else the purchase 
of various remnants of stock. In the latter instance the 
time-lag for some sorts might be several years."(1 0 8) Some
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books can be homogenous in the type or types of paper used 
in their printing. If a printer purchased a quantity of 
paper for a volume, any delay in use is likely to have been 
in months rather than years.(109) Some early books though, 
were only printed on demand and, therefore, the different 
volumes show totally different watermarks, as the paper was 
probably purchased or assembled when printing was to be car
ried out. At times, only the best examples of a particular 
supply of paper were used for printing, leaving the rest to 
be used at a later time. When just a few sheets were needed, 
these could have been used. This could explain the occur
rence of certain dated watermarks that were used (in dated 
publications) several years after their mark date.(110)

It is probably fair to say, that definite dates are not 
usually obtained as a result of watermark analysis in the 
paper of prints made in the fifteenth century. But this is 
solely dependent upon how much of the mark appears in the 
paper; how distinct its characteristics are; and how often 
it and/or variations of it have been recorded in previous 
research. It is not an impossible task and certainly one 
that should be considered and understood.

The major problem with publications on watermarks, re
mains the disjointed nature of research that has been done. 
Most of this work has been carried out by individual scholars 
There has been no recognized, consistent method of analysis 
and description, and because of this, each publication tends 
to either lack details or else emphasize other aspects too 
strongly. Allan Stevenson was attempting to introduce just 
such an analytical approach to the study of watermarks. His 
analysis is very detailed but one should be acquainted with 
the full range of possible observations, in order to benefit
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the most from whatever evidence that exists in the paper 
observed. Certainly more attention to the study of water
marks and to Stevenson's methods is necessary. It is an area 
that should not be ignored by students of prints but "should 
be investigated to the fullest extent.
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33* White, Jr., (I9 6 2), op. cit., p.8 9 .
3 4 . A, Stevenson, The Problem of the Missale Spéciale, 

(London, 1 9 6 7), pp.48-49. "The Arabs prepared their rags 
with a man-powered trip-hammer which rose and fell on their 
wet material." Library of Congress, op. cit., p. 32.

35* Stevenson, op. cit., pp.48-49. "The Arabs sized 
their paper with a size made of rice starch or wheat starch, 
or by means of a gum dissolved in water and then treated it 
with alum, a method which does not produce a very success
ful sizing"..."The Chinese, on the other hand, in order to 
make their paper suitable for the ink they used, and I am 
told still use in many provinces, employed a gum or glue ex
tracted from a special kind of lichen, the effect of which 
is however, inferior to that of animal glue." Gasparinetti, 
op. cit., p.7 0 .

3 6 . "There had also been considerable prejudice, from 
the beginning, against the paper manufactured by the Arabs, 
which was more economical but less durable writing material 
than parchment. Indeed we may say that there existed a hier
archy of materials used for writing, according to the impor
tance of the words that were to be written on them.

For inscriptions and solemn attestations stone was used; 
for ordinary administrative decrees and original legal docu
ments (atti notarili) parchment; for records (minute) of le
gal documents which were kept by the lawyer (notarié) and for 
other private records, paper; for writings of little impor
tance, which were not meant to be preserved, talbets coated 
with wax." The use of the latter continued until the end of 
the thirteenth century. Lopez, op. cit., p.135*

This tradition apparently continued in the printing of 
books during the fifteenth century. Certain types of paper 
were used to distinguish exclusiveness of particular editions 
The Gutenberg edition on vellum was intentional to distin
guish it from the more munerous copies on paper. A. Robison, 
Paper in Prints, (Washington, D.C., 1977)» p.l6.
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Documents from a twelfth century Norman Chancery (1146) 
show that, "the Chancery deemed it more desirable, for the 
better preservation of such documents, that the old and new 
ordinances should be entrusted to parchment"Restrictions 
placed on the use of paper, due mainly to its lack of dura
bility, forced early Italian papermakers to improve upon 
their product or face the loss of the industry all together. 
The use of animal gelatin as size probably had the greatest 
effect on popularizing paper".."No restrictions as to the 
use of paper appear later than 1240, at which time paper was 
increasing in popularity and use". Gasparinetti, op. cit.,
pp.68-71. V

"As in early times, the printers tried to imitate the 
manuscript books as closely as possible, so did the Basle 
papermakers in their early days attempt to give their paper 
the character of authentic parchment, to allay the prevail
ing distrust of the new writing material." W. Tschudin,
The Ancient Papermills of Basle and Their Marks, (Holland, 
1958), p . 36.

3 7 . Stevenson, op. cit., pp.278-279*
3 8 . Ibid. C.M. Briquet also proved that early Euro

pean paper was made from either hemp or linen, or a combina
tion of both. C.M. Briquet, Briquet's Opuscula, ed. E.J.
Labarre, (Holland, 1955)» pp.142-155*

3 9 . Library of Congress, op. cit., p.18.
40. Library of Congress, op. cit., p.19*

' 4l. Lopez, op. cit., p.1 3 2.
42. Gasparinetti, op. cit., p.6 9 .
4 3 . Lopez, op. cit., p.1 3 3*
44. Lopez, op. cit., p.134.
4 5 . Gasparinetti, op. cit., pp.6 8-6 9 . "A number of 

writers who have studied the question have expressed the opin
ion that the Crusaders themselves had brought the art of 
paper-making from the Orient to the Marches. Such a view is, 
however, not supported by documents, in the absence of which 
another hypothesis may be put forward, that is, that the Ar
abs themselves had brought the new craft to Fabriano."

46. Lopez, op. cit., p.134. The second partnership was 
that of Michele Traverse of Milan and Giovanni of Sant' Cleese 
(a village near Genoa).

4 7 . Lopez, op. cit., p.1 3 4. Lopez states that, "the 
consumption of paper in Genoa was very considerable", and 
assumes that as a local industry, papermaking in Genoa would 
have been distrusted despite the possible economic savings 
(not having to pay transport charges on paper shipments from 
the Near East).
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48. Gasparinetti, op. cit., p.6 9 .
4 9 . Gasparinetti, op, cit., p.?8. There are no known

documents relating to the foundation of the papermakers' 
guild. By the end of the fourteenth century, they had formed 
into a college, or company, with their patron saint being,
St. Mary Magdalene.

5 0 . P.G. Wilson, "A Short History of Fabriano," Zonghi's 
Watermarks, (Holland, 1953)» pp.6 -7 .

5 1 . Gasparinetti, op. cit., p.66. "Moreover, no docu
ment known to me has yet appeared to upset the tradition 
that Fabriano should be considered as the centre from which 
paper-making, perfected by new methods, spread throughout 
Europe."

5 2 . Gasparinetti, op. cit., pp.72-73* The number "fif
teen" derives from a study of watermarks in thirteenth and
fourteenth century papers made in Fabriano. A volume of 
deeds attested by Matteo di Mercatuccio between August 27»
1320 and July I3 » 1321, shows twenty partnership agreements 
and engagements of labourers or workshops "ad artem char- 
tarum operandam et exercedam".

53* Gasparinetti, op. cit., p.73*
5 4 . Ibid,
55* Gasparinetti, op. cit., p.7 8 .
5 6 . A. Zonghi, "The Ancient Papers of Fabriano," Zon'ghi ' s 

Watermarks, (Holland, 1953)» pp.25-28.
57* Zonghi, op. cit., p.20. Among the notes mention is

made of, "purchases of rags, screens 
of canvas for packing purposes, of fe

58. Ibid.
59* Zonghi, op. cit., p.2 8 .
6 0 . Zonghi, op. cit.» pp.25-2 6 .
6 1 . Zonghi, op. cit.» p.2 7 .
6 2 . Zonghi, op. cit.» p.35*
6 3 . Zonghi, op. cit., p.2 2 .

in
64. Ibid. There 

the first book.
are at least 58

6 5 . Zonghi, op. cit.» P*28.
66. Ibid.
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6 7 . D. Hunter, Panermaking Through Eighteen Centuries, 
(New York, 1930)» p.11.

6 8 . Hunter (1930), op. cit., p.10.
6 9 . Hunter (1930), op. cit., pp.11-1 2 .
7 0 . Library of Congress, op, cit., p.34. For the first 

three hundred hears of paper production in Basle, stampers 
or hammers shod with iron nails rotated in wooden vats (un
til the nineteenth century). Tschudin, op. cit., p.34.

7 1 . Hunter (1 9 3 0), op. cit., p.1 2 . Concerning the dis
ruption of the mill caused by the Italians, Stromer wrote;
"In the year 1391, on the twentieth of August, I took Franz 
and his brother Marcus and shut them in the tower."

7 2 . Ibid.
73* Robison, op. cit., p.20. Post-Hollander Beater 

paper is "brighter" due to the fermentation process being 
shorter. In the nineteenth century, the practise of bleach
ing paper resulted in a pure white product. Though there 
may be some question about the effects of the bleach on the 
paper's durability.

7 4 . There were complaints that the Hollander made a less 
durable paper because it shredded the fibres as opposed to 
macerating them. Until I8 6I, the French Stamp Office insisted 
that all of its paper come from mills using stampers as op
posed to Hollander Beaters. Library of Congress, op. cit.,
p.4 7 .

75- Library of Congress, op. cit., p.47. Before the 
Hollander Beater, rags were left to ferment naturally and 
sometimes up to one third of the pulp was lost due to rot
ting beyond use and permanent staining from’ mould.

7 6 . "Wove paper" is made from a mould that has finely 
woven brass wires which produce a mesh surface for making 
paper. The distinctive laid and chain lines, or marks, do 
not appear in paper made with this type of mould. A smooth
er surface and no line marks are characteristic of wove pa
per. It was introduced to Europe in the eighteenth century 
by an English printer, John Baskerville. Library of Congress, 
op. cit., pp.35-3 6 .

77' Due to the properties of surface tension, the pulp 
will remain adhered to the mould until a slight pressure 
breaks the tension.

7 8 . Library of Congress, op. cit., p.39*
79' The ingredients of the size mixture can have import

ant consequences to the life of the paper. When paper is made 
from new linen or cotton, almost no acid is produced. In the 
late seventeenth century, papermakers began to use alum to
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set the size. By 1850, rosin size was used as a substi
tute for gelatin and animal sizes. A side product of the 
alum-rosin sizing process was sulphuric acid. This resul
ted in papers that became weak and brittle and deteriorated 
rapidly. Library of Congress, op. cit., p.8 6 .

8 0 . Library of Congress, op. cit., pp.41-42. Later on 
a "glazing hammer" performed this function by pounding the 
paper into a smoother, more uniform surface. In addition to 
this, a "calendar roll" (early eighteenth century) was in
troduced as a further perfection of the machinery for this 
process. "

81. Zonghi, op. cit., p.18.
82. Hunter (194?), op. cit., p.115*
8 3 . Stevenson, op. cit., pp.245-247. This information 

is derived from twentieth century sources and should not be 
used to explain how all watermarks were made. Certainly the 
early marks have a simplicity that implies forming by hand 
but as marks grew in complexity, this type of model-forming 
would have been useful in keeping a basic consistency through
out individual motifs.

84. A. Stevenson, "Watermarks are Twins," Studies in 
Bibliography, IV, (1951-52), p.6 5 .

8 5 . Watermarks were not used in the Orient until the 
twentieth century. Hunter (1947), op. cit., p.90. They 
were not used at all in Islamic paper. White, Jr., (1978),
op. cit., pp.2 26-2 2 7.

86. F. de Bofarull y Sans, Animals in Watermarks, (Hol
land, 1959), p.10.

8 7 . Gasparinetti, op. cit., p.72.
88. White, Jr., (1978), op. cit., pp.226-227.
8 9 . H. Bayley, The Lost Language of Symbolism,(New York,

1 9 5 1).
9 0 . Briquet, op. cit., p.xxiv.
9 1 . Hunter (1947), op. cit., p.2 6 1.
9 2 . Tschudin, op. cit..
93" Library of Congress, op. cit., p.72.
9 4 . Briquet, op. cit., p.xxxviii.
95* H . Horodisch, "On the Aesthetics of Ancient Water

marks," The Briquet Album, (Holland, 1952), p.111. Horodisch 
estimated that between 200- and 2 5 0 ,0 0 0 sheets of paper were 
usually made from each mould, or 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 per pair. (p.l0 9)
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9 6 . Hunter (1947), op. cit,, Chapt. IX, "Watermarks".
97* Briquet, op. cit., p.xxxviii.
9 8 . Unfortunately, many of the prints that students 

are apt to observe are laid down on additional sheets of 
paper or board, for either conservation purposes or from 
their original treatment by previous owners. In such cases, 
observations of the sheet of paper are limited to only the 
surface characteristics.

99. Stevenson(1 9 6 7), op.% cit., p.3 2 . Books and single
sheet prints were printed in this manner.

100. Stevenson (1 9 6 7), op. cit., p.249. This comment 
was made to Stevenson by J. Barcham Green, a twentieth cen
tury paper-mill owner in England.

101. Stevenson(1 951-5 2), op. cit., p.68.
102. Briquet, op. cit., p.xxxviii.
1 0 3. Stevenson (1 9 6 7), op. cit., p.35'
104. Stevenson (I9 6 7), op. cit., p.33*
1 0 5. Briquet, op. cit., p.xxxix. "In most periods 

there seems to have been such a demand on the paper-mills 
that there can have been little seasoning or other delay 
before the use of medium grades and common sizes."

• 1 0 6, Ibid.
1 0 7. Hunter (1947), op. cit., p.2 6 1.
108. Briquet, op. cit., pp.xxix-xl.
1 0 9. Briquet, op. cit., p.xxix.
110. Briquet, op. cit., p.xl.
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' APPENDIX B,
A PAPER RELIEF MADE FROM THE "MARKLE PLAQUE".

In order to give additional practical information con
cerning the uses of papier mâché with clay matrices, I ex
perimented with making some relief images out of the "Mar- 
kle Plaque" mould using not paper pulp, but sheet paper in 
the manner "n which I believe the New York Public Library 
sealprint was made.

Cennino Cennini describes a few casting techniques but 
none that pertain to papier mache. For the treatment of the 
matrix surface before casting is begun, he suggests greasing 
it with lard or animal fat. The technique he is describing 
utilized a stone matrix and metal foil which is laid over 
the surface and hammered into the recessed areas, then filled 
in with gesso to retain the body.(l) In the case of using 
papier mâché, I found that lard filled in the matrix detail 
and discovered that if the surface were dampened with cold 
water, this would enable the paper to be pulled away from 
the matrix without tearing or sticking to the surface. I 
used square shaped sheets of fine paper (tissue paper used 
for packing shoes) and the paste was a cold water starch 
paste (wallpapering paste).

After wetting the matrix, a single layer of tissue pa
per was immersed in the paste and folded over once to in
crease the thickness. This was laid down from right to left 
on the matrix, pressing on the paper as it was laid down, in 
order to avoid air pockets and tearing at the recessed edges 
of the mould (Figs. 232 and 233 ). If the paper was laid 
flat over the incised surface and then pressed with the
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fingers into the hollow design beneath, the paper only 
tore and did not fill the matrix evenly. Folds and edges 
were avoided in deeply recessed areas, such as, the Virgin's 
head and the Child's head, because they tended to show up 
in the finished relief image, distorting the surface and 
details in the design (Fig. 234 ). These layers of doubled 
tissue paper were repeated along with constant pressure from 
the fingers forcing the damp material into the finest details, 
especially in the area of the lettering (Fig. 2 3 5). Five 
to eight layers of doubled paper were used over the entire 
surface of the matrix. When the cast was opaque and white, 
meaning it was thick enough to retain its shape, the edges 
of the paper were folded and moulded onto the surface (Fig. 
2 3 6). This folding over gave a rounded edge which was then 
held by the fingers and pulled across the surface, lifting 
the paper relief out of the matrix as this was done. The 
back of the relief remained concave. Three casts were made 
in thirty minutes (Figs. 2 37 to 2 39). They were then left 
to dry on sheets of loose paper. As a result of not being 
attached to a firm support, the forms wrinkled and curled 
up at the edges. When one example was cut with scissors, 
layers of paper could be seen in the cross-section, very simi
lar to the description of the layers of paper seen in sec
tions of the New York Public Library sealprint. One paper 
relief made from the "Markle Plaque" was painted to look 
like those papier mâche roundels found in the abbey at Wien- 
hausen (Fig. 240).

I might note here, that the first method attempted in 
this experiment, used a mass of paper dampened in starch 
paste. This was pressed into the wet matrix and backed with 
pieces of paper covered in paste. When the mass was semi-dry



(tacky), an attempt was made to pull it out of the matrix.
It only separated from the paper sheets behind it and lost 
its form. The layering method described above was the only 
process of the two through which an image could be pulled 
freely and in one piece from the matrix.

The one reference made in this section is to:
1.Cennino Cennini, The Craftsman's Handbook. trans. D.V. Thom
pson, Jr., (New York, i9 6 0), p.?8 .
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(Fig. 3) The Almighty Enthroned, Paris, 
Coloured woodcut print, l48l, 247:156 mm
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(Fig. 7 3) Holy Water Flask. Lourdes, Plastic, 20th c ..
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Planche iv

(Fig. 93) Eighteenth Century Woodcutter's Knives.-----------------------------------
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(Fig. 98) A Flock-Print, The Crucifixion, German, ca. 1470, 
S . 2789X, 263:185 mm.
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( F i g . 99) A Flock-Print. St. George. German, ca. l4?5, S.2844, 264:185 mm.



(Fig. 100) Detail from Figure 99> showing the paste and 
wool surface materials.
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(Fig. 101) An Embroidery-Print. The Annunciation. Rnnt.h 
German, ca. i44o, S.29, 270:190 Em:......................
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(Fig. 1 61) The Crucifixion. German, Pasteprint, 15th c., S.2 7 9I1 175:122 mm.
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(Fig. 1 6 2) The Crucifixion. German, Metalcut print, 
15th c., S.2 3 4 4, 178:125 mm.
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(Fig. 1 69) Detail from Figure I5 6 , showing the white colouring 
on the pasteprint surface.
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(Fig. 1 7 0) Technique for inking an intaglio plate in more than 
one colour.



(Fig. 1 71) Christ Washing the Disciples' Feet German, Pasteprint, 15th c ., S.2776, 103:74 mm
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(Fig. 1 7 1) Christ Washing the Disciples* Feet. 
German, Pasteprint, 15th c., S.2776, 103:74 mm
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(Fig. 1 8 3) Christ Washing the Disciples' Feet, 
German, Pasteprint, 15th c ., S .2776, 102:76 mm



(Fig. 184) St. Dorothy, German, Pasteprint, 
15th c ., S.2842, 100:75 mm.



(Fig. 1 8 5) The Crucifixion. 
S , 2791 I 175:122 mm. German, Pasteprint, 15th c
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(Fig. 188)
15th c., S. 2 8 5 0, John the Evangelist. German, Pasteprint,

106:71 mm
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(Fig. 201) St. Catherine, German, Pasteprint, 
15th c ., 8 .2836a, 105:80 mm.
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m d

(Fig. 204) S t . Catherine. German, Pasteprint, 15th c. , S.LlX. 2837gJ, 5 1 0 9  mm.



(Fig. 205) St. John the Baptist. German, 
Pasteprint, 15th c ., S.2850m, 104;75 mm.



f ü r  2 4

(Fig. 2 0 6) Madonna and Child, German, Pasteprint, 
15th 0 ., S.2824c, Paper, 107:155 mm; Paste, 100: 
72 mm.
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(Fig. 230) "Twin Watermarks", Twin Pots Lettered C/AB

(Fig. 2 3 1) "Twin Watermarks". Twin Pots Letteres C/AB (second group).
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(Fig. 2 3 2) Wetting the matrix.

f

(Fig. 233) Laying the paper over the matrix



(Fig. 2 3 4) Continued layering of paper.

(Fig. 2 3 5) Pressing the paper into deeply recessed areas



(Fig. 2 3 6) Folding and moulding the paper to the surface

(Fig. 2 3 7) Paper relief made from the "Markle Plaque".
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